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H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River ahd 1 Ighth streets.

ElUt

•

J.

r\E GROUT,

L. barber. Halrcuttlng,
shaving,
shampooning,hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
sonablf rates. Barbershop next door to the City

Hotel.
LJ

OFVICJJ: VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

Produce, Etc.
Apples,

Btrberi.

DOES BUKO,

14-ly

OEACH, W. II. Commission Merchant, and
13 dealer in Grain, Flour and Prodnce. High-

Terms of Subscription:

%1.50 per year if paid in advance; %1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth & t ish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
jtaid at *ix month*.
Destlit.
OB IMUNTINO FBOMPTLT AMD

/''EE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand

U

MBATLT DONE.

office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Hnes, $-2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for subscribers.

\ f EENGB, I). R„ Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedaTI icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andl'er-

Fine Corn Meal P inO lbs

f..m»rlHs. River street. (

as* %

Dealer in Drugs, A5edlcines Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprieiorofDr.
W. Van Den IlKBo’sEainlly Medicines;Eighth St.

V

W

ALSU I1EBEK, Druggist*

Pharmacist; a
of goods appertainingto the bus-

full stock

iucss.

•

*

.........

*

,wy

60

1

.

•

He

all the

is also pre-

work.

A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser, old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donote
would respcclfully announce to the citizens
13-ly.
the expiration of ihe Subscripllou.Two XX sig- that she has opened Dressmakingand Hair Dress- joiner’s
Bif that no paper will be continued after date.
ing rooms, in the building,one door west of Grif
Ail advertising bills collectable quarterly. tin s Drug Store, Washingtonstreet, Grand Haven.
largest variety of Cigars and ToAlso teaches in Wax, Worsted, Lace, and other
baccos,
the
cheapest and the best, at
fancy
31-ly

work.

WT

THISPAPER

* “w.e n?w2:
Spruce St.), where

paper AdvertisingBureau tlO
idverllslngcontracts may be made

for it in

NEW

15lf-

Pkmink’s.

— —

elect our officers.

They

are

machine.
There

is

We

two

talk of

“parties.”

only one party, of two parts. It

Ma’sh.”

in the

In tbe departments, which have the
usual amount and variety, mention may
be made of a discussionof co-operation,
by a reviewer who thinks America an unfavorable field for

ll,

a sketch of old

New

York Bohemtanism, and accounts of an
improved system of ventilation,gas

fuel,

name names. What difference
combioed plow and harrow, etc. Some
does it make to us whether our public
“ Sonnets from the Afghancso ” appear in
officialsare appointed for us by Mr.
“ Brie a-Brac."
Roscoe Coukling, or by Mr. John Kelly,
time

to

A

or by the two acting in concert,or by their

Ten-year-old Rival of Dr. Carver.

less

polls,

and there please

ourselveswith the choice between two
seta of printed papers, prepared

same men, hut with

different sets of

on them, with the eagle
it

may

Lillian F. Smith,

so that we are allowed to walk

by the
names

the top printed,

al

be from differentdies. Are we to

call this

kind

of performance “popular

election”? Mr. John Kelly und some of
his coadjutors in

another “hall,” a short

time since, drew lots publicly, in our very

eyes, for the appointment of our repre-

a Mule

lady only 10

yearj old, gave an exhibition on Saturday

evening

the

last, at

rink, of

her wonder-

ful skill with the rifle. She fired ot glass

making a very
under many diffi-

balls thrown in the air,

good score, but labored
way

culties in the

light

of

and limited space

in which to work. She fired over her
shoulder,taking sight in a small hand
mirror, and broke every ball out of twelve.

She broke bails swinging in

a circle, part

to a string,broke fifteen balls in

one min-

ute, and several other feats worthy the
If you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go sentatives to Congress. The business of
& CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Kurivi nltnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at the great election-mill goes on from year Austins or Dr. Carver. Miss Lillian,who
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
E. 8. Danoukmond’s. to year. The names of the members of residessix or seven miles from town with
her parents, and who was accompanied by
Oeseral Deulsri.
the firm at times chance, new partners are
Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
them, is about medium height for a tenITAN PUTTKN G,, General Dealers, in Dry
admitted ; there is at limes a different disThis is beyond qnesdon the most successful
Goode. Groceries. Crockery,Hate and Caps,
year-old
child, bright ns a dollar, artless
Cough Medicinewe have ever sold, a few doses tribution made of the interestsin the busFlour. Provisions, etc. ; Kiver si.
Invariably cure the worst cases of Cough, Croup,
and natural, and don’t seem to think she
and Bronchitis, while it’s wonderful success In the iness. At times the upper and the nether
Hotel:.
can shoot much anyway. She seemed
cure of Consumption is without a purullelin the
millstoneschange places.— Erom "The
historyof medicine. Since it’s first discoveryit
/TITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- has b'-en sold on a guarantee, a tot which no other People'* I'roblm,"by Albert Stickney, in quite surprised at (lie hearty applauseHint
\J prietors.The only flrsi-classHotel In the medicine can stand. If you have a Cough we
followed her every effort. She holds the
city. Is located In the business center of the town,
earnestly ask you to try It. Price 10 cts, 50cts. mid Scribnerfor July.
ana has one of the largestand best sample rooms
rifle beautifully,and poises herself admir$1. If your Lung-* are sore, Chest, or Back Lame,
in Hie State. Free bus in connectionwitn the House Hhlloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. K.
ably. She has a most brilliantfuture betel. Holland,
HMy
The
Winning
of
Wealth.
Meengs.

\f EYEK,

YOKK.

The

Furniture.

do not

decorously to the

pared to build ntw dwellings, or repair

A

We

the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

pEHRY, c.

“parties”

Day

successors? We arc disfranchised, none

Mu. R. Van Kampen has got
buildings at short notice.

firm Uakan.

®

Additional ^ocal

\TAN PUTTKN, Wm.,

two

of

appointed for us by the managers of the

is

30

1

(

x.

and keep up the form

45
1

One^tiuurcof tenllncB, nonpareil,) 75 cents I \OESBURU, J. O., Dealeriu Drugsand Medl- Flour, |Tbrl ......................® 5 7>
llm lm Bert ion, and ‘25 centu for each Bubse
L" cines, Paints aud Oils, Brushes, *tc. Phy- Pearl Barley, $H00 lb ...............® 8 SO
quent i nsertion for any period under three slcian'sprescriptionscarcfully put up: Eighth si. Rye » bu-h ....................
80
| 3 m. | 6

special

Sea-Ho/sc” (walrus) by

trade and bargain over the people’s ofllces,

the control of their lenders,and the leaders

(as they are called), to catch our votes.

Barley, V 100 lb ............ ........ 1

Dra;: sad Medicine:.

of

illustrated paper

“The

Q

drain. Feed, Etc.

Feed,

488.

@

(ft
^
@

Wheat, white

page. An

NO.

The process of election has become 0 Henry W. Elliott,who was the first to
mere form. It has become supersededby discriminate the Atlantic from the Pacific
that of nomination,the process of nomspecies,and who writes from intimate
ination has fallen into the hands of the
personal knowledgeof hia subject. Of
professionalelection workers, the profesparticular interest to Philadelphiansis
sional election workers have fallen under
Mr. Maurice F. Egan's account of “ A

@

Timothy Seed, |J bushel ..........2 50

WHOLE
Interest is

bushel .................
Beans, |1 bushel ........
(tf, 1 ‘25
Butter, lb .............
14
Clover seed, V !b .................
4 CO
Eggs, ^ dozen .............
14
Honey, B> ......................
12

Onions, V bushels ................

CsaaluionMerchiat.

Editor and PMittur.

^

1881.

25,

Is tnis Popular Election f

(Aur itarkets.

Eighth street.

PUBLISHED EVEIIY BATUHDAY AT

-

SATURDAY, JUNE

rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
JL Agent. Offlceln Kenyon & Van Patten’s bank

A WEEKLY~NEWSPAPEE,

MUKHIN,

MICH.,

T)ARK8, W.
tym, I

^alland

$l»e

HOLLAND,

Jl.

15-tf

|ait goatte.

V

Chicago & West Michigan E. B.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June

From Chicago

From Holland
to

Exp. Exp.
m.

to Holland.

Chicago.

Ni’ti Day

p.

m.

p.

a.

Mail.

TOWNS.

Mail.

m.

41020 1 55 10 50

L

12, 188l|

Mich.

m.
Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 15
p.

____

Day
Exp.

m.

p.

5 00

10 40 .... 11 06 East Saugituck

3 03 ....

10 551 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond.

..

2 55 9 20 4 45

12 00 2 50 ll 55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 8 45 3 55

19 25 8 05 12 10

.....

Bangor. ... 2 00 8 80

1 50 3 55 1 30 .Benton Harbor.
2 05 4 03

50 7 32

1*2

*2

10

1 45 ...8t. Joseph...12 40 7 23 2 00

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 6 30 II 55
9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago.....

m. p.m.

HOTEL. A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Answer this Question.
Locateduear the Chi. A W. Mich. K. K. depot, has good facilitiesfor the traveling public,and
Why do so many people we see around us, seem
!i s table is unsurpassed.On
Ninth sir., Holland, to preferto suffer and be made miserable by Indi10-1 y
gestion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Loss of AppeComing up of the Food, Yellow Bkln. when
oCOTT'S HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. tite,
for 75 cts.. we will sell them Shiloh's Vltallzer,
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and guaranteed to cure them. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$i.no per day. Good accommodations can always
Shiloh’s Catarrh Eemedy.
be relied on. Holland,
»-ly
A marvelous core for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Canker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle
Livery ulSile Otiblei.
there is an ingeniousnasal Injector for the more
l)OONE H„ Liverv and Sale Stable. Office succeasful treatment ot these complaintswithout
A> and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst- extra charge. Price 50 cts. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Michigan.
O

Mich.

class.

J., Livery and Boarding
No Xatter What Happens
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alYou
may
rest assured that you are safe in
On Saturday night the Night express north runs ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
33-lf
being speedily cured by Thomas’ EclecHolland 1:8) Sunday morning.
VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable; tric Oil in all cases of rheumatism, neu
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
il Ninth street, near Market.
ralgia, toothache, etc. One trial only is
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
Meet Virkttt.
Grand
to Holland.
necessary to prove its efficacy.
a. m. p.m. p. m.
a. m. p.m. p. m.
nUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near corner
...Holland
.....
10
45
1
50
+1010
5 20 9 45 3 25
A) Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of Ban- A large stock of bleached and unsages constantly on hand.
5 85 9 53 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55
bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress
UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and goods and trimmings has just arrived at
9 25
5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonvilie... 10 15
. vegetables; Meal Market on 8lb street.
the store of G. VAN PUH EN & SONS.
6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 90 1 12 9 05
yANDERUAAR, 11., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Ladies are especially invited to call and
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
12-lf
8 35 10 30 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 00 8 45 and twine; bth street.
a. m. p. in. p. m.
a. m. p. ra. p. m.
Special Aisesson Notice.
KiBufiotorlii,Mill:, Shop:, Etc.
On Sunday morning the Night Express loaves
Holland :40 and arrivesin Grand Rapids3:10a. m.
II EALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealeriu
City of Holland,
[A Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
Clerk’s Office, City of Holland.
for MowinK Machine* • cor. 10th A River street.
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
To Mrs. It. Doctor, Lucas Sprielsema,
From Holland
From Muskegon
I)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietor*
to Hollana
of Piugger ATilU; Steam Saw and Flour MartinusVan Tubbergen, Mrs. J. Meyers,
Mills.) near foot of tfth atreet.
Beach Brothers,Gerrit J. Haverknte,
a. m. p. in a. m.
p. m. p.m. p. in.
a.

m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

a.

1

rAVEUKATE, O.

Hotel.
AA

to
Rapids.

inspect.

V

1

to
Muskegon.

+5 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland. ...
6 00

3 85

11 15
90

11

• •• • •

A

4 06 1 35 +9 40

:)

(

\ini,MS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
YV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River street*.

30

Hotxrr Public:.

OTEGENGA, A.

11 25 ...Johnsvillc.... 3 25

P., Ju«tice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at »hort
notice. Office ai bis residenceNew Holland,

lO

05 12 40 8 40

6 35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven..

3

6 50 4 20 11 50 ...Ferrysburg...

3 00 12 85 8 35

Michigan.

9-ly

PhyHcixai.
7 90 4 50 19 30
f.

m.

p.

m.

p.

.

.

m.

.

Muskegon. .. 2 25 12 00 8 00
p. m. noon p. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to
Muakegjo.
Via Nunica.

From Holland
a.

m.

OCHuUTEN,

p.m.

• 9 00

*6 45

10 25

5 30

11 10

4 55

12 10

4 10

1 10

8 00

».m.

p.

m.

to

Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
Ailagan. j-a.—
Holland.

m.

a.m. p. m.

•10 45

4 06

10 45 • 5 45

11 15

4 80

10 15

a. ra.

11 85

p.

4 55

O

10 02

F.

_

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,

m.

A

TIGGIN8,B.

AA

lery

-

P.

the leading Photographer,Gal-

00

5 10

IS 45

585

48

4 15

825

S 80

9

p.m. p.m.

The

opposite this office.

Cigars
I^aeci |fid Clfitra.

'pK ROLLER,

1

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigare.Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Witebii ltd Jiwilry.

RE YUAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and ELihth Street.
|J

13

It

Roelof A. Scbouten,Jacob Van der Veen,
Wm. J. Scott, Fred. U. Nye, Tennis Kepple, Lots 0 and 7 block 44 io whom it may
concern, Hope College, Mrs. 0. Van
O’Linda, Pieter F. Pfanstiehl, Roelof Van
den Berge, P. F. Piansliehl, Mrs. A. Van
Raalte, Willem Katie, Wm. B. Gill more,
Ferdinand Huffenruiter, City of Holland:
You and each of you are hereby notified
that a special assessment roll for Hie improving, claying and gravelingof Fish
Si reel Assessment District, has been reported by the Board of Special Assessors
to the Common Council of the City ol
Holland, and filed in this office, and that
Ibe Common Council has fixed upon the

twenty seventh day of June, A. D. 1881, at
7:30 p. m., at Common Council Rooms, in
.ll office at
said Ciiy, us the time und place when ar.d
Mich. Officehours (rum 10 to 12 a.
‘2ti-ly.
where they will meet with the said Board
ATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office of Special Assessors to review said roll.
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
By Order of the Common Count II,
Geo. H. Sipp, City Cleik.
Pbnsgupbir.
VI

5 10
4 55

_

J., Physician and Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Scbouten’*drug-store, Eighth
*
40 ly.

street.

I

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

t

IIEST. R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
1) the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Office hours uiglht and day, on the
cor. of Eighth aud River sis., Holland, Mich, tt-ly

From Muskegon to
Holland.

—

at

(15-tf) E. 8.

* Mixed trains.

—

-

and
Dangremond’s.
a

r

.

It is important to travelers to
the Burlingtonroute. It will pay

you

to

make

a

a fortune in

idea that a

The

few years.

can per-

girl 10 years old

little

has great and beneficentuses, and the form almost the same feats with the rifle
world would go very slowly if money os men who have practisedten or twenty
could not be accumulated in wise and enyears, is a marvel in itself.— Sanfa Crn*
terprisinghands; but wealth may be used

Courier.

to make all men near It prosperous and
happy, or it may be used

to

make them

Lippinoott’i Magazine.

poor and miserable. When a rich man
is only excited by bia wealth with the

desire to be richer,and goes on

to exact

larger profits and to grind the faces of the

ly rich, he

opening article in the July number of

be superfluous-

becomes inhuman aud unchris-

William H. Rideing, to
facilities for the

tian. The Christian use

we

what

is

not that wealth

In “ZoologicalCuriosities

“

who are wrecked in health or fortune, but

Our Four-Handed

chance to escape from poverty; that

it

does not share its chances with the poor,
for the poor

toward

prosperity. As a rule, wealth is only
brotherlytoward wealth, and the
feels himself cut

pom

from sympathy

oft'

with those who have the power of winning

money. We may

rest assured of one

being recognized. If they

the mad greed for wcallh
them— they
and

will

make

al

any

C.

“ Ranch-Cure,” by

be regarded

as

supplementary to Dr. S. Weir Milchell’a

well-knownpapers

on “Camp-Cure,”

which appearedoriginally in Lippincotl’s.
In “ A Trip to Brighton

Wood

and the Good-

Races,” J. A. Dickson gives a lively

account of the characteristicincidents and
scenes of an English race course,

and

of

journey by stage coach from London,

the

are not recognized—if they are ignored in

some

Relative*, " with

Allred Terry Bacou, may

thing, namely, that the poor in the future
will insist on

Oswald

by Rev. Robert Wilson, is a capital sketch
of Charleston, 8.

man

Dr.

piquant illustrations. M PalmettoLeaves,”

that wealth docs not give the people a

and point the pathway

’’

continues his very entertaining account of
is not

sufficiently taxed for the support of those

it is

purpose were afforded by

Lord Lytton.

does not give

It is not that wealth

charity. It

in

of wealth is

need in this country and in all coun-

tries

by Mr.
whom ample

Llppincott’sMagazine, written

may

poor, in order that he

Kncbworth, the ancestral scat of the
Bulwcr-Lyttons,is the subject of the

with pleasant glimpes of the country
traversed.

cost to
“ Across the Gulf,” by Rebecca Harding

the future a troubled

terrible one for our

children and our

children’s children.—/.

O. Holland, in

Davis,

is

in the best vein of a writer w

hose

storiesare never weak or common-place.

The

serial,

“Craque-o’Doom,” maintains

Scribnerfor July.
Interestwhile drawing to

Its

its

conclusion,

and the editorialdepartments are as well

Scribner for July.

filled as usual. Tbe whole number is
The subject of Art, which the public especially suitable for summer reading,
expects to find treated, in some form, in
and begins the second volume of the New

number of Scribner,
number by two

is represented

in the July

papers, by Mr.

W. C. Brownell. Politics
by a first paper on “ The

is represented

every

People’s Prob-

-

Scries.

-*•*-

U

Evils to

Over eating is

-

Avoided.
productive

in oue sense as

lem,” by Albert Stickney, Esq., author of of evil as intemperance io drinking.
A True Republic.” The writer considers Avoid both, and keep the blood purified

“

the Boss system und the

Machine from a
and with vigor

historical point of view,

politics in • very interestingand

way.

with Burdock Blood Bitters,and

you will
tod an

he rewarded with robust health

system. Price $1.00,

invigorated

trUl

size 10 cents.

alarming

in fiction there are the concluding

The

discovery of salt at Manistee has

where in

and Mr. Howells’s “Fearful Responsibili- specting district, and a new deputy inspector will be appointed.
ty,” and a second installment of humor-

this

issue.

line of

15-7m.

straw hats has just

ar-

VAN PUTTEN

ranging from 5 cents to the

costliest.

nicest and
12-tf
I. 0. Of 0. P.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
•orag-Li
•f Odd Fellowa, hold* Ita regular meetinga at Odd
Fellow Hall, Hol!and(Mich. , on Tneaday Evening
•oBuaoiind jjaqi qim raoqt joabj Asm
of each week
oqM ttoq) 8SBd|d o) jOABapua Ajoao asn
JJiwftouj.
Vlaiting brother* arecordlall v i nvited .
[||m ifaqj, ‘spool! j|aqi £i| pus aoioa o|
w
1 uoe. McMArm, N. O.
‘iunoA pat p|o qioq ‘spuauj Jjaqi ||t 9\\\
M. Habrinoton, R. 8.
Attontyi.
•o| Xqajaq Xaqj put ’ qoipf ‘putpaz Is
‘saojjtj rawajf) aa| auiospotq
pauado
P. A A. X.
D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand

„

Am

to.

perfectly legitimatepursuit. Wealth

can

read their advertisement to be found else-

t Runs dally, all other tralna daily except Sunday. All trainsran by Chicago time.

ARaouLABCommnnication of Unity Lodob, 9Atq 'wuimtfuag 9 jtt|aqqo}y sHeta

No. 191.F. A A.M., wlllbe held at Masonic Hall
TtfO BRIDE, * CARROLL, Attorneys at Uw, Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
jvl Lepplg'a Block, Grand Kapida, Michigan. 6, atTo’clock .sharp.
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
H. C. Matrac, W. M
will be promptly attended
9-1 y
D.L. Botd.5<c’v.

a

believe the winning of wealth to be

parts of Mr. Cable’s “Madame Delphine” necessitatedthe creation of a new salt in-
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and originality.He does not prophesy
know smooth things, but shows up American

that special inducements are offered by
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ous folk-lore of Georgia, under the
“

fables being entitled,“ Mr. Rabbit xecures

a Mansion— “Mr. Lion hunts for Mr.
Man, and finds him “The story of the
Pigs”— “Mr. Benjamin Ram and bis
wonderful Fiddle

dle." “Dr.

PESS INK’S.

"-“Mr.

Dellinger

More

saw mills in Michigan have been

destroyed by

fire

thsn ever before

within tbe isst few weeks
in

tbe stme time

in the

history of the State.

Frank

Bardal, North Bennett

Street,

Rabbit’s Kid- Buffalo, says: “I have tried your Spring

sod the

Old

Bloesom

as

a family medicine and have

Catholic Movement in Germany" is treated never come across anything to do so much
candidlyby Prof. George P. Fisher, of good in so short a time In esses of indiCollege, and tbe fine portraitof gestion, dyspepsia and derangementof
Dollinger,by Lenbach, is engraved by tbe stomach; I stronglyrecommend it."
Fred. Juengling, tbe size of the Scribner Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.

Yale
Whitefish and Boused Herring,

title

A Rainy Day with Uncle Remus "—the

Vice President Arthur, Senator Jones, of mental shafts on each side. On the English
Nevada, and New York politicians of local section nearly 1,000 yards have been cut, with
note. The advisability of the ex-Presid cut’s
a gallery seven feet in diameter. The progress
going to Albany was discussed,but it was ia sixty-sevenyards per week, which involves
deemed
host
that
he
should
not
It
is
averred
people in Mississippi this year.
five vears to complete the first boring.
.The
that Conkllng declared that ho would not go
Isaac Verge and Robert Dill had an baek to Washingtonexcept with Platt, and, British Postmaster General, confronted
by a strike of the telegraph employes,
altercationat Marshall, Texas, which resulted though pressed by his friends to change his has matured
scheme to amelioin the former being shot dead by the latter. decision In this matter,he declared it final.
rate their condition,by Inch the coat of
The murdererfled, but was pursued by the
In the monotonous balloting at Albany, the service will be increasedby XG8,000....
Sheriffs posse, who overtook liim. Ho was
on the 20th inst, Wheeler and Jacobs had 24 Tha English torpedo ram Polyphemus, 2,000
called upon to surrender, but refused.
tone, with an estimated speed of seventeen
Fire was opened on him, and ho votes each for the short term, and Conkling 23. knots per hour, has been launched at Chatham.
fell literally riddled with bullets ..... Dcpew got 37, Kernan 25 ana Platt 21 for the ____ A Bremen cablegram states that the stream
A correspondent of the Louisville Couriir- long term. Ex-Vice President Wheeler said tbe of emigration to the United States can with
Journal is authority for the statement that a only way out of the deadlock was tbe election great difficultybo provided for by the steamwoman residingin Jackson county, Ky., was of any man Conkling might select as his suc- ship companies ____ Sir Josiah Mason, the Enrecently deliveredof seven children. They cessor. Grant, Platt and Conkling conferred glish steel-pen manufacturer,and Prof. George
nro all living and healthy. They weigh about togetherin Now York, and in the evening the Rollerton. of Oxford University, are dead
four pounds each, and resemble each other candidates left for Albany...,President Gar- iyui<im;u
Dervisch Pasha has caused the execution of
very close’y ____ A single highwayman stopped field repudiates the tender of the MarshalshipAbdul Fr&8gurie| the Albanian loader,
. , o
,
the stage twenty-fivemiles from Galveston, of New York made by John I. Davenportto
, The King of Spain has sent word to
Texas, the other night, aud compelled the two Senator
passengersto alight and assist him in rifling
In the twentieth ballot at Albany for the Spanish Ministerat Constantinoplethat he

cases at Galveston and Vera Cruz, and that
Memphis ha* been only partially sewered, the
alleys being a* filthy as ever. A new disease,
called hermaturia, has swept away many

m.

.
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At Brooklyn, N. Y., a fire at Pierrepont A Co.’fl atoroa conaumod Nob. 4 and 5.
One workman was burned to death, and another fatallyinjured by jumping from the burning

building. The contenta of the warohouaea,
comiating of oila, molaaaea, wool, plumbago,
etc., were very valuable. Loan, 15400.000
Silaa M. Waite, ex-Preaidcntof the Firat National Bank of Brattleboro’, Vt., pleadedguiltyto
the man, which lasted a couple of hours.
making falae returuato the Governmentunder
St. Louis has tried the experiment of
the National Banking act, and was aentencod
to six years’ imprisonment in the House of Cor- sending four largo barges of corn to New Orrection. . .Eighteenfurnaces in the Lehigh and
leans in June, and the inspectors at the latter
Schuylkill valie.vs, Pa., have atoppedoperation*
on account of the low price of pig city report it hot and out of condition. The
iron. More will follow unless pncea result is considered of such importance that
improve within the next ten day a.... the chief grain inspector at St. Louis has been
sent down to make a thorough examination of
E. P. Cntter A Co., of Boston, Maas., an old
and leading iron firm, have boon forced to the damaged grain.
suspend, owing to depressionin the iron trade.
WASHINGTON.
Liabilitiesabout S600.000. It ia said they will
Bob Ingersoll’s mining strike is the
be able to pay 75 per cent. ..At Newark, N.

—

.

.

J., a machinist named Martin shot and killed
hie wife and mortally wounded hia child, a 3y

ear-old girl.

Martin Corcoran, a

striking printer

of the Pittsburgh IHtpatoh, annod himself
with a billy and laid in wait for a “rat”
printer named McCahill, who was employed
with othera in place of the strikers. He
struck McCahill, as the latter passed about
2 o’clock in the morning, whereupon McCahill drew his revolver and tired two shots,
one of which put an end to Corcoran’slife.

winter twenty-oneundeveloped silver mines in
New Mexico were purchased by Col. Ingecsoll,
Gen. Halbert E. Paine, Navy PaymasterStevenson.Col. Grafton and C. P. Farrell, a brother-in-lawof Ingersoll.Gillette, who developed the wonderful Comstock lode, was sent
out to work the property,and he reportsan
assay of £20,0fl0 per ton. Four of the mines
have shown wonderful riebuess — J. A. BentIv resignedthe Coinmissionership
of Pensions,
at the request of the President, and W. W.
Dudley, ot Indiana,was appointed to the va-

bo noted in the tables. In Oregon, Missouri, Texas and Wisconsin the number
of teachers is given without distinction
as to sex; in all the othera the sex ia in-

dicated except Indian Territorv, mentioned in the second table. In tne case
of New York it should be understood
that the figures given are for the number of public school houses, log, frame,
brick and stone. In the report of the
State of Mississippi no statementis made

.

in regard to the

I

,

.

1

.

officers.

resume specie payments. . .A new steamer,the
Elbe, built in the Clyde for the North German
Lloyds, steamed seventeen knots an hour on
her trial trip ..... Herr Von Gossler, the new
German Minister of Public Worship,is inclined to favor peace with the Vatican.. $..
In the French-I talian riots at Marseilles it is
said that eight persons were killed and twentythree wounded. There were a largo number
of arrests. .. .The French army of occupation
Tunis
eomiHt of io,ooo men... '.News
.

GENERAL*
According to the

given the Land-OificoCommisstonership.

liquor-dealer, whflo walking on Broad-

o

The Number of School* and Teacher*
in Each State and Territory.
The following statistics are taken from
the last report of the Commissionerof
Education. There are several points to

number of schools, hence
that column in the table is blank— the
only blank in the list of States — while
Idaho is omitted for the reason that no
<>• L;."
ham, of Canandaigua,received 25 votes, j proper and just, but to compensate the perse- recent dates are given. The total numWheeler getting 38 and Conkling 33. In the , Cllted raoe for the harsh treatment and perse- ber of teachers iu the States is ‘2(19, 1112,
twenty-first ballot, Depew had 50, Kernan el j eutjou 0f the Israelites bv his predecessors ____
and in the Territories 2,012. The table
and Platt 27, for the long term. Both factions M(imbera of the Italian NationalClub at Marr«main iism, and promise to hold on, if neces- seilles hissed a regiment of French troops just of States aud Territories is as follows:
sary, all summer. Robertson continuesat Al- disembarking on their return from Tunis. In— Teacherx. — . .Vo.
Male.
Female.
Kclllililx.
bany, instead of taking his new office, which stantly the citizens surrounded the club-house
1,522
4.7WV
Merritt retains until the Senatorship and demanded the removal of the Italian ling, Alabama ..............
ArkariKiw .......... /
105
875
business is settled. It is proposed to which order was disregarded. While the police
California ............. .. 1,192
2,101
2,578
continue the nominationsat Saratoga.... were endeavoring to calm the people, the Dep- Colorado..............
. 2 .'fi
34!
567
Eighteen out of twentv-sevenmembers of the uty Mayor tore down the escutcheon, aud Connecticut.......... .. 752
2,329
1,647
Virginia Republican State Central Committee troops were sent to guard the club-house .....
Delaware .............. .235
278
500
met at Richmondpursuant to call. In accord- A new dynamite discoverywas made iu St. Florida ................
335
992
5,361
,826
ance w ith a resolution passed by the committee Petersburg. This time the terrible explosive, Georgia .............. . 3,654
12,817
12,324
last February,that no member of the commit- amounting to 150 pounds, was incasedin indm...............
6,742
8,545
tee who acted with any other organization rubber bags, with fuse* attached, and placed Imlinna
Iowa .................
13,023
10,694
could continueas a member, John N. Lewis, under a bridge which spans the Catneriue. Kansan ................
3,498
4,584
the Chairman,and candidate of the Mahono canal.
Kentucky ..............
2,000
6.456
Republican coalition for Lieutenant Governor,
Louisiana..............
1,511
1,583
The
Irish
census
gives
the
“
Gem
of
Maine
.................
4,510
was expelled, aud Gen. A. C. Wickham was ap4,215
Maryland
.............
1.770
1,989
pointed Chairman In his stead. The commit- the Sea ” a populationof 5,159.849. a decrease
MaMachusetta .......... 1,118
7,390
5,730
tee then decided b> call a convention for the
of only a quarter of a millionin eleven years. Michigan ............. . 3,!*16
6,i >94
9,467
24th of August at Htauutou, to nominate State ____ The Italian Governmoutis getting ready to Minnesota .............

cancy.’ Judge McFarland,of Kansas, was

Alexander C. Lawrence, a New
York

sensationat Washington. It seems that last

:

Strahau.
^ “

—

SCHOOL STATISTICS.

official

statement,

has abolishedthe the recent fire m Quebec destroyed642 houses,
renderinghomeless 1.211 families, comprising
office of Custodian of the Treasury, the posi6,028 individuals.Two-thirds of the families
l>onds to fall through a hole in hia jxicket
While Trickett,the Austialian oarsman, was tion disgracedby O. L. Pitney, and the duties burned out were uninsured and thereforelost
practicing in rough water in Saratoga lake, his of the office will be performed under the direc- their all.
boat broke in three pieces, and he was rescued tion of the Chief Clerk of the Treasury.
The Department of Agriculture at
in an exhausted state. . .Greenfield, the SyraPresident Garfield and family went
T} ___
„i. \« pu rnrfioU TV-ill Washington has issued tbo followingcrop re- from Candahar (Cabul) announcesthat the
cuse wife-murderer, upon whose prosecution *
port: Spring Wheat— The acreage shows a large ' Ameer’s army has had a pitched battle with
£40,000 has been spent, and who has endured to Long Branch last • .
there ------several weeks if the location
is Secline since last year. In the area reported and defeated the troops of Ayoob Khan with
---n
1^0*. r.n
imprisonment for five years, has for the eighth remain
time been sentenced to death, the date fixed found to agree with her. The President will to the department, only 86 percent, of that heavy loss.
return to Washington soon. . .Leading Demo- sewn in 1880. The conditionis. however, fully
being Aug. 5.
j pIERp0xT Morgan, of New York,
crats who have been heard from say it will bo
to that of lust year at the same time.
. . ,
The people nt Newburyport, Maas., the policy of the party next winter to pass a equal
Winter Wheat -The condition is reported at has concluded nogotiations in London, by w hich
on the 19th thought for a short time that the 3-per-cent. Funding bill, and not to accept tne an average for the whole country of only 76. ; the Wabash consolidation
may acquirepossesend of the world had really come when there Windom continuancepolicy.
Tho principal complaints are from Michigan, ! gjon of the Cairo and Vincennes road, 167 miles
occurredsome earthquake manifestations, CommissionerFrench has returned Indiana and Illinois, where, added to most tin- I in length.
which lasted several seconds, shaking up build- to Washington from his annual tour of inspec- favorableweather, there is great damage from
chinch-bugs and the Hessian fly. California
ings and residents in a highly-alarmingmanNew
tion to the Pacific slope. He takes back all ho reports a very low condition, caused by cold Lincoln’s First Appearance in
ner ...A loss of £150,000 was incurred at
York.
said about the Central Pacific not paying the weather and drought.
Bethany, Pa., by the burning of the distillery
United States Government the money loaned
of Joseph Dillinger A Sons
The temperature at Tucson, Arizona, It is a curious fact that while Abre them. On the contrary, he says he is satisfied
A train was thrown into a creek near of the will and the ability of the company to registered105 in the shade the otiierday. It ham Lincoln^ was widely known and
101 .t Vicksburg,Mi.*.. 99 at EaCle r.,« ! 1*^1? admire.! in what then were colled
Freeport. Pa., by striking a cow. The en- pay up.
John A. Walsh, formerly ft bunker in and Shreveport,98 at Memphis,and 97 at St. the Western States, this city had hardly
gineer, firemanand a passengerwere instantly
killed....The boiler of a dummy engine ex- Washington,has brought suit for £28,058 Louis ____ Aovicee direct from Panama are to the , heard of his name. Such a fact shows
effect that the canal stations have been
ignorancewhich so often charaetorploded on the wharf at Medford, Maas., shatagainst Gen. Brady for money loaned. It is doc.ed, workmen have been discharged, and | -zeB mereiy commercial centers. Lintering a schooner and several buildings, killing
two men and injoring four othera — The peo- thought the true inwardness of the star-route
here as an ondor wo*
Upton,
ple of Batavia, N. Y., are excited over the dis- job may be brought out at this trial
covery of what are supposed to be the remains the AssistantSecretary of the Treasury,has 120,000 people by emigration to this country ' due to a few of Beecher s leading meuibeen ordered to Loudon, to take charge of the during the la-t year, and tne Dominion author- bers who had learned something of his
of WilliamMorgan, the foe to Masonry.
work of extending bonds held abroad.
ities are desirous of supplyingtheir places with | ability, and hence invited him to speak
WEST.
immigrants from Great Britu.n aud Ireland. | iu tbeir c\mrc^ This was in the carlv
POLITICAL.
Peter Lemen, of Detroit, in the beThe work of revising the Bible has only part 0f 1H60. The public had at that
lief that hia stomach containeda living lizard,
President Garfield, says a Wash- commenced.A version containing all the render- j time no idea that any such apostle of
frettedhimself to death, hia weight having ington telegram, is stronglyinclined to help
truth, liberty and constitutionalgovings suggestedby the American committee will
decreased from 200 pounds to sixty. An
Mahono
iu the Virginia campaign, but has in- soon be put on the market, in response to tbe ernment was in existence. Hence the
autopsy disclosed a fibrous tumor of the duoof clergymen throughout the United effect of his speech was of a deep and
denum, and his career waa cloaed by actual formed Congressman Tucker that the Cabinet demands
will decide tbe matter ____ The Pennsylvania States— no Episcopalian,however, being among solemn character. Instead of Plymouth
starvation.
Greeubackersheld a State Convention at the petitioners____ A party of twenty-threeInThe particularsof the recent great Pottsvillc, and nominated R. W. Jackson, dian children from the institute at Hampton, Church, however. Cooper Union was setornadoesin NortheasternKansas, Northwest- of Mercer county, for State Treasurer ____ Vh., have been tuk'ii to JVrh'h '•* countv. Mass., lected as a preferable place. The hous.
party of Ohio met in to spend the Hiiimner w ursine among tbe was crowded, and the platform contained
ern Missouri, aud Central Iowa show that wher- The Greenback-Labor
convention at Columbus and nominatedtne farmers,to gain practical knowledge.
the most solid men in the Republican
way, allowed a package of £100,000 hi railroad

Secretary Windom
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THE

ever the cyclones struck the earth the destructxou of buildings, orchards, forests and growing
crops was complete. Many persons were injured,
but only a few killed, ae far as can be aacertained. Score* of people lost their Immes and
all their proj>erty.The terrificforce and de-

The proposal to change the course of

following ticket : For Governor, John Sietz.
of Seneca ; LieutenantGovernor. CharlesJen-
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of wild animals, or done something else
that secured local fume and considerable

money. This time she has

planted,

cultivated,harvested, and sold three
hundred and fifty bushels of wheat. It
is

needless to say that a

number of young

fellows are wildly in love with that girl,
and that the list of suitors will rapidly
increase as the record of her achievement
makes the rounds of the press. A great

deal is said about women who marry
merely for the sake of being supported,
but they are no more numerous than
men who long for wives who will da
work enough to supply their husbands
with bread and butter, cigars and drinks.
There are men iu New York who would
borrow their last friend'slast dollar
rather than do a day’s work in a wheat
field, yet would willingly endow tho
Indiana girl with half of their worldly
debts, and do it with the best plain gold
ring that could he bought on credit.
They would also, ns soon as the wheat
crop was harvested, find business calling
them to New York, and keeping them
here as long as the money lasted or an
advance could bo secured on the next
crop. — New York Herald.

.

made.

however, saw the light,
and the man who paid for it died before
reaching home. I allude to John L.
Schoolcraft,of Albany, who married
Seward’s niece, aud who was one of his
confidentialadvisers. The disappointment was of a crushing character, and
he reached Albanv in his coffin. Such
waa the effect of Lincoln’s first and only
appearance in this city aa a public
speaker.— iVem York letter.
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CHICAGO.

It never,

?

5

.

of

Mens .....................16 50 ui 17 00
10 Veil
Lakd...."N* .....................

the

man.

Demand.

whom any number

marrying men are looking has been discovered again. In other days she has
written a book or developed a phenomenal
voice, or shot a number of dollars’worth

L. D. Kinne was Signor Fabri. Signor Crispi’s amendment
nominated for Governor, Capt. J. M. Walker to grant to all who can read and write
Vivisection.
for LieutenantGovernor, Hon. H. B. Hender- was rejected by a vote of 220 to 100....
Writing in defense of vivisection, Proshott for Judge of the Supremo Court, aud The Irish Land bill is making rapid progress iu
Prof. W. H. Butler for Superintendentof Pub- committee.Conservatives and Liberals are fessor Darwin says:
lic Instruction.
sinking mutual differences to push the mnas“What improvements in medical pracThe ballot in the New York Legisla- j 'i" sieving it will soothe the disaffected Irish tice may be directly attributed to physi1 nation.... A Rowan
Socialistwho escaped
ture, Juno 17, for Senator for the short term i from Hlbcrja baa reached Switzerland. Only ological research is a question which can
gave Conkling 27 vote*, Wheeler 86, and Jacolw one other case of a political prisoner escaping bo properly discussed only by those
At the Missouri River Improvement 47. Platt had 23 supportersfor the long term, from Siberiahas ever been recorded— By a physiologists and medical practitioners
Conventionat Council Bluffs, delegateswere Depew 53; aud Kernan 48. In the bribery vote of 196 to 154, the House of Commnus who have studied the history of their
in attendancefrom Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, investigation, Senator Strahan testified that
P»assed Sir Wilfrid Lawson’sresolution to give subjects; but, as far as I can learn, the
Missouri and Iowa, including Senators Saun- John I. Davenport offered him the New York legislativeeffect to local liquor option
benefits are already great. However
ders aud MoDiiL The resolutions demand an Murshaisbipif ho would vote ugaiust Conkling,
Switzerland has given to other Eu- this may be, no one, unless ho is grossly
which
trade
was
declined
with
thanks....
appropriation of £5, O X), 000 to make safe naviA Virginia Republican delegation,headed by ropean nations an example of intelligentand ignorant of what science has done for
gation from Sioux City to St Louts.
Gen. Wickham, was told by President Garfield consistent action m lyanectto Americanmeat. mankind,, .can entertain any doubt of
the south.
that he wasemphafiMlIy
onposed to a violation AfJcr thc Freucll (]wrec 0f prohibition
......
.... which
..........
the incalculable
benefits
will......
hereTwo stages running between Alma of public faith and credit; that no one wa* an- j flwLs Government directed an inquiry to be af^j. be derived from physiology,not
,v Ire man hut bv the lower animals
and Fayetteville, Ark., were stopped by armed thonzo. to promise appout menu or threaten | made int0 t,iereil facts in respect to irichiniaris “
only by man
man, but
tho lower
removals and he wou>d not give the patronage ,
meat*, fr0m America. After
hm by
*
r animals.
men, who robbed the passengersand the mailLook,
for instance, at Pasteur’s results
of any State to one
i turo oo^id^tion Die Sanitary Commissioner
bags.... Isaiah Larkin, a TennesseemoonThe balloting at Albany (or Senators,; reiMirU, and the Fedmal Government officially in modifying tho germs of the most
ahmer, resisted arrest at the hands of his cousin, Deputy Marshal George Larkin,and was on tho 18th inst., resulted as follows : For the declares,that no prohibitionor compulsory malignant diseases, irom which, ns it so
inspectionof American meat is justified or happens, animals will in tho first place
shot dead.
short term : Wheeler, 29; Conkling, 20; Ja- will bo K! require.! in Switzerland....
receive more relief than man. Let it bo
cobs,
34
;
Cornell,
5
;
Laptinm,
18
;
scattering,
Fire swept away tbo Swepson mills,
The New Zealand steamer Tarorna was reremembered bow many lives and what
containing4,000 spindle*, in Alamancecounty, 4. For a successorto Plait : Depew, 44 ; Plait, cently lost on tho coast, while bound for Mel17 ; Kernan, 34 ; Cornell,
; scattering, 5. In bourne, and 130 people drowned. . .The dyna- a fearful amount of sufferinghave been
N. C., causing a loss of £200,000.
.The recent the Assembly, a concurrentresolutionfor final
mite tlcpds have broken loose iu France. An saved by tho knowledge gained of paradrowning of her five children by an insane adjournment on June 20 was tabled, the Demowoman in Calhoun county, Ark., has caused crat* onlv voting in it* favor. Ex- Vico Presi- attempt was made to blow up the statue of sitie worms through the experiments of
Thiers at St. Germain with a box of gunpowtwo suicides in that locality. A worthy old dent Wheeler’s arrival there is regarded
Virchow aud others on living animals.
der. The statue was only slightly injured.
fanner, unable to throw off the cloud from hia
by the half-breedsas significant. Ho Seven leading members of iho English royal In the future every one will be astonmind, read a chapter m the Bible and hanged aav*. in an interview,that he is not m
family went to Ascot, on tho 16th inst, to *ep ished at the ingratitudeshown, at least
himself iu his smoke-house.
any sense a candidatefor Senator : that he is Iroquois, an American horse, win tho St. James in England, to those benefactors of manA Southern physicianwas inter- iu favor of Depew, and will use his beat efforts Palace stakes.
kind. As for myself, I honor, and shall
to elect him. Senators Conkling and Platt
viewed at 8t. Louis in regard to yellow-fever
The projectors of the tunnel under always honor, everyone who advances
had a conferencewith Gen. Grant, at the Fifth
prospects. The former states that there are Avenue Hotel, which was attended also bv the English channel have sunk two experi- the noble science of physiology.”
1

.

In

21

306

the leader s

being in attendance. Judge

.

28
287
322
107
138
346
262

.

Poiik

Boston, lias been chosen President of

|

cash and £10,000 in notes and mortgages.... Col Edwards, agent of the Winnebago and Omaha tribes, has partly negotiated
the sale of a reservationof 20,000 acres bv
those tribes to make a homo for the Poncas,
who number 120 souls — An affray between
waiters at a hotel in Council Bluffs resulted in
the murder of George Washington bv Harry
McGee.

girl after

5,561

of “F™011
H. f™"11 .»»*“
true candidate for the Presidency. Such
proved to be the case, and Seward’s star

Colorado

.

in

1,551

11,824
5,149
11.979
865
18,007
801
2,922
5,346
4,013
2,5.5
4,545
3,510

THE MARKETS.
The Bostonians owning the Santa 1 6
road have just organized at Tucson, under began immediately to wane. Greeley
NEW YORK.
(SD SO
IlKEVKB ...........................
the laws of Arizona,the New Mexico and Ari- went to Chicago for the special purpose
@ 6 16
zona road, 369 mile* in length, to run from of defeatingSeward, and the friends of Hook .............................
Cotton ........................... 11 «a IDt
Derning to Tucson, with a capitalof £30,000,. 4 00 (<i 4 75
K no in -Superlliio ................
000. Tbe track-layers on the Atlantic and Pa- the latter then realized the full extent of Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. . 1 20 (4 1 21
their
disappointment.
They
had
tak'-n
cific road have n ached the Little
_
. 1 26 @ 1 27
No. 2 Red ...............
river, about 300 miles from Santa Fe....Hart- 1 n portrait of their candidate to the con- Cons— Ungraded .................
. 55 ,4 58
. 44 (4 46
mann, the noted Nihilist,is about to leave Lon- volition,and had it ready to l>o unfurled Oath— Mixed Western .............

;
Republican members of the Legislature, it was
Northwestern University, at Evaustou, 111.
the duty of all the Republican members who
|
FOREIGN.
desire that the State shall tie properly represented in the United .States Senate to concenThe French Government intend to in- I
trate their votes on him, and thus throw tne
ra.pon»ibUityof
defeating
an
election
ou
the
| bodnee a bUl .vkicb will provide for an addiship while Governor ..... The suspensionbridge
friend* of the Senatorswho created a vacancy. ! tional deputy to each of nine provincial arronover the Allegheny river, near Pittsburgh,Pa.
caught fire from some unknown cause, and In the brilmry investigation, Orsino S. Jones dusemeuts, and seven additionaldeputies to
amined, aud
s eviand corroboratedDradley
Bradley's
evi- parjHjan arrondtHsementawhich have a nopulawas partially destroyed. The loss amounts to was examined,
dence.
£40,000, uninsured.
: tion exceeding 100,000. . .The Italian Chamber
The Iowa Democratic State Conven of Deputies rejecteduni vend suffrage by a;
Burglars blew the safe of Schrceder,
vote of 314 to 33. Female suffrage
Smith A Hasson, at Peotone, 111., and secured tion met at Dcs Moines June 16, 350 delegates , Ti oa
only aupoorted by its proposer,

£500
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2.690
185
2,560
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coin was introduced the audience stared
at his tall, ungainly figure, which was
such a contrast with the petite forms of
Bryant and Raymond. The speaker began in a low tone and difidentmaim“r,
and some feared a failure, but he so< m
rose with the subject, and the audience
gradually became spell-bound. Never
before had a politicaloratorf undertaken
to pursue an unbroken thread of unadorned argument. Never before was
politicalargument more fascinating.
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owned by Richard Davis, were wiped out by tire.
They were valued at £8, 500.... A package of
£3,000 in currency was stolen from the office
of Maher A Braytou’s foundry, Cleveland ____
Ex-Gov. Henry S. Lane, of Indiana, is dead.
He was elevated to the United States Senator-
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3,280

Ncbtaaka ..............
...
Nevada ...............
45
124
New Hampehlre ....... .. 6(10
3,026
New Jersey ...........
2,426
New York ............. .. 7,978
22,589
North Carolina........
1,003
Ohio ..................
..11,099
12,292
Oregon ..............
1,068
Pennsylvania .......... .. 9,319
11,572
Rhode Iiland ........
3D0
1,012
South Carolina ........
1,273
Tenncseee ............. .. 4,057
1,535
Texas .................
4,330
Vermont ..............
.. 720
3,608
Virginia ..............
.. 2,853
1,750
West Virginia ........... 2,822
925
WiMconsin ............
9,808
Territories—
Arizona ...............
... 19
18
Dakota ...............
189
District of Columbia.,... 31
339
Montana ..............
... 57
59
15
New Mexico ...........
235
Utah ................. . 254
Wa>hingtou .............. 134
145
Wyoming .............
... 21
27
Indian ................

what a
Western man would say. When Lin

kins, of Mahoning ; Supreme Judge, Joseph
Watson, of Knox : Attorney General. E. M. through Durango, caused a large body of citiTuttle, of Lake; Treasurer, W. F. Lloyd, of zens of Coahuila, to invade Durango, destroy
Montgomery; member of Board of Public propertyand stampede the inhabitants. Presatrnctive effects of these tornadoeswere
ident Gonzales has sent agents to make an inWonts, H. L. Morrison,of Ashtabula.
similar to those which desolatedthe Westvestigation ____ Adelina Patti has at last conThe ballot for Senator at Albany on cluded to visit the United States with her own
ern and Southern localitiesof former years.
....Eight coal-heavers were drowned at the 15th inst. showed no change in the situation. manager.
Cincinnati by the overturningof a skiff in the
The Bribery InvestigatingCommittee finished
The immense importation of Amerimiddle of tha Ohio river.
with Senator Sessions and heard two or three I cail fl01ir mto England “will gravel v change
Wm. H. Salisbury was hanged at CoU
! ‘he .yrtem of Englinh bread supply.'’’ say. the
orado Springs for the murder of Constable
Perkins ..... Gould has filed at Carson, Nev.,
Ibe iitoi'iT- i
articlesof incorporationfor a road from Salt
Lake to Han Francisco, to compete with the tempt to bnbo him. The 'mosUigmticant fact
of rim riav wan friv<*nLr thr Pniuipni of tfif- 1
Central Pacific ..... The woolen factory of W. of the aav was given bv the President of the
W. Hutchinson,and the chair factory of J. F.
Atkinson,at Appleton, Wis., were swept away
by flames. One man was burned to death'; Edwards a draft on New York, signed by A. D.
another fainted and fell from a second-story Barber, for
window, losing his life. The loss is estimated
The sixteenth ballot for Senators from
at £100,000.
New York gave Depew, for the long term, 54
The Miami oil and soap works, iu Cin- votes, Kernan, 52, and Platt 27 ; while for the
cinnati, owned by J. J. Gest, covering a block short term Jacobs polled 51 votes, Wheeler 38,
on Fifth street, were totallyconsumed by fire. and Conkling 32. The Central Committee of
The loss U £200.000and the insurance£(10, (KH). tbe anti-ConklingRepublicansmet and adopted
The marine boiler works at Milwaukee, resolutions declaringthat, inasmuch as Depew
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party, who were anxious to hear
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first prize at the State tourn unent at
Lansing. On the arrival home of the
band an immense crowd was assembled

$(iln4 t

stone in hand and were dressing

ADRIENNE LECOUYREUB.

that the band of that place had won the

Her

Snrrepmtoii* and

Unaeemly

Burial.
[From Pirton'a“ Voltaire."]

it,

HON OFFICIALS SWEAR.

this

was discovered.Upon one

occasion
they were sawing a huge block of the
material in which a streak of gold about
the size of a knife-bladewas discovered

A Comparisonol Oatha of Loyalty
Taken In DifferentCountries.
[From the New York Tlmee.]

the station to welcome the members,
A comparison of the official oaths of
In March, 1730, occurred the sadden
guns and anvils were fired, Main street death of the actress, Adrienne Le- by the workmen. The streets are paved several countries, apropos of the BradHOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN. was gay with flags, and great excitewith silver or slag containingthe minereouvreur, aged 28, She played for the al, and it is probable that a handful of laugh affairs, is not uninteresting.
ment prevailed. The Eaton Rapids last time, March 15, in Voltaire’s
France demands no oath, nor even
dirt from most any place would assay
Band
reQeived 235 noints on their play*- “CEdipe,” and played, despite her disany equivalent formality, before her
MICHIGAN NEWS. from one to ten ounces. — Ld'advillc
ing, that being more than has been order, with much of her accustomed
Legislatorsenter upon their duties.
An ax factory is among the projected given any band at previous tourna- force and brilliancy. In accordance (Col.) Democrat.
Even under the empire, the Deity was
improvements at Big Rapids.
ments. Five prizes were awarded this with the barbarous custom of the time,
not called upon, the simple formula beTire frame of the passenger depot at band— First prize, $150, for best play- there was mi after-piece,in which she Jim Bowie and the “Memphis Ter- ing : “ I swear fidelity to the Emperor
ror. w
and the constitution.”In Austria, also,
Cheboygan was blown down, injuring ing, and §25 for the best drilling ; also, also appeared ; and she went homo .rom
a special prize of a large wax doll, ele- the scene of her triumphs to die after
On one occasion Bowie, whoso reputa- tliere is no oath, but, iu reply to a questhree laborers.
The Salt Association of Michigan bias gantly dressed ; $10 worth ot music for four days of anguish. Voltaire hast- tion had reached Memphis, arrived by tion from the President of the Reiehsplaying a slow strain the best, and a set ened to* her bedside, and watched near boat at that city, or rather what was rath whether the new member “ premannounced an advance of 15 cents per
of bund books.
then known as the Third Chickasaw ises loyalty and obedience to the Emher during her last struggle for life
barrel on line salt.
From
the eleventh annual report of and when she was seized with the con- Bluffs. The bank from the boat landing peror, inviolable observance of the conA 2- year-old child of Capt. Purdy, of
the Commissionerof Insurance for the vulsions that preceded her death he to the top was about 150 feet high, and stitution,as well as other laws, and couLexington, Sanilac county, fell into a
held her in his arms and received her a large number of people were watching scientioitsfulfillmentof his duty,” the
State of Michigan, dated June 1, it apwell and was drowned.
pears that there are now 184 companies last breath. Being an actress, and dying the arrival of the strangers. Looking new member simply replies, “I promDarwood Ruoff was instantly killed authorizedto do a fire and marine busi- without absolution, she was denied down, one of them recognized Bowie as ise.” The reason that the members of
by a fallingtree at A. J. Archer’s camp, ness in the State, 54 of them being local “Christian burial,” and the gates of he stepped over the gang-plank, and the German Parliament take no oath is
near Fenwick, Montcalm county.
organizations. The grand aggregate of ev-ny recognizedburial-place in Franca made the remark: “Tliere jeomes Jim that many of them are under an oath of
allegiance to their respectivestates in
Gracie Maoinley, of Forestville, Michigan business in 1880 was : Risks w. ro closed against her wasted body, the Bowie.”
“ What 1" shouted a big flatboatman, the German federation; and so a conflict
aged 30 months, can read, write, play written, $184,366,708; premiums re-] poor relics of a gifted and bewitching
of duty might arise if two oaths were
woman, whom all that was distinguished then known as the “ Memphis Terror,
five different airs on the organ, and name ceived, $2,084,038; losses paid, $840,977.
insisted upon. The Prussian members
as
ho
looked
down
the
bluff;
“
what
and
splendid
in
the
society
of
her
native
all the countries, lakes, mountains and The aggregate for eleven years shows
rivers of note on both continents.
$22,745,519of premiums received, and land had loved to look upon. At night Jim Bowie ? That’s the fellow I’ve been of Parliament take an oath beginning
“ I swear by God the omnipotent and
Mrs. Daniel Gage, of Stanton, Mont- $12,298,945of losses paid in Michigan. her body was carried in an old coach looking for for mouths. Jim Bowie
omniscient,”
aud| ending “ so may God
Why,
-him,
I’ll
whip
him
so
quick
(fiacre)
a
little
way
out
of
town,
just
becalm county, aged G1 years, was attacked The Commissionersays: “Unauthoryond
the paved streets,to a spot near he won’t know what hurt him. I’ll whip help me. As if this were uot enough,
ized
insurance
in
this
State
has
been
by a cow that had a young calf, and was
those who choose, it is provided,may
thrown several feet into the air by the carried on quite extensivelyfor the past the Seine now covered oy the house No. him if I never whip another man in my
life. Stand by, Ijoys, and see the fun !” add, “ through Jesus Christ to eternal
109
Rue
do
Bourgogne.
The
fiacre
was
two
years,
and
no
convictions
have
been
cow’s horns. She was severely gored,
Bowie came slowly up the bank. In bliss, amen.” The Spanish Deputies
had under chapter 99, Compiled Laws of fallowed by one friend, two street portbut mil probably recover.
his
hand ho carried an old umbrella. are put through something of a cateers
and
a
squad
of
the
city
watch.
Bay City has entered the lists as the 1871. Several arrests have been made,
but
the parties have escaped through There her remains were buried, the Ho hud no pistols, and was evidently chism. The Secretaryasks them : “Do
possessor of the champion mean man of
technical defects in the statute, or grave was filled up, and the spot re- not expecting or in fact prepared fur a you swear to observe, and to make oththe State. He lost 8136, and it was
through the failure of agents to give to mained uninclosedand unmarked until fight. This fact did not escape the now ers observe the constitutionof the
found by an honest man, who returned
complaining witnesses a proper moral the city grew over it and concealed it thoroughly interested spectators. Up Spanish monarchy ? Do you swear obeit to the man, but did not receive even a
went the flatboatman promptly, as Bow. e dience to the legitimate King of Spain,
support. It Is believed that the act from view.
simple “ thank you” for his trouble.
The
brilliant
world
of
which
she
had
reached the top of the bluff. “Is your Alfonso XII.? Do you swear well and
passed at the present session of the]
Fred Lee, 17 years old, in attempting Legislature will cure the defects in the been a part heard of this unseemly name Jim Bowie ?” he asked.
true to behave in the mission conto get on a ilat-car at East Saginaw, fell
fided to you by the nation, always
burial
with
uich
horror,
such
disgust,
Bowie
replied
that
it
was.
statute, and that it provides the necesunder the wheels, which crushed his sary machinery to jmnish and prevent such rage, such “stupor,” as we can
"Then,” shouted the flatboatman,as and in everythingseeking the welfare of
legs and one arm, and cut a hole in his
the nation ?” The answer expected is,
underground fire insurance in Michi- with difficulty imagine,because all these he squared off, “I think you a
side. He died from his injuries. He
“Yes, Ido swear,” and the replication
ties of tendernessand pride that bind rascal, and I’m going to whip you right
is, “ If you do so, may God reward you,
was the son of a mill-ownerand promifamilies and communities together are hero and now. ”
The
town of Ludington,
nent citizen, who is absent in
***~ thriving
.....
more sensitive, if not stronger, in Franc,*
Bowie was a man of few words. H e and if you do uot, may Ho call you to
than with our ruder, more robust race
stood and gazed at his adversary, who account,”In 1879, it may be said,
pnn,iH .a:r
The idea of not having friendly and de- was more emboldened than ever. “1 Benor Castelarand fifteen others were
business men of Ann Arbor and Toledo,
are Gebhart’s clothing establishment,
corous burial, of uot lying down with think you’re a
coward,” he the Bradlaughs of Spain, but their obfor the manufacture of the electriclight
Waller’s grocery, Hinger's sewing-mainvented by Prof. Langley, of the Uni- chine agency, Whipple’s marble works, kindred ami fellow-citizensIn a place ap- yelled, “ and I’m going to knock your jections were not based on religious or
pointed for the dead, of being taken out head off,” and, so saying, the “ Mem- irreligiousgrounds. In Italy the Presversity. The company has $100,000 Stout, furniture ;. Cotton, flour, feed
ident of the Chamber of Deputies says
at night and buried at a corner of a road phis Terror” advanced to the conflict.
capital . The light has been tested in
Sherman Bros.’, the postoffice; William
like a dead cat, was and is utterly desoBowie never flinched. His keen eye with elaborate politeness, “I invite the
several cities, and is said to be a great
Heysitt, drugs; tho Accord newspaper,
lating to the French people. Voltaire, was fixed on the “Terror,” who at this honorable gentleman to take oath in the
success.
Hudson’s paper store, C. C. Ward’s
A Morenci gentleman, says the Ob- grocery, Williams k Wheeler, hardware; for example, could never face it; he moment was face to face witii him. But forip following : “I swear to bo faithful
to the King and to observe loyalty to
as the man of Memphis drew a dirk
lived and died dreading it.
server, decided that whenever he felt
H. F. Alexander, drugs ; the telegraph
the fundamentalstatute and the other
And
the
effect
of
the
great
actress’
from
his
breast
Bowie
stopped
back
n
disposed to spend money rather un- and signal offices ; every law-office in
surreptitiousburial was increased by foot and thrust out his umbrella as if to laws of the state, with a single view to
necessarily, he would instead drop it
town and contents ; Shackelton’sfundthe inseparable welfare of the King and
various circumstances.That gifted wom- keep his antagonist at bay.
into a box. He did this for some little
hire store ; Ewing’s wagon shop ; Alan
possessed
all
the
virtues
except
virthe country.”The now Deputy reThe
“Memphis
Terror,”
seizing
the
time, and the other day, opening hi* drich’s grocery ; Dr. Latimer, drugs
box, found be had money enough to buy I Adam Drach & Co., dry-goods;An- tue, and, unhappily, virtue the gay umbrella with one hand, made a pass at sponds with the single word, “ Giurgo,”
world of Paris did not care for. Nature the inventor of the famous knife with (I swear). The oath to which Mr.
a suit of clothes. He should have
8tAtioiiery. Fralick k Hammond,
and history pronounce virtue, whether the other. In so doing, he pulled the Bradlaugli objects seems harmless
1 fl0ur and feed ; CongregationalChurch,
in man or woman, the indispensable pre- umbrella to himself, leaving free in the enough. It reads :
Whim Lurenzo TificW was elevating E
a Chalch ^.l rectory, Metho“ I do swear that I will be faithful and
liminary k> well-being, and the church right hand of Bowie his murderous
bolts in n shuigle-mill at Nirvana, Lake (^t ^^onag6j City Hall, ami a large
was right in so regardingit. But Paris
bear
allegianceto her Majesty, Queen
weapon,
which
to this moment had been
county, one of the bolts fell back^an ,
f)er 0{8maU offices— inMiraneo, deuloved rather to repeat that she had concealedin the folds oi the impromptu Victoria, her he rs and successors, acm attempting to catch .t, he ost I s 1ml- ,
eU, _8aloonSi d^Umgs, etc. The
anco and fell baeknard upon fte
0, the citizcm were powerlessto pledged all her jewels to help her lover sheath. The sight of Bowie standing cording to law; so help mo God.”
coarse-cutsaw making 8(10 revolutions j8tOTth )ro^tis(,o{ the tlevouri„g ele. (one of her lovers), Maurice de Bate, there with the knife in his hand and the Obviously, any man who believes in
son of Augustus, King of Poland. Paris gleam of vengeance in his eye was too God whether Jew or Mohammedan or
mmute. He was terribly laceratal, raeut, which swept resistleslyeverything
thing
remarked that, if she had nonpar taken much for “ The Terror.”
Christian, might honorably assent to
but, strange to say, will recover,
before it. Loss, $200,000 ; insurance of the sacraments,she had at least left
From the bouncing bully ho became every letter of this oath. And so, too,
bad a remarkable escape.
comparativelysmall, as the burned dis- 1,000 francs to the poor of her parish.
transformedinto a craven coward in a of course, might any man who believes
Smith Bros.’ planing mill and sash trict was composed exclusively of wooden
The gay worhl dwelt much upon her second. His face turned pale and his in one God at all. For him the oath
factory, includinga boarding house and buildings. Most of the business men
noble disinterestedness in refusing to re- knees trembled,while the dirk dropped lacks its usual sanction, and scrupulous
several small buildings and 1,500,000 burned out have with considerablepluck
ceive the addressesof Count d’Argeutal,
from his hands as he gazed on Bowie’s honor might lead him to point this out
feet of lumber, was destroyed by fire at and energy commenced to rebuild, and
though that infatuated young man bved weapon with staring eyes. “Put it up
at the time of complying with the cusCheboygan. The fire is supposed to | in
U1 a
a short
BUOri time
umc the
tuu burned
uulilcu district will
her to the point of being willing to sac- put away that scythe, for God’s sake, tom of oath talking ; but there can be no
have originated from sparks from seme ; Bj10W more qfe than ever before,
rifice his career to her. That she had
doubt that dozens, perhaps scores, of
Bowie. I was mistaken in my man.”
tug. The loss is estimated at $60,000
borne two children to two lovers, that
other members of Parliament do not
Bowie
advanced
a
step.
no insurance,Al >out 00 men are thrown
An Old Acquaintance.
she had expended the precious treasure
“Don't — don’t kill me I” beseeehed agree with Mr. Bradluugh in the view of
out of employment.
The following incident in the experi- of her life and genius in a very few years the bully ; “for God’s sake, man, don’t the subject He, having explained his
The Detroit Post and Tribune has ence of the late Charles Chapman, who of joyless excitement,that she had lived go for me with that scythe, and I swear position once for all, couuot bo expected
appeared in eight-page form, prink'd was in his day the foremost criminal in utter disregard of the unchangeable to you I’ll never attack another man as to be forever explainingand objecting,
upon new type with a new press. It lawyer in Connnecticut, may be worth conditions of human welfare, ns well as long as I live.”
and so cannot be blamed for swearing.
celebrates its change by the publication relating:
those of the highest artistic excellence—
Bowie looked at his now thoroughly The United States, it is ganerully
of a thirty- two-page paper, a part of
He so ably defended a man charged who thought of that ? Who could think demoralized opponent for a moment, known, have two oaths, but their prewhich is a fac simile of the first paper with murder" that he got him off with of that in connectionwith such an out- and then, turning on his heel with the cise forms are familiar.
ever printed in Michigan, and asks its manslaughter, although there was rage upon her wasted remains ?
expression,“Coward,” walked rapidly
Geraniums.
readers to compare the old with the new, scarcely a doubt of his guilt of the
Voltaire, who owed so much to this away. Thenceforth the “Memphis
and note the progress made in seventy- graver offense. A very prominent citi- brilliantwoman who owed so much to Terror” was a changed man, and until
For constancy of bloom the geranium
two years.
zen, who was convinced of the man’s him, was profoundly moved. To the the day of his death he never lost the is unequoled. Small plants, that can
he bought very cheap, if put out in May,
The Legislaturepassed a bill, which guilt, was so annoyed to think that assembled company of actors, her oom- sobriquetof “ Put-up-that-scythe.”
will completely fill a bed in three weeks
Chapman
had
saved
the
fellow’s
neck
panions
in
glory
and
shame,
he
said
takes- immediate ellect, making it un--- --- -after planting, and early in Juno will be
lawful for any person, farmer or other- 1 from the halter that he refused to speak “Announce to the world that you will
The Best Stimulint
a mass of flowers, and continue getting
wise, to allow any cattle, sheep or other k) the distinguishedadvocate for a long not exerciseyour professionuntil you,
the paid’ servants of the King, are treatGeo. D. Prentice has contributed better and better until blackened by the
animals to run at large in the public time after.
A number of years later Mr. Chap- ed like other citizens in the King’s serv- largely to the gems that sparkle in our frosty nights of autumn. While other
streets. This law not only applies in
villages,but in the country among man’s door-bell rang, and a visitorwas ice." They promised him, but who was English literature. This, upon stimu- plants are wilting under the scorching
to maintain them in the interval ? The lants, may bo placed with the golden rays of our summer sun, the geranium
farmers, and was especially designed to announced.
“Good morning, Mr. Chapman,” was chiefs of the company only received from saying of Pythagoras
seems to glory in the hottest weather.
restrain animals from running at large
Tliere are many times when the pulse Tliere is such a variationin the color of
1,000 to 2,000 francs a year. “ They
the salutation.
in the country.
“You have the advantage of me,” re- promised," he wrote thirty years after, lies low in the bosom, and beats low in the flower, ns well as in the form and
The new county of Montmorency does
not possess a public building, store, plied the lawyer. “I do not recognize “ but did nothing further m the matter. the veins; when the spirit sleeps the color of the leaves, that with a few variThey preferred dishonor with a little sleep which apparentlyknows no wak- eties of geraniums a more artistic and
posk>ffiee or newspaper. The laud is you.”
“My
name
is
.
Don’t
you
rememmoney, to honor, which would have ing in the house of clay, and the door is varied bed can be made than with almost
mainly first-class farming land, and conber that you got me off for ten years for been worth more to them.”
hung with invisible crape of melan- any other flower. The center of a large
tains many settlers, and before many
choly ; when we wish the golden sun- bed may be scarlet, with light colors
killing so and so?”
years it will compare favorably with
“Yes,
I
do
remember
it, and I got
shine pitchy darkness, and are very around, or a few rows on the border may
many other counties of Michigan. While
On the Blue Danube.
willing to fancy clouds where no clouds be of the silver-leaved kinds. Indeed,
it was attached to Alpena, the taxes through with you then and there. I
A correspondent, describing a trip be.
want nothing more to do with you, sir.”
we have seen delicate and intricate patraised on its property were nearly nil
“You
needn’t be so upish about it,” down the Danube, in Austna, says;
There is a state of sickness when terns formed of geraniums alone in some
spent outside its limits, still it will remuttered the fellow. “The way you “ The floating grain mills on the Dan- physic may be thrown to the dogs, for of the celebratedgardens of Europe.
ceive considerable benefit from the
talked to that jury almost made me be- ube are its most curious feature. Fancy we will have none of it. What shall
roads which connect it with the city of
An American from Cork.
lieve I didn’t do it, and now you’ve gone two canal boats moored parallel to each raise the sleeping Lazarus ? What shall
Alpena.
back on me;” and he walked disconso- other in mid-river, about fifteen of twen- make the heart beat music, aud the
Patrick responded to an advei lisement
ty feet apart, and supporting between
A meeting of about 100 persons claim- lately away. — Hartford Times.
pulse dance to it through all the myriad- of “ An American wanted as coachman.”
them the crank of a gigantic mill- tlironged halls in our house of life?
ing to bo heirs of the Anneke Jans- Web“Are you an American?” asked the
ber estate in Holland was held in Detroit Hints to Hotel Guests— At the Table. wheel, turned by the current of the What shall make the sun kiss the east- gentleman.
On entering the dining-room assume a stream. Fancy, moreover, the sides of ern hills again for us, with all its old
a few days ago. A great deal of elo“Oi am, sur,” answered Patrick.
quence was expended, and J. H. Fonda, mild indifference to the wishes of the one of these boats carried up one story awakening gladness, and the night
“ Where were you born ? ”
of Detroit, was selected to visit New head waiter, and seat yourselfwherever higher than the other, then roofed over overfloV with “moonlight, music and
“InOireland, sur, County Cork.”
York in July os representativeof the you think best; it doesn’t matter if you a la Noah’s ark, with windows and doors flowers ?”
“ County Cork, eh ? ” mused the genclaimants. A temporary gloom was cast take a seat belonging to a regular as needed, and you will have a fair idea
Love itself is a great stimulant,the tleman. “ How is it that you are an
over the meeting by the statementof one boarder, who has occupied it for years, of these Danube grain mills, some four most intoxicating of all, and performs American when you were bom in Ireof the gentlemen present that he had let him learn that variety is the spice or five thousand of which, in groups of all these miracles ; but it is a miracle it- land?”
wTitten to the Hon. James G. Birney, of life; besides the head waiter will ten or twelve together, are scattered self, and it is not a drug-store, what“Faix, sur,” said Patrick, “Pm bothUnited States Ministerat The Hague, bo blamed, and you are certain he de- along this watery highway all the way ever they say. The counterfeit is ered abont that same mesilf, snr.”
from Vienna to Belgrave. Each mill is in the market, Imt the winged messolicitinginformation, and that Mr. Bir- serves it. '
Therm are many amazing superstiShould you observe an acquaintance inscribed with its owner’s name.”
ney had respondedpromptly that the
senger is not a money changer,we assure
tions still prevalent among the herring
whole litigationwas a wild-goosechase. at the other end of the room, addres him
you.
fishermen of England and Scotland.
from
where
you
sit, say something funny;
A
School-House
Built
of
Gold.
Men have tried many things, but still
A circular issued from the office of
For years the Manx fishers durst not
ask him if he’s got over that drunk he
But few people are aware of the fact they ask for stimulants—the stimulants
Secretary of State Jenney gives an abhad at Rochester, or something to that that the facings of the High School are we use, but require the use of more. put to sea without a dead wren to ward
stract of the crop and stock reports reeffect. This will be appreciated by every constructedof gold-bearingstone, but it Men try to drown the floating dead of off storms and disaster. This was due
ceived at that office from 908 townships,
to a tradition of a Jes spirit which huntand shows that there were 1,860,024 person in the room, and stamp you as a is an actual truth that is testified to by their own souls in the wine-cup, but the ed the herrings and was attended by
Mr. King, the architect, as well os those corpse will rise. We see its face in the
sheep sheared in 1880, yielding 10,139,* gentleman of humoroiw propensities.
storms ; at length it took the form of a
Verdict of “not guilty. ” It would be who did the masonry. It was obtained bubbles. The intoxication of drink
581 pounds of wool. This is an average
well to have your full name and address from a mountain near Granite, -upon sets the world whirling again, and the wren and flew away. Consequently a
of 5.45 pounds per bead. The reports
written in your bat, not necessary for which several gold mines have been dis- pulses playing" music, and the thoughts dead wren was thought to keep things
also show that the number of sheep in
straight. As lately as 1854 the herring
publication, but as an aid to your identi- covered, and which are at present being galloping, but the fast clock nms
the same townships in 1881 was 1,979,fication,after the landlord has got operated with much profit In antiauity down sooner, and the unnatmal stimu- fishery, being very bad at Banff, Scot293, which is 6.41 per cent, more than
land, some fishermen dressed a cooper
through with yon.
there was extravagancevisible in all the lation only leaves the honse it fills with in a flannel shirt “ with bars stuck all
the number sheared in 1880. If there
has been a correspondingincrease in the
Needy person— “Would yer honor architectural efforts, but to witness the the wildest revelry— more silent, more over it,” and carried him in procession
remaming 167 townships, there will be give a poor man a little help? I have a repetition of those times in this era and sad, more deserted, more dead.
through the town in a handbarrow. This
There is one stimulant that never fails,
2,013,608 sheep sheared in the State the wife and family, and I’m out of work, in the carbonate metropolis is something
and yet never intoxicates— duty. Duty was done to bring better lack.
present year, and the total clip at the and coal and flour are dear, and we’re indeed startling.It is a fact, however,
A joxi and a boil are much alike in
puts a clear sky over every man — up
above average per head will be 10,974,163 just about starved,sir.” Finance Min- that the facings of the institutionmenonerespeci
We ill think they are very
into
lus
heart
maybe
into
which
the
ister— “Starved?Nonsense! Why, I’ve tioned are made of the gold rock, and it
pounds.
skylark of happiness always goes sing- fanny filings— when they sre axiomscan
be
proven.
Daring
the
work
of
The citizens of Eaton Rapids nearly just reduced the duty on cocoanuts by
bo4y else.
erection, and when the masons had the ing.
went wild for joy at the annonnoement fifty per centum ”— Toronto Grip.
at
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Seventeen thousand acres of land in
Mackinaw county about ten miles north

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

of Point Ignace, have been purchased for

Saturday, June 25, 1881.

settlement by a

Gray

TXXBER PLANTING A NATIONAL

hairs prevented, dandruff

the scalp cleansed, and the hair

NECESSITY.

-

owing to the enormous growth of the lumber business it

startlingstatement that

“Phew”
a

twenty years to exhaust the

B.

BEST.

josliu a best,

UCKCYE

removed

made

to

of

rate

*

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,
HARVESTER & BINDER,

—

Not for a Fortune.
marry her

I wouldn’t

fortune. Poor

girl, she’d

be

if she’d

FOR SALE BY

all right if

she took Spring Blossom, the best thing

Amer-

pine forestsof the United States of

ica. If the present

II.

Sicilian Hair Renewer.

meeting at Chicago, revealed the

will take only

U. JOSL1N,

grow thick by the use of Hall’s Vegetable

The Chicago Lumbermau’a Exchange,
at its last

German colony.

IV.

in the

depletion

teestS

continues, in the course of five years all

There

of the black walnut timber large enough

F- H. ’WIIjIVES,

world for offensive breath. Price

50 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.

-A-lTD

are forty cases of diphtheria In

for logs will be used up; also the way our Ludington, and the schools have been

oak timbers are being used up for railroad closed as a precautionarymeasure. Sevties, cooperage and other purposes, in the eral deaths have occurred.

ID

E3

A.

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND* MICH.

XjER/S IN’

(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

Clocks,

course of forty years our forests of oak
will be

consumed. Other varieties

of tim-

ffpmal

ber are disappearingin proportion to the

above named varieties.
It

male or female, old or young,

Whereas, We have

to

_

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and warranted.
We inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
visit Grand Rapids,and all ouro'd and new
a grievious to
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
transactions call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall bo happy to see them at any

To the Pnblie.

becomes every American philanthro-

pist,

All Kinds of Spectacles.

jftotiteg.

made

money
commence forest tree plantingimmedibetween Mrs. Van Anrooy and Peter Van
ately.
Leeuwen, we humbly appologize to Mp.
It is said that every tree planted is a living
No. 132
Peter Van Leeuwen for the false accusamonument to the planter. Let us all have
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
tion brought agaiust him, aud exonorale
some living foiest tree monuments to let
Grand Rapids, Mich.
him fpom all blame in the matter.
future generations know that we are hepe
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
Holland, June 20, 1831.
and have done something in our day and
John Van Anrooy.
generation for our countiy’s good. The
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
L. Van Anrooy.
leading question now is what variety of
--Tie Greil EoroiieaiiileDiely-Dr,
I. B. Simpson's
timber to plant, that will make the quickNotice.
Specific
Heiiciie.
est returns, is the easiestgrown, and wiM
The travelingagent of the Allegan
It is a positive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
be wo» th the most money.
Steam Dye Works will be in Holland Weakness,
Impotencv,and all diseases resulting
Catalpa speclosa, or western catalpa is June 28th and 29th, and In Graafschap, ‘ om Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memm'stake in regard

to

me.

MONROE

-

-

the

goods at Scott’s Hotel, in Holland; and

ory. Pains in
B.-<ck or bide
r id diseases
oat lead o
Consumpt ’n

forests, as la'ge as our largestoaks or wal-

parties in Graafschapcan leave orders or

an

goods at Notier &

*.

decidedly the best. Ind'geuousto Ohio, June 30th. Parties desiring the agent to
Indiana, Illinois, Missouii, Iowa and Wis- call

found in

consin, there arc trees being

nuts. The timber has been known

from

fifty to

to last

when in town can leave orders or

Go’s.,

19-2w.

one hundred years, without

grocery store.
A. E. IVES.

rotting in the least, set in the ground for
Notice

stockades,gate posts, bar posts, fence
posts, foot logs, etc. Its

rapid than soft

growth

maple. One

is

At a meeting

moie

of the

!

Board of Education,

held on the 6th day of June, 1881, it was

tree for y

years old, planted by A. Bryant, 8r., of ordered that notice be given by publicaPrinceton, Bureau county, 111., is tlree tion in the Holland City News to all

more in persons disiringto apply as teachersin
heigth, standing on his front lawn, it is the Public Schools in the City of Holland.
That such applicationsbe filed with the
a beautiful flowering tree, very fragrant
when in blossom. The foliage is as large Secretary of the Board on or betore the
diameter and

feet in

the sunflower, and like the sunflower 5th day of July next.
By order of the Board of Education of
has a tendency to draw the impurities

I.

is extensively grown. It

will succeed well

on any of

gei full particulars.
Price, Specific,$1 per package, or six packages
'or $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

Bnffalo.N.Y.
Sold In HollandbyD. R.

THE

of the West.

Any

STEAMER

lands where soft

maple or cotton wood

will

fully the ca*alpa can

be grown. The

grow

or lying on the giound, it can be used for

the following purposes, to-wit: railroad
telegraphpoles, fence posts, grape

vine posts, gale posts, hop poles, lumber
for caooes,

skiffs, boats, ships, shingles,

wenther-boardiog, cooperage, water tanks,

framing timber

for bridges, piles, the

ufactureofrailroad

pump

walks,

cars,

lumber

man

for side-

stocks, undertakers’ slock,

etc., etc.

Ins'ruclions to planters: plough ns you

would

for corn; harrow well;

three and

a

mark

off

half feet each way; plant ns

early in the spring as the ground

will

work well; use one-year old seedlings; set
with a narrow spade similar to sellingout

hedge plants; cultivate the

first year

with

common two horse corn cultivator; the
second and third years use a one-horse
a

double shovel plough, after that they will

take care of themselves. One acre will
contain 3,000 trees. In five years

after

planting they will begin to crowd, every

other

will

want

culling out large enough

for fence posts, grapevine posts, hop poles,

etc., 1,500 in number, that will sell rapidly for twenty-five cents each,

making $375.

In ten years they will begin to crowd
again. Every other tree must be cut
out large enough for telegraph poles— 750,

worth

fifty cents each,

making $375. In

twenty years they will again begin

crowd and must again have
railroad ties,

each, making

Wines and Liquors

Fanny Shriver

to

-

Will

GRAND

HAVEN.

grown on an acre in forty years with an
plant

same

will loom up into the fabulous

of $33,530. Our goverument gives a

timber claim of 160

acres to

every Ameri-

can citizen,man or

woman

of the sge of

MICHIGAN

“Don’t

You

Forget It.”
9-3m.

I

women will embrace this great opportunity
to become wealthy, and build up the
forestryof onr beloved country,— A. H.

UN

Y0U1TG

JJ

o

MEN

Journal.

III.

QTARTLINC

w

J.

Van Landegend

DISCOVERY!

_

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

REEVES.

uyrn

WAR

THOMAS’

BOWERY DANCE.

Fourth of

ECLECTRIC

July,

WHAT

PICNIC GROVE,

Good Music

will be

in At-

18-4

w

tendance,

Hollahd, June 25,

glish Remedy,
an unfailingcare
for seminal weak
ness, S perma-

HANS ANDERSON.
1831.
w
20-1

HARRINGTON, Jr.

Having on hand a large number of wagons and
horses, he is enabled to serve his customers or
strangers,at the shortest possible notice, apd at
the most reasonable rates.

Heavy or Light Draying
any time both

cured him of a sore

' I will pay the highest cash price lor
Inquire at

WOOL,

VAN DER HAAR.

W* N. Palmer, 149 Morgan

street, Buffalo,

N. Y., says:

My

child

wa

being^he^onh^^^d^athand, i began giving

torrhea, tmpotency, and all

and

Diseases that follow as a sequence
of Self Abuse; as

it

gave immediate relief, and the child slept well the remainder of the

night. I have used it

in

my

family with complete success.

*IF0*ITAIIll.i^VveJs?ieuO8sLAfter Taking.

Sold by

Druggists.

PRICE 50

cents and 11.00.

tndc. Pain in me Back. Dimness of Vision, Preall
mature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or Consumptionand a PremaGoto D. R. MBENG8 for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightnessand durability of
ture Grave.
A#“PdII particularsin onr pamphlet, which wc color they are uneqnaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Specific Medicineis sold bv all drag} ist at $1 per
package, or six packages lor ft5, or will be sent
.rce by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
For Sale

tn

No. 106 Mam Street, Buffalo,N. Y.
Hollandby Haber Walsh. 3*-ly

MMlLMnmTMl]

Dissolution Notice.
VTOTICB is

WOOL! WOOL!
U.

it

taken with a Cough, in theBevereat form, and^Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

hereby given, that thoco partnership

EARLY AND LATE.

l«-8w

IT!

throat of eight years standing/

AND DItAYING.

st

THE PEOPLE SAY OF

Daniel Hoffman, a farmer near Marion, O., says

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADB MARK The Great En-TRADE M£RK.

TEAMING ____
E. J.

OIL!

A

1881.

of our enterprisingAmerican men and

JJAW V

nAuAjO.

In existingbetween William H. Beach and
Horace G. Beach, under the firm name and style of
live on it, for planting ten acres of timber
Beach Bros.,is this day dissolved by mntnal consent, Horace G. Beach retiring to engage in other
and the timber belongs to the planter. Hard nd Soft Stove wood for aale, for sammer business.William H. Beach, will continne the
or winter use. Inquire of
businessof the firm at the old stand and wareThe 160 acres with this catalpa grove on
ED. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
bonsea. and pay all liabilities of the firm, and to
it will be worth In forty years at least
whom all claims due the firm will be paid.
Houand. Jane 25,
*0-6m
WILLIAM H. BEACH.
$25,000. I hope that a large per cenlnm
HORACE G. BEACH.
twenty-one, and they are not obliged to

Oatton, in Rural World.

BUY THEM.

They

TTTVTT?

ll

DR.

expense of about $100 in plants and

can

1m)

Mich.

making $753. The five large sales
amountingto the large sum of $3,^)3,

ordinary farmer

FARMERS
‘

PFANSTIEHL.

one

ten acres as easily as one, and in the

(15-

.

Consumes the least fuel, is the most easily
handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
digging or leveling,can be fired np the quickest,
has the most perfect draft, has the best spark arrester, is the strongest and best Engine made; Is
the handsomest,Is the safest.

BLACK LAKE.

tree,

sum

“ALHAMBRA,”

$375.

cooperage, etc., worth four dollars per

ratio it

at the

MONITOR ENGINE.

EXCURSIONS

All kinds of refreshments,
and eatables, will
worth
dollar
be for sale at reasonablerates. The steamer
Fanny
Shriver
will
make
hjurly
trips to and from
In thirty years
the harbor.

saw logs for lumber, shingles,

Any

A Good Lunch

Drain Commissioner's Xotice.

make

DAILY TRIPS

every

and 187
enough for
piles, bridge timber, etc., worth two
dollarseach, making $374. The balance
of 188 trees in forty years will be lafge

labor.

-

AND

U the most effective and snccesiiullcomblnatloa
for saving aud cleaninggrain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain and
seeds, ready for market. No clogging, no choking,
easy to feed. Fast, durable, economicaland profitable. We claim and insistupon it that the new
Model, when properly handled, will do cleaner
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean mora
seed, and show a greater net profit for both farmer
aud thresher than any other machine made.

like a Charm on the
Urinary Organs, Kidneysand
tjww y
Liver, restoringlost vlcor,
T)UBLIC notice is hereby given, that, whereas
and curing nervous debility,
heretofore, to-wit: On the 6th flay of June, $1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. LaWill not only save money hut valuable time tn the
A. D. 1881, application In writing was made to me, di s’ Rubber Fountain ayringe, $2, by mail, sealed;
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Businesa
the undersignedtownshipDrain Commissioner,in A o all kinds Rubber Goods for Ladies and GentleCollege, where they will receive a tfiwxnigh,qvickWhenever called upon for
and for the townshipof Holland, in the county of men. a book on Lost Manhood Regained,cause
tninq, practical education. Send for College
Ottawa, to locale and construct a ditch or drain In
29-ly
and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204
said township, as follows,to-wit: commencing at Washington Street Cbf.ago
41-lv
a point on the section line between sections 5 and
6 in township 5 north, of range 15 west, Ottawa
county, about 25 rods south of the town line, between Holland aud Olive townships, and running
Private or public,on
thence south along the section lines between secCopper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plnmber
tions 5, 6. 7 and 8. and 17 and 18 to a point about
and steam fitter; does all kinds of sheet metal
1ft) rods south of the northeast corner of section
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
18 in said townshipof Holland;and the said perput down, aud old pumps repaired.Stoves re
A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Premasons having given me good and sufficientsecurity
paired and put np. etc., etc. Inquire at the Hardture Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhooa, etc.,
in writing to pay all costs and expenses of whatware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf
For rate* or accommodationsaddress the prohaving tried in vain every known remedy, has disever
kitKi pertaining to the action of me. the said
prietor
covered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
township drain commissioner,about such applica(Af
10.000 bushels Breams, 0f which I
to his feDow-sufferers,
address J. H.
tion in casesuChapplicationshould not he granted,
CAPT. P.
I L U "“k* Duckty • Pile Ointment,^Y amuted I*
and I the said township drain commissioner, 43 Chatham At., N. Y.
cut filM. AJdr.w with itwip, Dr. J. N. TtkUr, St. I.oaU,M*.
1-lv
Holland, Mich. having immediatelythereafter,to wit: on the 8th
dav of June, A. D. 1881, proceeded to examine
Or Otto Breyman, Express Agent ; or Williams
personally the line ofnhe proposed ditch or drain,
Bros., City Hotel. Holland.
20 3m
and after having made such examinationand hav
Ing declared it to be my opinion that it is proper
attu necessary and for the good of the public nealth
that the said application should he granted, and
not having been able ,o obtain a conveyance and
release of the damages from every person throngh
whose land such ditch or drain is to pass, and it
being made to appear that some persons interested
I hereby respectfullyinform the public, who arc in such ditch or drain reside out of said township
in search of amusement on the
of Holland, therefore public notice is hereby given
that I have appointed the 5th dav of July. A. D.
1881, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the alternooii.of
said day, as the time, and the house of Henry
Kenyon, in said township,as the place for an examinationof the said application; and I. the said
drain commi.sioner,have directed this notice to
that I will have in readiness a large bowery dancing
be published in the Holland Citt News, a newsfloor in the
paper of general circulation in the county, in
which saifllownlhlp lies.
In witness whereofI have hereuntoset my hand
this 9th dav of June,
D. 1881, to-wit: at the
Geo. Mutcher, Marion, O., says; It beats every thing he has ever tried
said townshipof Hollandin the county of Oittawa.
at the harbor of Black Lake, Holland, Mich.
FHED. L. BOLTER.
Township Drain Commissionerin and for the for Rhuematisra.
Township of Holland in the county of Ottawa.

trees must be cut out, large

for

CJUSTTOIsr

The Best Cigars,

Washington Street,

they will again begin to crowd,

enough

FIJSTEST

Joseph W. Kibler, Prop’r,

other tree cut out 375 large enough

for

51-ly.

success-

catalpa timber being impeiishableunder

ties,

Mbknos.

the boitom

Ikw l^mtismcnts,

less complicated

Vxbra/tor.

boeciflcMedi
c'ae isbeing
r.»ed with
wonderfulsac. ^
Pamphelts sent free to ail. Write for them and

Cappon, President.

Ohio, or any of the high prairies

is

THRESHER

early
avc. Tne

Can always be found

lauds of the great Mississippi, Missouri,
Illinois,

and

NEW MODEL

from the atmosphere and make the gener- the City of Holland.
I. Fairbanks, Secretary.
nl health of the people better in the comit

This Machine is stronger, runs ewnier, is easier managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

inanity and

titty or

as

munity where

ST.

Holland, May

31,

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes

FANS & PARASOLS IN

Silk & Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted.Canvss, Embroidery,

SILK AND HAIR GOODS.

1881.

The undersignedwill continnethe

business of

the iate firm u^all its branchea as heretofore.Returning thanks for past favors, would reapectfally
aolicit a continnanceof the same.

W.H. BEACH.

I; Holland, Mich., May

81,

AND DOLMAFS,
GREAT VARIETY-

JACKETS, CIRCULARS

1881.

l7-4w

L.

& S.YAN
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To

Your committee on

‘

:-

liisnuliiliifei
K. Sciiaddki.ee, W. Cleveland,
W. F. Kelley, G. Ayery,
A. A. Tracy,
Committee on Equalization.
Mr. Sanford moved that the report of
the committee on Equalizationhe
adopted.
Mr. Roost moved to amend by equalizing the township of Spring Lake as
assessed by the supervisor. Amendment lost as shown by the following
vote: Yeas — Messrs. Sanford, Saul,
Roost, Kay-4.
Nays— Messrs. Hall, Frown. Sehler,
(Cleveland, Kronemeyer,Safford, Schaddelee, Diekema, Avery, Stegenga,
Thayer, Harper, Felton, Kelly, Tracy
and Van Loo— 16.
The vote then being on the original
motion to adopt the report of the committee, the same was adopted by yeas
and nays as follows:
Yeas— Brown, Hall, Sehler, Cleveland, Safford, Tracy, Sanford, Saul,
.

Schaddelee,Roost, Diekema, Avery,
Stegenga. Thayer, Harper, Felton,
Kefiy and Van Loo— 18.
Nays— Kronemeyer and Kay— 2
PRESENTATION OF PETITIONS.
To the Honorabte,tho Board of Superviiiorfl of
the county of OtUtwa, Mich.:
Gentlemen— In view of the fact that
there has been no trials by jury in
the Ottawa Circuit Court for the January and March terms theretf for the
ear 1881, and in view of the further
.act
that during that and subseque
l
time there has grown what will be a

large criminal calendar, with several
important cases of the higher grades of
felony to be tried at the August term
of court, I would ask leave of your honorable body to procure assistancein the
trial of J.P. Dougherty charged with
forgery, and in the trial of Voskamp
charged with murder; said assistance
to be paid by the comity of Ottawa. I

am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

Geo. W. McBride,
Pros. Attorney.

Dated June 15th, 1881.
Mr. Sanford moved that the prosecuting Attorney be allowed the sum of
$50 with which to procure assistancein

claims to whom was referredthe. report
of the committee on Fublic Fundings,
the report of said committee showing
an expense of SlGS.Wi for repaira on
building, beg leave to report that they
......
llnd the claims all certilied to by lli'e
committeeand paid by the. treasurer.
In future we would recommend that all
repairs be ordered by the board before
being paidfor by treasurer,unless repairs
are immediatelyrequired for protection of property.

th

'

W. Diekema, C. M. Kay,
Geo. i). Sanford, Frank J. Frown,
Com. on Claims.
Mr. Saul presented the following:
To tho HoDor.ible. the Hoard of Huporvucrs
(Tents—

Your committee on County

Buildings would recommend the following repairs on the jail building:
1st, painting th? outside door steps and
the stairway inside. 2d, Fainting the
walls and cells of jail Inside, below the
whitewashing. 3d. Repairing the hall
and kitchen. 4th.
.....
A brick
nick tloor
tlo
in the
cellar. 5th. The building of three rods
of fencing from the sidewalks on 4th
street to the ham, with a gate of bam
for entrance into the same. All of
which is respectfully submitted.
Henry
A. A. Tracy.

unanimous vote*.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Mr. Diekema moved that the county

per— 8.
Mr. Schaddelee wishing to change
his vote; Mr. Tracy moved for reconsid-

purchase for the use of the Register of
Deeds the desk, now Ih the Register’s
office, belonging to Mr. Tracy, arid that
they pay Mr. Tracy the sum of $10.50
for the same. Carried.
Yeas— Frown, Cleveland. Kronemeyer, Safford, Tracy, Sanford, Saul,
Schaddelee, Roost, Diekema, Avery,
Stegenga, Harper, Kay, Felton, Kelly,

eration.

Yeas— Brown, Hall, Cleveland, Sehler, Kronemeyer, Safford.Tracy, Sanford, Saul, Schaddelee, Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Kay, Felton, Kelly and
Vanloo— 17.
Nays— Roost, Diekema and Harper.
-3.
An amendment w;is offered indmling
the Courier. News-Journal,Gromlwel
and (’oojiei-svilleObserver. Amendment carried.
Yeas— Frown, Sehler, Kronemeyer,

17.

Mr.” Stegenga, from special committee to whom was referred the petition
of citizens of the townships of Tall-

madge and Folkton, requesting that
be detacbed from the
township of TaUmadge and attaching
the same to the township of Folkton,
asked for further time. On motion of
Mr. Felton the matter was laid over
certain territory

On‘

October session. A

biatidri:«f.

Mr.

.. .

Safford, Tracy, Saul, Schaddelee, Roost,

Diekema. Avery, Siegengn,Thaver,
Harper, Kay, Felton, Kelly
MU mid Van
iioo— 17.
i ;Nay*Sr-Huiiv-'Clev(»land

.

r ’

Schaddelee. .the ^

'Hie

amouut/$450.Amendment lost.
Yeas— BrowttrSafford,Tracy, DiekeSchaddelee, Roost, Stegeugo, Kelly

Siagw*

-*•.

*

KrnnciH K Murray

.

Kefly, Saul and. Van l^o-^19.
Naya^rSanf onl— 1 ;

Hod. Board of fiapemiors of Oltawa Co.
Genta^-Ytitii* CoffimittOe oil Llsaiie to
whom was referred the petition of Jno.
Fuite asking assistance to aid in sup-
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T. I'agalion..............83
Tima. K. How* ................ I»
.1. V. B. Goodrich ............. 10
O. M.Kny ....................
...
n.D. Po»t .....................
Ins. Tanhiyck ...................
u
Goo.F. Kichardaon ........ ..... 1
SutiMJol il. Woods ............. 19
tJeorca ?. UlohardMn ..... ..... 4
John V B (loodrich ............ ft
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Ale P. Stegenga ...............11
Win. II. Finch, coroner ....... 10
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Peter Winter.... ................
Jan it. Klyer.... ................I
Edward Vnupctl ................1
Jau Puraeiua. ........ ..........
tJnbriel Van Patton ........... .. 1
KriieatHerald ................
...
Adrlanne ROoh *... ..... ......
FrederickSehouten ........... .. 8
Pieter Kloya ....................3
(lerrlt 1'abeek ...................:l
Jncnh Van (iorren ...............3
Iteuk ........
...... 8
Peter VaoMnaren ...............1
Roawclll.illte ....... ............
MiflhaelK.Griffin ...............
llutbcrt Rurael ..................1
Murray J. Hoppock ............1
GeorcaX. Kuot...., ............
Win. W. Averin ........ ........
FrederickO Nye ................1
Fred A U ancon ..................
Jacob D« Fey ter .................1
John lliltey ...... ...............1
Maitbew Itonan ................1
, Cbauncey Colton ...............1
F. U. Peek ......................
J.li.Kintiy ............. ...... *
Chart E Tripp .................. 2
H He K lien .....................*
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Pen 11 oyer .................
I’eier Konig ....................
21
OHjtXTAHI.K’a
Ario Wolltnan ..................
Win. A. Finch ..................
Bvron O. (loodrich ............. 41
Cbarlei J.PfftlT ....... ......... 2
Antonino Komcyu ..............0
.M. M. Me Loan ..................
2
Ario ivonig .................... 4
Minnie P. Stegenga ............30
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land, Kronemeyer, Safford, Tracy,
r BtJhaddelee/.Roostj-Diekema, Avery,Stegenga, Thayer, Harper, Kay.relton,

Koland.

allnweJ.

Henry H^klim. ...... .A.» J...k !bu .->•
fWAn.old ...... ......... ......
tl;e COininltx- •Wm Rw-day ........... ........iJfy
S M Sage .........................
J
.iRimli'amliib
Ana V«n AllKburg... ...........

JWC-

Kdwin Porter..... ..... .....
Nathan
Thomas M«8tookArd'.,.<..........

Edward M WilUame.

to

Geo AV Milter .................
Jnlin J Hanhof ................. .

Clerk of this Coiiiity witU HTCxtra

i

Amount

ftO

V-

A.vJHttperv-KiyandTelton—O.
•2* M^ell/ oIRfed da # ivirieiidment
that he-bd Allowed a sum, not exceed-

•feebler, Cleve-

parties. mSH.
»»I8»3

Nays’-Halhftehler,Cleveland, Kronc-

"

of

.lolm Vottpoll ................
H M Hm.ttey ....................
ft :H)
Peter Wuathurwas ............. 14
Martin H.OInrk ............... «
Tlmopbliua M Hoed ............

raeyertl^erd,;S»W|;A^, Thayer,

*

.

,

fSBXBIFr sxn DltPUTY KUR.o.

Name

.

)

M

•

A

Snnlord. F.J. Brown,

.

and Van Loo^Br-

a

..

WHi

"

^

•••• .•I
..

M

Com. on Claiini.
List of accounts allowed at (he; June session,

and Sanford

•' : .....
"vote l»Hng mry the

if-

.

Harney ChAmbtrlain .......... .. II
HermnnShanrar ....... ......... 1
Herbert Crosier .................
If
Wm Hadle ........
Hou.orIK Hudson •a
.. •• •••
••••!•
Horaea Hudson..
___
Frank Hudson ................
L 1* Itenamoro
Wm Cotoy ................ ..... 18
oren
un it
a:LCroslar
Do nold H Kedite
He
lerbartW Slocum.
•Tol
lolm J Austin ..... ••••at ••••••
Helen Cadj ........ .
_
»• ••
4 John Iteayan. ..............
S

W. C. Harper,

of Mr. Harper, Mr, Stegenga was Heeled Filler. The following is the result
of tho first informal ballot. Whole
number id' votes cast 20, of which Thayer received 4, Harper 4, Schaddelee5,

Yeas— Brown, Sehler, Cleveland,
Kronemeyer, Safford, Tracy, Sanford,
Roost, Diekema, AVerv, Stegenga,
Thaver, Kay Felton, Kelly, Saul and
Vanloo— 17,
Nays— Hall, . Schaddelee, ami Har-

Mr. Diekema presented bill from Mr.
Hutty amounting to $2, which on motion of Mr. Sanford was allowed by an

till the

lieu. D.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

tee was adopted.

and Van Loo—
Nays— 0.

4

By Mr. Kelly.
Resolved, that the County Treasurer
he instructedto publish in the Holland
City News and Grand Haven Herald (if
they will publish the same at 1-4 legal
rates) the certilied transcript of the
State Foard of Equalization,as soon as
he receives the same from the Auditor
General. Carried.

Wm. C. Harper,
Committee.“
On motion .tlie report of the commit-

1

«••• •• a

Williari Healy .....

Kelly 1, Weatherwax l. Oh 11 m oth
formal ballot Thayer received0, Schaddelee 11, Harper 1, Hall 1, Kay 1. Mr.
Schaddelee having received a majority
of all the votes was declared elected.

Saul,

•

Wm

Oimrlc?K. Soule, imtetnnt clerk four Unyi|8;
Frjxncl* K. Murray, atlendinir officer, four dayi,
*5.00. All of which >a mpecifully submitted.
W. Hi ok emit, C. M.Kny,

time. Roll called; nnunhew all present. The special order lor this hour
being the election of a member to attend the meeting of the. State Foard of
equalization;on the motion of
.Mr. Hall, the Board then proceeded to an iuformM ballot for the
elect ion of such member. On motion

moved; td ameffd by tiiak-

ing the
.ma,.

of

•

Kli Kearny... ..... .............1 (C
............ .... 1 19
Morrison.. ................. 1 04
ChesterMissenger .............1 1ft
Wm Cochran.... ................ 9 7u
A VaoderllAar.... ..... «... ..... 96
Arthur Carrier ..................>19
UeoSnow ..................... 9ft

M

Foard called to order at the apnointed

••

Kubort Ptabody.

£ Amt. Total
r.

M2 50 310

#•••••

•

loop,. ..... ...............
.19
8 HaKt
A l)o\ re« ..
.. .19 9S

a

47 761

•

Dlckotna .........
• a • ••••••#•<

Wmbcccat

.

Tracy 1, Vanloo 3, Hall L Roost 1,
blank 1. After taking 3 informal ballots, a formal ballot Was taken, which
resulted as follows. Whole number of
votes cast 20. of which Thayer received
0, Harper 1, Schaddelee9, Vanloo 2,

tho county of Ottawa:

\

••^^^fford

W

Bn

f

I

jAmaa Forgata
_OMAt«. .......
Timothy R.Canford..
Henry Saul ........

wn ........-8 !3 8.1 4 fl* 00 $16 3«
In 00 19 8.)
Jefrte P. R. Hall ........ t't 4 Hi 5
Jniin Sehler ............81 3 Wl ft
15 00 18 tW
Henry W, Cleveland...10 1 211 4
1* 00 IS 20
A. Kronemeyer ....... 37 4 44 5
15 00 19 41
12 "0 1* 12
Major B.D. Safford.... 1 0,12 1
12 00 12 12
Alfred A. Tracy ........ 1 0.12 4
12 00 12 12
Goo 1) Sanford ........ 1 0.12 4
1* OO 12 72
Henry Sftul ........... li 0.72 4
1.4 50 18 14
John Host ............ ti 2 61
13 (HI 14 04
K.. Schaddelee..........ii ‘2 01 4
Woiiike Biekewa ...... 21 y. 78 44 13 5U 16 26
13 50 18 »0
Gardner A very .........t. 4 Hi'
18 60 15 0!i
A In P. Stegenga ........18 •i 10
13 fiO 10 14
Edwin 1 buyer ........ . 22 i 04
13 50 1ft 54
illiiiinC. Harper ..... 17 U "I
12 te 1* 24
Chnrlert M.Kny ........ 2 0 24 4
12 (8) 15 00
Kt.Ilin II. Poltnn ....... 2ft ,8 Of 4
10 00
William F. Kelly ...... 25 3 00|4M 13
15 00 18 36
CorneliusVuu Loo ..... 28 8 38j5
J.

w

Pau) Hamilton .......
Ham!. W Sherbarna.UavldB Boalon. • ••a«o**

1>AY UOl.l. KOK TUK JUNK KKISION.

Frank

....

>

Yeas— Messrs. Frown. Hall, Sehler,
Cleveland, Kronemeyer,Salford, Tracy,
Sanford, Saul, Schaddelee, Roost, Diekema, Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Harper,
Kay, Felton, Kelly, VanLoo— 20.

Thayer,

f

wivim'

adopted.

A tut

.... t

••••

•

•

.'

,

Gentlemen--

N|.’ni

)-Afarett« Hatch

•

Wm WMlnce .........
Chaa Iron
.lacob Stoner
ford....
Isn/.e 11 8an(
•John Hn^by....
••
John W Darni

sent session of the respective Supervisors and assistantofficers, which was

5

i.itf

•

•
.lo'IBMili'....
Melvin Parka.......
Charln Mickham Jr

Mr. Diekema from Committee on
Claims presented pay-roll for the pre-

Knmea.

Mmod

Cyru»N

After considerabletime spent in the
discussionof the resolution, on motion
of Mr. Sanford it was laid on the table.
Yeas— Brown, Hall, fiehler. Cleveland, Kronemeyer, Tracy, Sanford,4
Saul. Boost, Diekema, Avery, StegenHarper, Kay, Felton and
Van Loo— 17. Nays— Safford, Schaddcleo and Kelly— 3.

Nays— Hall and Sehler— 2.
porting liis ;vife, now an inmate of the
KKI’OKTS OF COM>rm,J5ES.
Insane Asylum sit Kalamazoo,have hail
Fy Mr. Thayer:
the same under consideration,and offer
HonoraUlu, the Botrdof Supovvisate Of
the following report: That they llnd
Ottnwn county:
the petitioner possessed of about $3,500
Gents— Your committco on Finance
worth of property, as per assessment
to whom was referred the resolution of
roll, and that it has
has been an establishMr. Hall in regard to delinquent taxes
ed rule of this board to not assist in
beg leave to report that they linA the
such cases, when the parties are worth
amount returned by tliesever.il town$2,000 and upwards. We, therefore,
ships for the year 1S80, to bo $#,122, *12 ami
report that the prayer of the petitioner
the amount' of state tax to be paid to
be not granted, for the above reasons.
the state, $$,581,32, and as the delinMaj. II. D. Safkohd. A. P.Stkgenoa,
quent londsare Uirnodovar to the state
Rolmns H. Felton,
ami draw interest from Febuair 1st. nt
Com. on Insane.
the rate of 10 per cent, they are t he same
On motion of Mr. Thayer the report
as cash to the coniity arid are more than
or the committee,was adopted.
Mr. Diekeum from goimnitte.e on enough to pay the state tax, We would
therefore recommend whenever such
(/luiins and Accounts, presented the acdelinquentlands are less than the
counts in the Van den burg case, propeiramount due from the county to trie stale,
lv certilied by tlie Hoard of Health of
that the county Treasurer be allowed to
Holland city. j
to such town the amount due them
Mr. Schad delee moved that the pay
for such surplus return; but no drain
amount pharged for lots in tiio ceiutaxes returned slmli be included.
etery-ber stricken from the biii. CarEdwin
A. F. Sicgenga,
ried.
Maj. H. I)* Safford, .Iphn Nobler,
On motion of Mr Schaddelee,balance
Committee on Finance.
of Mie accounts in the Vandenburg case
Mr. Harper moved that tin? report of
was allowed by the following vote:
tlir CommiUeo he adopted. A motion
Yeas— Frown, Hall Sehler, Cleveland
Kronemeyer. Salford,Tracy. Sanford, to lay the report on the table was lost.
Saul, Schaddelee. Itoostf, Diekeum, The vote being on the adoption of the
report, same was adopted.
Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Harper, Kay,
Yeas—"Brown, Hall Sehler, Cleveland,
Felton, Kelly and Vanlvoo— 20.
The committee on Claims and Ac- Safford, Tracy, Sanford, Saul, Schaddele.e, Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Harper,
counts to whom was referred the reFelton, Kelly arid vanloo— 10.
port of the committeeon County lluildNays— Kronemeyer,Boost, Diekema,
Ingafor the past year, nubmitted the
and
Kay— 4.
following report which on motion of
On motion of Mr. Safford, Foard adMr. IIari>er, was adopted:
journed till the hour of two o'clock.
To the lionomblo Doanl of {iuaervi.«orsfur the
coant j of Otuwa:
AFTERNOON SESSION.
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removed, which they have not done, on account
of the Inure amount snow last winter, and also
on aeconnt of the promiseof the Sheriff that he
wouM remove the same before Spring; that the
Sheriff has failed to fulfill bis promise and also
that the gates remain open. For further information we would respectfully refer you to the
Cmtn'y Treasarorand other County oflicem; all
of which is respectfully submitted.
bated June l*th. IMl.

PROCEEDINGS

I* ,
BOARD

OF THB
of

SUPERY1S0R8

OTTAWA COUNTY,

OF

At a Regular Meeting held tn hirs-uance

0/

Law

at the Court House in the

City of

Grand Haven,

County,

YMh day

of

A. V.

If

the

June,
81.

The meeting was called to older by
the Clerk at half past one o’clock 1\M.
and upon calling the roll the following
towns and cities were found to be represented as follows:
Ulendon, Jen* P.R. Hell: Crooker?. Harry
W. Cleveland;Georgetown. Albertus Kronemeyer, Urend Heven elty, let. end Sad. wards.
A. A.Traoy.Srd, and 4th. wards. Ueorc* D. Sanford; UranU Haven, Henry Seal: Holland city.
K. Sebaddelee,John Rooit; Holland, W. Diekruia; Jamestown, Gardiner Avery; Olive, A.P.
Slegensa;Robinson,Wta. C. Harper; TalumdKc.
Rollin U. Helton; Zeeland,CorneliueVanLoo.

On mot ion of Mr. Hanford, Mr. Hchaddelee was elected temporary chairman.
Mr. Hall moved that the Board proceed
i

to an informal ballot for chairman.
The lirsl informal ballot resulted as
follows:—Whole number of votes cast
was 18, of which Mr. VanLoo received 6,
Mr. Thayer 1, Mr. Safford U, Mr. Hanford t, Mr. Sebaddelee 2. On motion of
Mr. Avery the Board proceeded to a
formal Imllot for chairman pending
which by direction of the chairman the
roll was called when it was found that
the follbwing additional towns were
represented as follows:—Chester. John

Senler, Polktown, Edwin Thayer;
Spring Lake, C. M. Kay; Wright, Wm.
F. Kelley; Grand Haven, Major B. D.
Safford. The following is the result of
of the first informal ballot. Whole
number of votes cast 18, of which Mr.
VanLoo received 10. Mr. Sanford 3, Mt.
Salford 2, Mr. Sebaddelee 1, Diekma 1.
and Hall 1. On motion of Mr. Sanford
Mr. VanLoo having received a majority
of all the

votes cast, was declaredelect-

for the ensuing
took the chair and
announced that the next business in order was the appointment of standing
ed

permanentchairman

year. Mr.

VenLoo

committees. On motion of Mr. Tracy
the Board took a recess of two hours to
enable the chairman to select the stand-

ing committees for the ensuing year.
The hour having passed the Board
was called to order by the chairman and
upon the call of the roll, all the towns
and cities responded to the call except
Allendale ana the chairman announced
the following standing committees for
the ensuing year:
'

On Finance— Thayer, Raoul, Safford, Btegenga,
Sehier.On Claims and Accounts— Diekema, Kay, Sanford, Brown, and Harper.
On Kqealiiation—Sebaddelee, Cleveland, Tracy,

Avery, end Kelly.
On Tiaea and Apportionment— Avery, Thayer,
ronemeyer.
irom
and Kr
On Poor—-Hall,
.Felton,.and
B Stegenga.
On Inaune—
ae— Safford, Felton, and Stegei
Stegenga.
Oa County Buildingf—Saul. Traoy, and Harper.
On Printing-RooHt,Sanford,and Kay.
In Ronds brirainaand Snrveya— Brown, Sehler,
and Kelley.

_

I

Reports of standing committees. By
Mr. rfaff, chairman of committee on
county buildings, for the year 1880:
To tkt Honorable, the Snort of .Supertiion of (be
the Outhtf of Ottawa:
Gkxtluiiw: — Yonr committee on county
buildingf and court home square beg leave to
submit the followiag report, fhcwlmg a statement of the expenses Incident to toe repairs
wade since the lest session of this board:
0. A. Crandall,materialfamishedend
, making rail, tmrarer’s
G.VanWeeterman,repairs and labor In

office.

t5.40

office.
lumber.

trenrafer's

Boyden A Akeley,
B. K, Monty, blinds for treasurer's,register of deed’s' clerk's end judtee of

18.W
IA

probate's offices, at 16.80 per
00.60
F. Bakker , repairs on court house
I.Ti)
Stesrnes manufacturingeompanyilamber s.itt
G. 8. Habbard, stores for clerk’s and the
judge of probate's offices,
63.20
llarkema Joe. cleaning vault jail U4
o.w
Tlsrkema Joe cleaninge h
t.W
Allen Bros, for
1.00
It. B. 1>. Safford, cartains Ac. for

Ac.

Ao
d
square

painting
jail

beOjopper

Mi

A Yookcr blacksmith work

month of August, 1K40. i heard two female
paupersdiipating, up stairs:oneof them came
down and reported to Mrs. Lillie that Miss
Sarah Cove wonld notcome down ami pare the
potatoes Miss Lillie, ealled to her to come
down, she answered,‘‘I will not come.” I next
heard someone sereani as 1 was ascending the
stairs. When I got up I saw C- W. Lillie wbipuingMiu Surah Coye with a strap, she was
whipped quite severe, for l saw marks on her
bare body, ilc removed tne clothing from her
jterson by turningthem up. I saw a hole cut in
her head by hi* strikingher with the strap. 1
helped wash tho blood from her head. Miss
Sarah Coye was quite refractory, and while she
was being punished,hit Mr. Lillie on the leg.
I have receiveda meals there quite frequently
when on a visit to my husband’s mother. -»I
think Mrs. Lillieis not a proper person to take
charge of the female department, for I hoard
her make the remark, "that she conld see that
woman (meaning 8nrah Coye) chopped| into
mince meat; and furtherthis deponent saith
EstorO. Morsemnu.
Subscribedand sworn to before me this 24th of
I eh., A. b. ]i8l.
J. P. R. Hall, Notary Public.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
Mr. Schaddellee announced that the
Committee on Equalization had prepared a partial, report and would present
the same as soon as copies could be

prepared.
tug about three teet long in his hand mid
struck or attemptedto strike her Across tho
REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
hands for the purpose of disarming her. This
blow made a slight wound on her head, hack of
Chas. J. Pfaff,
To the Honorable the Board of SuparrUorsot
one ear. from which some blood flowed. She
Henry fignl,
Ottawa County:
then attacked Lillie with great fury, and he
CharlesM. Kay.
Gents:— Having been appointed by
grasped
the
buck,
of
her
nook
and
pushed
her
Committee.
forwardon her hands and knees, stood nitride
the late Board of Supervisors at their
Mr. Kelly moved that the report of
of her shoulders and struck her four or live
January session to purchase the fuel
the committee he adopted. Carried.
blows, after removing her dress nnd skirt back
for the use of the County Buildings for
upon her body. When ho was doing this Mrs.
Some question arising as to the effect
Coye
bit his leg. Sho then said she would bethe
ensueing year, we would respectof the adoption of the report the vote by
have herself and was lot up. Then Lillhl nofully report, that we have succeeded
which the report of the committee was
uced that blood was runningdown her head and
ouly in obtaining one half the amount
adopted, was, on motion of Mr. Kay rewent with herto the west end of the kitchen
required. After advertising for bids,
and washed it off. Lillie stated that he soon
considered,and so much of said report
discoveredthat this mode of punishment was
we made the necessary, contractsto fill
as relates to expenditures incurred by
soon forgotten by her, and never had been reout what was needed nut owing to the
the committee was on motion of Mr.
pealed. As Mrs. Coye hud been several years
severity of the nast winter, with an inStegenga referredto the committee on
at the county farm and' while two gentlemen
creased demand for fuel, and rise in
had
been
keepers
prior
to
Lillie,
it
appeared
to
Chums and accounts.
us in order to tally ascertain the sort of person
prices we were disappointed in not getUNFINISHED BUSINESS.
she was to manage, to obtain their statements
ting more than about one half of what
on this point, and this we did, together with
Under this head came up the Spoolman
that
of their wives on the seventh day oftho
matter, laid over from the January seswas intended. The price paid was $3.25
A true copy, attest,
same month. The substance of their statements
per cord.
sion, also the report of the committee
J. P.R. Hall.
was. that Mrs Coye in her tits of anger wasn
It. II. Pelton,
on Poor, which by a resolution of Mr.
Respectfullysubmitted.
most difficult and dangerous person to handle
H. b. Weotherwnx.
and control: that these fits were periodical and
Dickinson adopted at the January sesCharles J. Pfaff,
Mr. Angel also presented the follow- occurred about once a month, that at such times
sion of the Board should be made to the
G. Van Hchelven,
her attacks with her finge nails, fiats ami feet
Clerk of the Board of County Super- ing report of the the county Riqierin- were made upon the keener, their wives and
Committee,
tendents
of
the
poor,
in
reference
to
intendents of Poor, who Simula report
children and that at such times her strength
On motion of Mr. Harper the report
the foregoing report.
was marvelous.Two of tho lomale inmates
the same to the Board at its next meetwas adopted.
withoutany interrogating and voluntarily asking. Mr. Stegenga moved that the To the Honorable,the Board of Supervisorsof ed
one
of
the
undersigned
to
make
no
change
thecounty:
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Spoolman matter be made the special
in the keeper saying that Lillie nnd his wife
On the 2&th day of February last, yonr comorder for to mono w afternoon at half
Mr. Sanford moved that the Clerk be
were good enough; ono of tho male inmates
mittee on poor farm made the followingreport
said Mrs. Lillie was not the right sort of person
past one o’clock. Carried. On motion
allowed to purchase a case in which to
to us accompanied by the affidavit of Ester 0.
to have charge of the house and the people in it
of Mr. Tracy the report of the Superinkeep the blanks required for use in his
.Morseman,also herewith given:
becauseshe was too cross: that Lillie was doing
tendents of the Poor was made the secoffice, the cost of said case not to exceed
Eamtmakyillk, Feb. 25,1881.
as well as anybody would in his place, but said
ond special order tor to morrow after$25.00, which was carried. The followhe bad no complaint to make on his own acTo the Clerk of the Board of County Superincount, and had always been used well by both
noon. Mr. Tracy moved that the chairtendentsofthe Poor:
ing Resolution was offered by Mr. Hall.
ol them. This person had been at the county
man of the Board he made member erResolved, that whenever at the close of
Fir— Agreeable to a resolution os the Board of
house over six years. Another man who had
Supervisorspassed at the January session of
officio of the committee on Equalization.
the annual settlements with the several
been there for ten years or more said: Lillie was
Carried. On motion of Mr. Hall Board 1WI, we, the undersigned committeeon Poor the Ibeat keeper they ever had there. Before township and City Treasurers it appears
harm, went, on the 24th day ol February inst..
the time the report of your committee was readiourned till to morrow afternoon at
that the amount of taxes returned as
and made an examination of persons cognizant ceived by us, Mr. Lillie’s proposition as keeper
half past one o’clock.
delinquent does not materially exceed
nt the alleged ill-treatment as far as wo deemed
for another year from March 10th last, had been
necessaryto a correct understanding of the
the amount due to the state for state
CORNELIUS
LOO,
accepted and nothing remained to be done but
manner ot treatment pursued at the county
George 1).
Chairman.
a formal extonsionof his contract. After comtaxes levied for the year such settlepoor house. We have not accepted ot any tespleting our investigation in the light of the eviments are made, that then and in such
Clerk.
timony without a due degree of allowance for
dence taken, we were of the opinion that there
case, the County Treasurer is authorill-feelingor spite if any such exbt toward the
was at that time no such ill usago or inhuman
Keeper. Aud after hearing the evidenceadducized to remit and pay over to each
treatment of the inmates of the ooanty house as
Tuesday June 14th, Second Day. ed, and the keeper’sexplanation of the state- would would justify Mr. Lillie removal or res- township or City the amount of delinmeuts made against him, we have come to the
cindingthe eontraot entered into with him bequent taxes returned in excess of the
conclusion, that there is in fact such treatment
Board met pursuant to adjournm ent.
fore your committeehad made their investigaamount of State ond County taxes due
of the inmatesas we cannot approve of; that the
tion and report.
Present chairman VanLoo. Present at
wnip is one of the principal instrumentsof
from such township or city; provided
Wm.
N. Angel,
roll call, Messrs. Brown, Hall, Sehler,
punishment, (though Mr. Lillie, tbo keeper,
Benj. Lillie,
that nothing herein contained shall be
claims ibat ho is justifiedin such usage by the
Cleveland, Kronemeyer,Safford, Tracy,
SuperintendentsofFoor.
applicable to drain taxes. Mr. Harper
tcrum
of his coutract).That in seme cases it is
Sanford, Sebaddelee, Roost, Diekema,
Mr. Roost moved that the rewirt of
moved the adoption of the resolution.
used in an inhuman manner; and looking at the
Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Harper, Pelmutter in all the light of the evidence produced
the Superintendents of the Boor be
Mr. Kelly moved that it be referred
ton, Kelly and VanLoo. Minutes of
and after duo consideration, we believe that for
adopted and spread at length upon the
to the Com. on Financel said Com. to
tbo good of those unfortunateswho are inmates
last meeting read and approved. The
Journal. Mr. Sanford moved that the
reporton the same at this session of the
of said poor house and to preserve tho reputaSpoolman matter lieing the special ormotion made by Mr. Roost be amended
Board, which was carried. Mr. Dieketion of Ottawa county for humanity, that a
der for this hour the same was called up,
change of keepers is necessary,and that the
so as to read, that the report of the
ma, Chairman of Com, on Claims and
and Mr. Kay moved that the accounts
county superintendentsshould take the matter
Com. on Poor be adopted. Amend- accounts presented report on balance
in hand without necessary delay. Accompanyincurred in the prosecutionof said case
ment carried. Original motion as of Claims. On motion of Mr. Thayer
ing the above we append the affidavit herewith
before Justice Stegenga be allowed.
amended carried.
the bills for the expenses incurred hi
enclosed, with Gio statement that we had other
Moved and earned that Mr. McBride evidencoto corroborateit.
^tlie sicknessand burial of the VanoenPRESENTATION OF PETITIONS.
the ProsecutingAttorney be heard in
J. P.R. Hall,
burg childredwere referred back to the
H. b. Weatberwax,
the matter. After lisleniiigto Mr. McBy Mr. Thayer. A petition from citBoard of Health of the City of Holland
H.H.
Pelton,
Bride, and Messrs. Roost, Kay, Hall,
izens of the Townships of Tallmadce
for proper certification.
Com on Poor Farm.
Stegenga, and others, and the partial
and Polkton, praying this Board to deAir. Schaddelee, Chairman of ComState of Michigan, county of Ottawa-ss.I,
reading of the bills by Mr. Diekema, Ester
tach from the township of Tallmadge
0. Morseman, being duly sworn dotii demittee on Equalization presented a parthe yeas and nays were called on Mr.
the east i of section one. town seven,
pose and say, I live in Allendale about two
tial rejiort or said Committe&rxheadopKay’s motion and the same was carried,
miles Aom Eastmanville. My husband’s mothnorth range 14 west, and all of the east
tion of which on motion of Mr. Kay,
and the accounts allowed by the follow- er (Mrs. Sarah Gilkey) is an inmate of the Ot4 of section 12, township 7, north range
was made special order for to-morrow
tawa county poor house; she has resided there
ing vote:
14 west, lying north of Grand River,
nearly lour years. I have been in the habit of
morning at 9 o’clock. Air. Harper movYeas— Brown, Safford, Tracy, Sanand attach the same to tho township of
yisitug tbo poor home about once a month to
ed that the Board adjourn till to-morlook
after
my
husband’s
mother.
I
am
acquaintford, Saul, Sebaddelee,Roost, Diekema,
Polkton. Mr. Pelton moved that the
row morning at the hour of 9 o’clock,
ed
with
C.
W.
Lillie
and
his
wife;
they
are
the
Avery, Stegenga, Thayer, Harper, Kay,
petition he referred to the Com. on
winch was not canned. On motion of
keepers of the poor home, I was there about the
Pelton, and Kelly— 15.
Roads, Drains and Surveys, and that
iponth of August, 1880. 1 heard two female
Air. Sanford the claim of $100.00 preNays— Hall, Cleveland, Kronemeyer, piiuperd disputing, up-stgira; onoof tbgin c&iqg said Com. report on the same at the
sented by PattersonA McHughs for
down and reported to Mrs. Lillie that Miss
and VanLoo— 4.
October session of the Board.
services as attorneys, rendered in the
Mr. Sehler of Chester, was on motion Sarah Loye would not oome down and pare the
Mr. Thayer offered as an amendment
Dougherty case was allowed at $50.00.
potatoes. Miss Lillie called to her to oome
excused from voting on the above mothat it be referred to a special Com.,
down, she answered,"I will not come,” I next
Yeas— Sehler, Cleveland,Safford, Santion.
said Com. to report at the present sesheard someone scream as I was ascendingthe
ford,
Saul, Diekema, Avery, Theyer.
The next special order being the re- stoirs, When I got up 1 saw C. W. Lillie whip- sion of the Board. Amendment earping Miss Sarah Guye with a strap, she was ned. Original motion as amended carHarper. Kay, Pelton and Kelly— 12.
port of the Superintendentsof the Poor.
wbippe^l quite severe,for 1 saw marks on her
Navs— Messrs. Kronemeyer. Schaddelee
Mr. Angel presented tne following reried. By Mr. Tracy. Petition of John
bare body. He removed the clothing from her
and Van Loo— 3. On motion of Air.
port from the Committee on Poor, made
Fuite, a tax payer of the town of Grand
person by turning them np. I saw a hole cut in
Hall the Account of Dr. Smart was
her head by his striking her with the strap. 1
to the Superintendents of the Poor in
Haven, asking this Board to aid him in
helped wash the blood from her head. Miss
rejected by the following vote. Yeas—
pursuance of the resolution adopted at
paying
the expenses of keeping his wife
Sarah Coye wosouite refractory , ami while she
Hall, Sehler, Cleveland, Kronemeyer,
the January session of the Board.
an
insane
person
at
the
Asylum
at
Kalwta being punished,bit Mr. Lillie on the leg.
Safford, Sanford, Saul, Schaddelee,
amazoo.
On
motion
the same was re1 have received meals there quite frequently
RASTlttNYILMl,Feb. 25. 1881.
Diekema. Avery Tliayer,Kay, Pelton,
when on a visit to my husband’s mother. 1
ferred to the Com., on insane. Mr.
T* ths Clerk of the Board of County Nuperinthink Mrs. Lillie is not a proper person to take
Kelly, and Van Loo— 15. Nays None.
Diekema,
Chairman
of
the
Committee
tondontaof the Poor:
charge ot the tamale department, for I beard
On
motion of Mr. Sanford the account
on Claims proceeded to read the Claims
her make the remark, “that she could that
Sir— Agreeable to * resolution of the Board of
and claims presented to this Board for
woman
(meaning
Sarah
Cove)
chopped
into
presented
to
this
board
as
far
as
acted
SnpervUora paRied nt the January ae*Rionof
allowence were allowed as reported by
mince meat; sud fartherthis deponent saith
1481, we, the undersigned committee on Poor
ui)on by the committee, and their disEster 0. Mcneman,
the Committee on Claims and Accounts.
Farm, went, on the 24th day of February in*t„
iMisitionof
the
same.
objection
Subscribedand sworn to before kine this'-’tth
and made an examination of perflonacognitant
Yeas— Brown, Hall, Sehler, Clevebeing
offered the claims were considerof Feb., A. b. 881.
of the alleged ill-treatment ns far n* we deemed
land,
Kronemeyer, Safford, Sanford,
J. P. R. Hall, Notary Public.
ed as allowed at the amount allowed by
neceuary to a correct iindentauding of the
Saul, Diekema, Schaddelee, Avery,
A true copy, attest,
manner of treatment purnued at the county
said Committee. The Chair appointed
J. P.R. Hall,
Thayer, Kay, Pelton, Kelly, and Vanpoor doom. We have not acceptedof any tesas special Com. to act oi the petition
K. H. Pelton.
timony without a dne degree of allowance,for
Loo — 18.
from
the
citizens
of
Tallmadge
ami
H.l). Weatberwax. j
ill feeling or apite if any auch exist toward the
Nays— 0.
Polkton, Messrs. Stegenga, Brown and
keeper. And after hearing the evidenco adducOn the 5tb day of March following,the JL
On motion of Mr. Safford Board aded, and the keeper'sexplanation of the statedersignedmet nt the county, house lor the purItoost. On motion Board adjourned
ments made againat him, we have come to the
journed
till to morrow morning at the
pose of consideringthe matter of said report,
till to-morrowafternoon at four o’clock.
coneluaion, that there lain fact auch treatment
and for the purpose of ascertaining (be truth ot
hour of nine o’clock.
CORNELIUS
LOO,
of the Inmateaoa we cannot approve of; that the
Mrs. .Morseman 'a statement;obtained the afCORNELIUS
Chairman.
wnipia one of the principal instruments of
fidavitin writing of the keeper of thecounty George D.
George D.
Chairman.
punishment, (though Mr. Lillie, the keeper,
farm and the verbal statementof his wife. We
Clerk.
eleima that he is justifiedin sueh usage by the
Clerk.
a'so made inquiriesand heard statementsof
terms of his contract).That in some cases it m
several ot the inmates as to the general treatused in an inhuman manner; and looking at the
ment they received from Mr. Lillieand hie wife.
Wednesday, June 1&th, 1881.
matter in all the light of the evidence produced
Mr. Lillie was requested to state every case in
FOURTH DAY, THURSDAY JUNE 10.
and after due consideration, we believe that for
whicb he had resorted to whippingas a punBoard met pursuant to .adjournment.
the good oi those unfortunateswho are inmatea
Boaad met pursuant to adjournment.
ishment during his time as keeper and we bePresent, Chairman Vanloo. The folof anid poor bouse and to preservo the reputalieve he did sa without any attempt to color the
Present,Chairman Van Loo.
lowing members responded to their
tion of Ottawa county for humanity,that a ' facts in his favor. His affidavit shows that
Roll called, members all present.
change of keepers is necosasnry, end that the
within the two years he had occupied the posinames at roll call; Messrs. Brown, Hall,
Minutes of preceding day read and apcounty superintendentsshould take the matter
tion of keeper he bad used the whip upon two
Sehler, Cleveland, Kronemeyer,Safford
in hand without necessary delay. Accompanyproved. The special order for this hour
men: and a leather strap upon Mrs. Coye.
Tracy, Sanford. Saul, Schaddelee, Dieing the above wo append the sfli'Uvitherewith
From the keeper'sstatement it appeared tens
twdng the report of the committee on
kema,
Avenr,
Stegenga,
Harper,
Kay.
enclosed, with the statement that we had other
that the whipping of the men wu not unreasonEqualization,Mr. Schaddelee, thechairevidence to corroborateit.
able and that there been no necessity of resortPelton, Kelly and Van Loo. Presentainan of said committee,submitted the
^J/P. R. Rail,
ing to any mode of punishment whatever,since
tion of Petitions. Under this order of
fl. D. Weatberwax,
following:
then in the ease of these men. As appears by
business Mr. Pelton presented RemonK. H. Pelton,
Mr. Lillie’s affidavit,the facts in regard to the
To the Honorable Loaid ef Superviww of Ottastrance
of
citizens
of
Tallmadge
against
Com. on Poor Farm.
whipping of Mrs. Coye are substantiallythese:
vra ooiraty:
That on aSuuday in the month of February,
detaching certain territory from the
State of Miohiean. county of Ottawa— ts. I.
Gentlemen — Your Committee on
1W0, one year before the committees investigaEster O. Horseman, befog duly sworn, doth detownship of Tallmadge and attaching
tion and report, and at no other time Mrs. Cove
Equalization
liavine carefully comparpose end say, I live in Allendale about two
the same to the township of Polkton.
was called three times to oome down from the
miles from Eastmanville. My husband'smothed aud considered tne assessment rolls
The
same
on
motion
of
Mr.
Thayer,
rechamber
and
help
pare
the
potatoes
for
dinner;
er(Mro. Sarah Gilkey) is an inmate of the Otpresented by the Supervisors of the rethat she came down every time she was called
ferred to the special committee appointtawa county poor house: she has resided there
spective towns and cities of the county
ed to investigatethis matter.
submit the following report:
.

'

VAN

Turner,

<

-

>

not.

No

1

VAN

VANLOO,

Turner,

Tubnbb.

’

.

4.75

Total.

f ent bock twice without doing anything;
that tho third time she took a positionin tho
pantry door of thop mpers room with a butcher
knife in one hand and a fork in the other, rawed to a position for striking anyone who might
oome near. Mr. Lillie on being informed of
this went to her with one thickness of a harness

,

window

1

and

not,

in said

on Monday,

nearly four yrtHo^havebeen 'n the habit of
visitinK the poor hi^eL.Hbout once n month to
look after mv huRbandiimother. 1 am acquainted with C. W. Lillie aud his wife; they arc the
keepers of the poor house, L was there about the

*1«*.C6

Your comm Ittac would further report that it
Us ordered the lumber for the sidewalk aroand
the court bongo square from the Grand Haven
Lumber Company and that the same is partially deUveied. The old sidewalk has been restaved and the now one in process of construction. Yonr Committee would farther report
that by resolution of the Board at its January
somioatho committee on piblle buildings was
instructed to have the old barn back of tbo Jail

SUFFLEMEITT TO
Holland,

J-nn© Q3.

nVIioli.,

lattings.
Tub

C3L.OSI3NTC3r

Winchester Armory, New Haven,

Conn, declined an order for

OUT

50,000,000

cartridges from Turkey until satisfactory
security should he offered.

Russian immigrants in Minnesota

SOMMER ROODS

SPRING AND

es-

caped the trouble of coal famine by burning prairie hay in their air tight, old
country, brick-lined stoves.
It Is asserted that

i
M

Krupp cannot meet

Some of those goods

his big gun orders, viz: Roumania, 100;

will be sold at Cost, such as

Greece, 700; Sweden, 50; Holland, 120;
400. Such are Europe’s peace pros

Italy,

pects.

&

Ladies’

Gents’ Buckled

& Buttoned Shoes

Folz, the San Francisco women

Clara

lawyer, being told by the opposing counsel
in court that a

at

1*
m
A

%
o
OQ

9

home

woman’s proper place was

woman had

engaged in almost
any business than raising such men as
you

better be

NOW

Therb is now building in Baldwin
Works, Philadelphia,a locomotive de

Also, Straw Hats of every description will be closed out at

intended to do 80 miles an hour without

A few thousand feet of lumber,

rope, and tested on the railroads of England and the Continent.

Shingles, Lime

etc., at

The

finest line of

a

NECKTIES ever

brought to Holland.

W

M
^

DELAINEb.

GINGHAMS.
CALICOES,

®1 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
A rcfular graduate of medicine,lo.iger located in
Chicago than any other rufciallat. over 20 year#
HUcceHHful practice.Sypnill#, Gonorrhea,Gleet,
Slricinre.Orchitt#.Rupture, and all Urinary 1)1#
eares, (Kidney# or Bladder,) Syphilitic or Mercurial Affection# of the Throat. Skin or Bone#, cured

rebuildingour new shop wc have purchased

In

entirely new

Machineryof
And we are

^

flueiitSilk to

the cbeapett.

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,

HOSIERY. ETC.
Ako

a Full

A.G.OLIN.M.D.,

Line of

£ Fresh Groceries

South Clark

Von Patten

Sc

^

s ItTZETW
oq

WB HAVK

STEAM

DRYING OF LUMDRR WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
82
notice.

38-lY

&

M. Huizenga

Co,

WERKMAN

A VAN ARK.

MANHOOD

Dealers in

STOCK GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,
up

How

GLASSWARE,

How

Lost,

Restored

& SHOES

kind, of

Flo-^

Call and sec the

P.;,. H.nglnt Bn.knU,

MICA LAMP

|

new

CHIMNEY

which uever breaks.
Io>t

received at-

We always have on band

HEROLD,

FLOUR

and

a

stock of

FEED,

Cora, Oats, Etc.

Vn

Jl"!

A

full line

of PROVISIONS,as Cheap

what his conditionmav be. may care himself
cheaply, privately,and radically.

--

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.

CALL AND SEE US.
K.

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., May

Holland. Mich., Sept. 1,1880.

Jr

-

.

1

...

of

Hent under seal. In a p'ain envelope, to any address post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two

CURE FOR TAPE
Ann

St,

WE IIAVE ALSO A SURE
WORM. Address

The CtilTtnrell Helical Co.,
New York, N. Y. ; Post-Officebox^W,

have a fait line of Teas, from 26 cents per
pound end npwsrd.

ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

:o:-

As a Dinner Pill they have no equal.

Hr" This Lecture should he In the hands
every yonth and every man In the land.

II

A Complete Mtortmentof Children’* and Infant#’
We sell Glassware Setts at 40 cents nod
shoe# for fall and winter, and a fall line of
upwards.
Ladles' and Gentlemen'sWear.

'

2,

1881. 18-8m

Ayer’s Pills are an effectualcure for
Constipation or Costiveness, Indigestion. Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite,
Foul Stomach and Breath, Dizziness,
Headache, Loss of Metnonr, Numbness,
Biliousness, Jaundice. Rheumatism,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases, Dropsy,

Tumors, Worms,

as at any other place.

We

healthv action. Their extensiveuse bv
physicians in their practice, and by all
civilized nations,is one of the many
proofs of their value as a safe, sure, and
perfectly reliable purgative medicine,
Being compounded of the concentrated
virtues of purely vegetable substances,
they are positively free from calomel or
and can be admln-

aelf-iiidulgcnce
or fpxnsl extravagance,
Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
Neuralgia,Colic,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty yeare’ aacci-ssful practice,that the alarming consequence# of Gripes, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Gout.
sclf-abnae maybe radically cured; pointing ont Piles, Disorders of the Liver, and all
a mode of cure at me# simple, certain and effectn- other diseases resulting from a disordered
al, by means of which every sufferer,ro matter state of the digestiveapparatus.

postage stamps.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

in medicine, In proportions accurately adjusted to secure activity, certainty, and
uniformity of effect. They are the result
of years of careful study and practicaleiperiment, and are the most effectualremedy yet discovered for diseases caused by
derangement of the stomach, liver, and
bowels, which require prompt and effectual
treatment. Aykii's Pills are specially
applicableto this class of diseases. They
act directly on the digestive and assimilative processes, and restore regular

!

edition of Dr. CULVERWKLL'S CelebratedKssay on the radical enre of
Sperm at orrheta or Seminal Weakness. Involnn
tarv Seminal Losses. m potency,Mental and PhyJn«t published, a

I

£ BOOTS

s

A

AND THE

Sons.

And

E.

Combino the choicest cathartic principles

St., Chicago.

82 EIGHTH STREET

A Large and Fine

o

Cathartic Pills

Or anything In our line manufactured on abort

Holland, March S5ih, 18*1.

ptj

who

Re-Sawing Done.

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G.

satisfy all

on

*ent by mall or expreaa. Cure# guaranteed. Incurable ca«e# not undertaken. Special attention
to l)l»ea#e# of Women. Reliable Female Pill#. $5
a box. KAS8IA01 GUIDE, 27ft page#, a hundred
pen picture#.Who #hould marry ; Who not ; Reason# why; Physical lite of man and woman; How
to be happy In the married relation. The married
and tho#e contemplating marriage, should read
and preserveIt for reference.Price, 50 ct#, In
Postage Stamp# or Currency.
201

rq
O

we can
want

confident

Planing, Matching,

HANDKERCHIEFS
From the

Approved Patterns,

the most

Fail. Guide to Health,2 atampa. Medicine#

TABLE LINEN.

ID, ZULICII.

-A. 2ST

fhcejiuix
DR.A10LIN, Planing Mill
Safely.Privately. Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility,
reaultlng fiom Sclf-Abuae,Sexual Kxce##c# or
over brain work, producing nervon#ne##, aemlnal
unl##lon#, debility, dimneaa of eight defective
memory, phytlcaldecay, coufualonof Idea# and
Impotency,rendering marriageImproper, are permanentlycured. Con#ultatlon at office or by mail

^
GOODS,
TODRESSCASHMERES.

; also Lath,

reasonable prices.

HE O L L

At the store of

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

had

Hi^RRiisra-Tonsr3

e. J.

NOTIONS,

G.

as fencing, etc., can also be

such

-AT—

RECEIVED

h Hats and Caps,

H

cost.

taking in water. It will be taken to Eu-

§

M

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

signed to be the fastestin the world, and

!dry goods,

w

CLOTHING

Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.

A very large stock of

g

of

arc, sir.”

§ JUST

£
W
TO

SPRING SUITS

Boys’ ani Young Men’s

raising clildreo retorted: “A

JOHN PENN0YER,

Wlille gentle in their action,these Pills
are the most thorough and searching cathartic that can be employed, and never give
pain unless the bowels are inflamed, and
then their influenceis healing. They stimulate the appetiteand digestiveorgans; they
operate to purifv and enrich the blood, and
Impart renewed health and vigor to tbs
whole system.

Prepared by

Dr. J. C. Ayer k

Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
First

Deputy Sheriff

OFFICE WITH
Wuhitgto&St,
H-tmo.

-

of

T. J.

Ottawa Co.

Lowell, Mast.
SOLD BY ALL DBUM1STS BTIBTWHZBS.

AKELEY.

Stud Bara,

M $2

Wilrh,*. Slmvlndmtl M. Whil.me.l tlaaltacCM.
|l. Dilution fold |«. Mol Id cold | II. OtMft.1.lid lw,t
(•DrMM.V.liuliUf.lyour own n*. or apw.Ull>«#>
I

tor

•WfMfrM.TMOMOSACa.,ISlkMMK.few1.ft.

Wheat

lotting*.

The
The weather is

lake perch

have got back at

fine.

The

Alderman J. Kramer left Amsterdam,

coming from ward

OurBigBargainshaveArrived.

come: Another wedding is

drawing nigh.

Netherlands, on
pleasure parties are

students are all happy now.

Still they

the

harbor again.

Get ready for the circus next Monday.

More

The

is ripening fast.

Monday last,

on his

home*

Literary Society boat-ride and pic-

-

25th. The boat will leave Harrington’s

trip.

Grand Rapids.

dock

at

one o’clock.

-

The Lyceum Hall Association have deThe finest hardwood in the Chicago cided to fix up the basement of the hall
Ed. J. Harrington, Jr., is at present
market is cut in the Grand Traverse
working
seven double teams, and by his
for a dressing room for actora.
region.
special efforts to accommodate his cusOor thanks are due Mr. Alverson for a tomers has created quite a lively business.
Marinus Van Puttkn (blind) arrived
box of very fine strawberries,of the kind He is always ready, both curly and late,
home from the Lansing Institute, on his
called New Richmond, which are of a pe- to answer auy special call made lor his
yearly vacation on Wednesday night.
-

culiar delicious flavor.

Mu.

J.

G. Haverkale arrived home from

Illinois on

Saturday morning

last with ten

School indulged

They had

with four.

in a picnic

One of

--

wildest squalls imaginable

We

v
1

offer during the next 30

days a reduction of

on

fully 25 per cent

Wraps, Havelocks,

fiabbalh

on Thursday.

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa

and

County.

beautiful weather,

attendancewas very

AUCTION & SEVERAL JOB LOTS.

services.

The Third Reformed Church

horses, and Mr. Scholten,of Overysel,

Having just arrived home from my second trip this season to New York where
I received some great bargains from

nic will take place to-day’(Saturday) June

-% .

large.

the

\ For

the

Dolmans, Walking Jackets,

-weeh ending June 22, 1881
.

Frencii and English and German Dress Goods and primary other goods too numerous
—
__ __ ,
T-a
* Plnfnr
JCnnlnrv
wifp tn David
Oavld Gun,
Gnn. W)f
W W S W K,
V to mention.
Pieter Koning
and wifeto
We guaranteeto show customers DRY GOODS of every description cheaper than
See. 1-5-16. $300.
The wind blew a gale for a few minutes 1881, by Rev. D. Broek, Mr. J’eter Boot
Pieter Kruithof to William Rabbera, 8 * 8 W fc ever before known to the trade.
to
Miss
Bessie
Van
der
Veere.
Our
and the rain came down in torrents.
8
Sec. 6-5-13 $600.
choicest wishes go with the happy couple^ Charlet Keinholdt and wife to Anaon D. Fewenden
Standing pine limber ot. W # N K X and E %
The Methodists adjournedtheir evening
N K «* ft
N W >4.
14- Sec.
S«c. 36-7-16.
36- 7-16. *160.
Navigation
is
picking
up.
Quite
a Nathan
I'athan B. Sadler and
and .wif«
wife to W-------illiam N. Soper,
services last Sabbath to Hope Church in
E
*
N
W
j* 8
Sec.
1-5-13. *1.800.
honor of the Baccalaureate of Hope number of vesselswere in poit this week, Covert Kcppel and wife to Jan Van Kencnaam,
OA.3STAL Sc
loti, blk a, Village of ZeeUud. *300.
College, by Professor Scott. This is really and quite a number used our harbor again
Jan Zwriera and wife to Gcort Moekc, N X N V4
Rapids, Mich.
for refuge from the heavy weather from
N K M, Sec. 25—6—15. *820.
catholic.
George
M.
Miller
and
wife
to
Wm.
H.
II. Walker.
the north.
Open every evening with 4 Electric Llghte, mnklnc onr rtore In the eveningM light at day. Exand 8 K * 8 W
We call the attention of our readers to
clusive Agency of the celebrated perfect flttlng Domestic Paper Fashions.
K. Sec. 26-7-15. *2,700.
py- Any person baying material amounting to *3 or upward, will receive a patternfree of charge.
During the races at Grand Rapids, this William 11. 11. Walker aud wife to George T.
the advertisement of Hans Anderson, who
Doai.e, N X 8 E 34 and 8 W 34 8 E 34 and S E
week, we noticed that a great many of the

Married.— On Wednesday, June

passed over here on Saturday evening last.

W

--

-

—

22nd,

K

E

'WURZBURG.

W.

F.

’

BRONSON

COR.

STS.

Grand

NXSEKandSWXSK*

will supply the pleasuie-seckerswith a fine

34 8 W J4, Sec. *A>-7-15. *2.800.
Robert W. Duncan and wife to John Bennett et al
S W 34 S E 34. Sec. 1-5-16. *60.
ters at Kortlander
Grady, wholesale John O. Poet and wife to John W. Bennett, 8
on the Fourth of July.
—
34 8 E 34, Sec. 1-5-tfl. *95.
liquor dealers.
Jacob R. Kvploeg and wife to John J.Ryplocg,
Although June cannot be called a wet
16 acres ofE34W3iNE34. Hcc. 21-9-13.
*100.
List of letteis remaining in the postmonth, it is by no means a dry month,
Stephen Monroe et al to FrancesA. Hnnton.part
and as a general thing quite cool. Early office at Holland, Mich., June 23, 1881:
blk 7 of M. 11. & C. ai d., Grand Haven. *75.
on Wednesday morning a slight frost was Ida Simonds, Miss Ida J. Ackley, Mrs. Jonathan Edwards and wife et al to Cornelius Bos,
W 34, lot 2, b k 12, M & H add., Grand Haven.
perceptible in a few low spots, but no Fannie Cowell, bimon Lievense.
*850.
..... ......
.. _ Assigr
;nec to Zenas G. Wlnsor,
William
Wlnegar,
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
damage is reported.
part lot 1 and lots
lota 2-3-4
2-3- and 5. Sec. 1, Campaus
add. ; also lota 1 and 2, city of Grand Haven. *50.
Mil H. Stockingdied very suddenly of
aud wife to John Ovens, N £ 34
A farmer by the name of Shoemaker, A.ND.WGriswo'd
>4. Sec. 29-6-15.*200.
apoplexy,at his residence in Drenthe, on has taken the job of work of making and John Busby and wire to Julia Mulligan, part N
34. Sec. 29—8—16. *825.
yesterday (Friday) morning. He reached improving the wagon road on the south
John Mulligan and wife to John Busby, W 34 lot
-^he age of 71 years, was one of our ear- side of Black Lake from the city down to
120, city of Grand Haven. *30.
John Mulligan and wife to John Busby, westerly
liest settlers, and
believe he was the the harbor. This will eventuallymake
34 ft. of lot 108. Grand Haven. |*00.
John S. Wells and wife to John Jackson, Jr., part
first blacksmithin this Colony.
the finest drive In the State.
N W J4, Sec. 15-5-13. *700.

Lake

opportunity at the harbor of Black

sporting fraternitymade

it

their

headquar-

&

-

W

STREETER'S

W

Neuralgia Drops,

_

----

The only medicines need without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cure of

W

we

A young man by

the name of

Wm.

Great preparationsare being made at
Grand Rapid.s for the German Saugerfesl,
cago depot, on Monday last, and dislocated which will be held on the 22ud day of
his ankle and bruised it severely. He was August. Undoubtedly many of our cititaken to Dr. Van Pullen’s office where he zens will go and witness such a gigantic
Birds, fell from the watertankat the Chi-

was patched up, and

is

now almost

as well

jubilee, as it is nearer to us than any pre-

as ever.

vious one.

In our supplement,this week, our readers will find a

new advertisementot
which they

E. J. Harrington, out of

Mr.

Our

GRAND HAVEN

providing It is used according to direction.
on the route between this port

the

lias in-

the only sure care for the destruction of the

Ih

Price HOc per bottle.

Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
and bids Worm.
No phyrlc U necerearT.Price, only 25
the most popular centa per bottle. For Bale by all DurggletB.Be-

creased in a remarkable degree

to become one of

--

at Vriesland,

and

Cream City the passenger traffic

thanks are due Mr. J. Borst, the routes for summer

manufacturer of the cheese

ITEMS.

Since the City of Milwaukee has been

fair

will

NEURALGIA,

ware of couuterfclU.
travel.

-

FOR

SA.X-E

BY ALL DRTJOGHSTS.

Friday, the 24th, promises to be the

u little cheese. If all the cheese ii gala day of the year. Robbins & Colvins
our sample, it is no wonder that the circus is to show here on that day and the
ing off most of his stock al cost, to make
“Vriesland Cheese" brings. the b'gbest
Freemasons are going to celebrate the fesroom for a new large stock. Now is your
market price, for it is excellent. Many tival of St. John, by processions, picnic
chance for bargains.
tor

learn that he

is,

accordingto custom, sell-

like

-

thanks, Mr. Borst!

Columbia Fire Co. had

their

apparatus

out on Friday night last, for drillingnot
alone, but to test a well and their appara-

tus. This is very good and ought

to be

done more frequently. Our firemen ought
to receive the

moral support of

instead of ridicule,and thus

aged

to

The

the people,

be

become more and more

encour-

efflcieuiL

Holland ManufacturingCompany

effected a temporary organization on Monday evening last. Mr. J. Roost was elect-

ed temporary chairman, and Mr. H.

D.

Post temporary sec’y. Directors— J. Roost,
J. R. Kleyn, J. Kuite, H. D. Post, and H.

Walsh. While more

stock was subscribed

than the $10,000 wanted, the capital

now

is

placed at $11,000, and the first article

they are going to manufacture will be tj

new patent wind

mill.

/

and speeches and banquet and ball in the

----

From personal observation anddilligent evening. Extensivepreparations have alinquiry we come U) the conclusion that the ready been made to decorate the city, and
growing wheat lias recuperated so much

crop throughoutthis Colony will be about present.
three fourths of last year’s,and the berry
will as large, if not better.

A man who
elley, was

gave his

name as Edward

arrested here

on

-

-

-

89 Monroe

St.,

at

having

for Farmers.

trying to keep the sand from blowing over

Our popular wagon manufacturer

/

the bills by means of board fences. Look-

Saturday

in his possession a

, -

•

tjiken

by Capl. P. Pfanstiehl and Mr. Ed.

illiams, who
arslial

handed him over lo
Koning, to whom he confessed

the deed.

urning

The student’s goal is reached. They
are happy. Vacation lias come, and

Offers blssnnalor made w.v.ons Jnst as cheap
anybody sells them In Zeds jd, sod claims that
they are a
as

in

different directions, apparently dividing
the sand flats into blocks and lots. Whether this

work

will be successful in

sand ftom blowing seems

Better wagon in every

Jewelry, Watches,

to be

beuefit.

^

Call

and Examine.

Also seeps on hand a line of

of
PECTACLES

-

—

—
ings, we are informed, were very interestDo Spelder, is home on a
ing and in some instances important.
vacation from Ann Arbor. Mr. De
Mr. Elias

him and opened

the

way

stopping

some- Silttiim, rktriim, mi Futj Sooh,
what
questionable;however, time w'*
Fox & Ward's Minstrel troupe gave an Commencement week with all iis foes and
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
soon tell whether the money has been H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
entertainmenton Monday evening last, bustle is over. On Sunday evening last
thrown away or result in some permanent mechanic, who will do the repairingof
which was but poorly attended. We Prof. Scott delivered the Baccalaureate
watches, so that our work can be war»
should judge that Commeucementweek sermon to a large aifdience, In Hope
ranted.
was a poor time for traveling showmen to Church. It was masterly and eloquent.
Wednesday morning another attempt
expect large audiences. In all their On Monday afternoon the rhetorical exer- was made !o hang Voskamp, now «n jail
ill the Goods are [warranted
•pecialties,however, they were particu- cises of the PreparatoryDepartment took io await his trial for the murder of Cady.
to be just as represented.
larly good, and far above the average. place at the College Chapel, and every
About 2 o’clock a knock was heard at the
I will also keep on hand a full line
But it was evident that many young folks body seemed better pleased with them jail door, which was answered by deputy
were saving their money for the large than ever before, and the innovation of sheriff Murray. SheriffVaupel was absent.
circus which will be here on Monday having it in the afternoon seemed to have On opening the door some men rushed in.
—and a—
bad the desired effect The alumni meet- overpowered Murray, took the keys from
next.
the

FLIEMAH,

J.

the advanced line. Ingoing over the hills
he will see a number of fences

the chance

is

-Dealer in-

—

The Governmentis trying anew experiment on the north side of the iiver, by

ing al it from this side a person is astonMackinaw
ished to see a high board fence stretc
fishing boat, alleged to have been stolen
ing along the summit of the sand biMs
him at Little Point Sauble. He was
and through the woods. But this is only
t,

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman Now

more so as there is no probability of any

during the last five or six weeks that the great celebration of the 4lh of July

GEO. G. 8TEKETEE, Sole

jail. Being unable

to

gold

fIjll line of

find Voskamp’s cell, Murray, who was unBut the grand JinaU came off on Wednes- der guard, was forced into the jail also, to
Bpclder is a post graduate of Hope College,
day evening. Hope Church was densely show where Voskamp was kept. During
has one more term of medical studies to
packed, by the relatives and friends of this time the servant girl had escaped and Ac
go through,after which he will be the
the graduates, and by the curwiw spectator ran for the engine house and roused the
first one from this city who has finished
who throng every public place (where it engineer, who gave an alarm on the fire
all the preliminary studies before assuming
costs no money.) Those students who bell. Mrs. Vaupell was then alone in the
the title of “Doctor in Medicine.” It is
had orations to make, did very well, house with the gang, who in their hurry
pleasant to note that thoroughness in
particularlyso was this the caai with the had left the keys in the outer door of the
studies is being more eagerly looked for
Salutatory and the Valedictory.But jail, and Mrs. Vaupell perceiving this, with
and more dilligentlyfinished in this
many with us were disappointed in not rare presence of mind, shut the door and
country than twenty or thirty years ago.
receiving an opportunityto hear how well locked it. thus catching six of the would be

(

I!

AUD
_

.

'

t

°Pen and T°P

Buflfl|es*
AfO AGENT *oB

pens. BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

avc, and intend to keep on hand a
’or lo. of MUSICAL INSTRUNTS, s c as Violins,Guitars, Bangi

WORKS.

1

e

,

J.

FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.

14-tf

lordejus, etc., etc.

nine

and examine our stock. No

show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
olland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1381. 4C- y

A fine assortmentof

ible to

IN

kinds of

Dress Goods.

NEW

THE

all

-A

frit line

of-

GROCERY SHAWLS,

Children’s Day was a happy time to those remainingtwo could handle them

hangmen, and secieted the key. The gang

the children in the Methodist Sunday selves on the rostrum after having fooled then tried to break the door open with a
School,—and to the parenta as well. away so much time with peddling anti- cold chisel and hammer, which they he
Nearly, or quite aa many went away as masonic hooka sad with taking printing- brought along, and would have probab
could gel in the church. The room was work out of tfu city to the positive material succeeded had it not been for the opporbeautifully decorated,wjth the choicest damage of more than one family in this tune aTival of Marshal Woltman, who
flowers, in three mouods, bouquelte, fes- city. Was it to cover up their delinquen- bo'dly entered the jail and after a short
’

toons and crosses,— arrangedwith the best cy ? The music for the occasion was under

of taste. The program used was “ Wel- the direction

come Summer,” by Re?. W.

city. Some

of Solomon 2: 11-13. All
did their part well. The address by the
pastor, showed 113 Institutionsof learn-

both instrumental and vocal. The master's 6th next, under bail of $2,0t 0 each, which
oration waaby Rev. Stephen J. Harmeling, was furnished during the

ing in that church, tbit 1843 poor students

bis theological course. It

had been helped to an education by their

that next year these exercises

ot

New

fine piece* were rendered,

Jersey,

who

has Just completed of the prisoners are Dr.
was announced

day. The names

Wm.

Clark, Geo.

Beuimaa, Rufua Miller, Dennis Spencer,

would take Burt Coe, and Bradford Velsey. Too
dildren’s fund, in the last 14 years*, and place in the foreuoon. This, we presume, much praise cannot be given to Mrs. Vsuthat 10 of these were In foreign miseion will prevent, a too larga audience. To pell for her courage and presence of mind
fields. It aided last year 205 poor studenU. those gradnates who have faithfully and iq locking the Jail door, thus trapping the
This money is generly furnished as a loan. manfully floisbed their course, The News whole gang and preventing a crime which
Their Educational Board had disbursed extends its best wishes for their future, would have been a lastingstain on Ottawa
$174,841, since 1865.

and

to the student* a pleasant vacation.
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A large assortment of

-

SILKS
I
RIBBONS.
0 STEKETEE & BOS,
DRY GOODS BT0BE
—
—

County,

_

AND

A full line of Hodery, Skirls and a nice assort*
meut of white shirts, etc.

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

tan now be found, not alone a complete stock
tussle drove the partiesinto the city lock- of Grocerlcs.-alwsys
of the Freshestand Purest,
up, where they were secured. Complaints oi|t also aU kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,
2fjc., Etc.
were made before Justice Pagelson, who
Iso a very large and assorted stock of
held the parties for examinationon July

“ Rain, Flower, Birds sod Fruita,”— based
OQ the song

1

of Mr. Eddy, of Grand

C. Wilboz. Rapids, and Miss Lizzie Cappon of this

AN

PRY GOODS
Vhlch we iu t id to keep si completeat poeel*
embracing all the latest and best made fabrics

—

*—A

We have

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

pound and upward.

Eastern Salt at Bottom
CANNED GOOD*,
a

& Glassware.

Farmers’ produce taken in
EXCHANGE.
;c

Boluhp,

BTkKETKI A

Sept. 80 lb, 1880.

BOS.

of-~*—

BOOTS and SHOES

A fulllioa of

;kery, Stone

full line

Prices.

P1CKL18 a»4

completetire of

GROCERIES
Alwny* on band at
P. A A. BTBK1TBI.

:

.ta*D, May. Mth. 1*S1-

THE BOOKS

OF

THE BIBLE

OLD TMTAMWrr.
bOtnesla

Twu

the world began:
then that God createdman.

In Exodue the law waa given.
As larael’B guide from earth to heaven.
Xevlticua, from Levi’s name,
The tribe from which the prieethood ease.

Then Numbers tells about the way—
What God would have u« do and aay.
Deuteronomy,which means “twice told,"
The truth, ouce learned,must ne’er grow old.
Then Joshua come, In Moses’ place.
When Law had faded, God brought In Grace.
<He next by Judges Israel ruled;
Hls love toward them never cooled.

And then, the story sweet of Ruth
Foreshadowsvery proclous truth.
In Samuel First we read of Saul—
The people'sKing— his rise and fall

hoar

In Second Samuel then we
Of David— man to
dear.

God

,

;

In First of Kings the glory filled
Tbo temple Solomon did build.

And Second Kings records the lives
Of prophets, Kings, their sous and wives.
In First of Chronic es we're shown
The house of David and hls throne. \

And Second Ctmuficlrs records
King Solomon's good deeds and worda.
Then Ezra buildsGod’s house again
Which had for long in ruins lain.
And Nehemiah builds the wall
Bound Judah's city, great and tall.
Then Esther,Jewish maid and wife,
Raised up to save her people's

life,

Ar.d Job— hls patience sorely tried
At last God’s dealings justified.

Then come

namely, ronnd a central court-yard. made more so by the use of unguents,
The lower story was simply an open cor- which enable him to roll himself up into
ridor or oloister,and was used for do- a marvelouslysmall space.
The deliciouscoolness of the night
mestic offices and the stabling of oows
and horses, and had no windows on the has succeeded the fierce heat of a day in
outside. To its full height there was May. The moonlight makes a mimic
nothing {rot a smooth surface of wall. day ; but how soft is its light however
The upper story, the dwelling-place bright, compared with the sunlight of a
proper, had windows on the outside; few hours before I A party of travelers,
but these, as usual, were very small, and having cooked and eaten their frugal
high up. When the massive gates were meal, have now spread their carpets aud
closed of an evening the house was, in quilts on the ground in the mango
fact, a fortification J with the household grove, and laid themselves down to
for a garrison, and entry was almost im- sleep. All is now silent, save when the
jackals rend the air with their horrid
possible.
The old zemindar and his two sons cries. A jackal gives a yelp on one side
were seated iu the gateway enjoying the of the grove ; another answers with a
cool evening air. Their two or three howl from the other side. These are
not jackals, but confederate thieves, one
men-servants were busied about the
of whom enters the grove at tho end
house, inside and outside. It was just
farthest from where the sleeping travelgetting dusk when there was heard on
ers lie. On hia stomach he steals quietthe road which passed through the villy along from one tree to another. Some
lage tho usual cry of pilgrims proceedleaves rustle ; a traveler calls out
ing to some sacred shrine : “ Bom
whereuponthe stealthy one coils himbom Mahadeo ” (Great, great is Mahuself into a heap and lies dead still, and
deo), and “ Ounga mai kijye" (Victory
will so lie for half an hour or more, if
to Mother Gauge). And now the first
necessary.
pilgrim of the company came in sight.
A “jackal” howls quite near the
There was nothing suspicious in hi.i ap- grove, as if it had just crossed it and
pearance. Ho looked a simple pilgrim, rustled the leaves. The thief drags himand was barefooted ; in one hand he car- self along the ground again. At length
ried his shoes ; with the other he steadied
he reaches the head of the sleeping row
the long bamboo pde which rested
of travelers.He passes Ids hand quietone shoulder, aud from each end of
ly under the pillows. This fat man is
which hung •the wicker-workbaskets
the rich man of the party ; that bundle
which hold the bottles, or rather flasks,
which he uses for a pillow probably conin which water is carried from the sacred
tains something valuable. The dusky
rivers to some far-distant shrine. He
thief removes it gently without waking
stopped in front of tho old zemindar.
tho snoring sleeper. Ho next makes
“ How far is it. father, to tho next good
this other man turn over on his pillow
well by the roadside?for there wo rneur
by gentle touches on the face ; and, hav-

—

Psalms, whose sacred page
la full of truth for every age.
the

The Proverbs, which the wise man spake,
For all who will their teachingstake,

to rest for the night.”

“Two

Ecclesiastesshow how vafh
befit of earthlygain.

my

“The water in
“It
“

The very

miles,

son,” replied the old

man.
the well is good ?”

is.”

And the grove near it

is a

good one

to sleep in ?”

The Kong, how much we need to prize
The treasureset above the skies.
Isaiah,firstof prophets,who
Foretellsthe future of the Jew.

Then Jeremiah, scorned by foes,
Yet weeps for faithless Israel’s woe*.
The Lamentations tell, In part,
Tbo sadness of this prophet’sheart
Ezekiel tells,in mystic story,
Departing and returning glory.

“Yes."
“ Perl laps then if a bung a' a (graindealer’s) shop near it where we could
get some tlour ? ”

“No;

there

“Thou

Hoeca shows the Father'sheart
Bo grieved for sin on Ephraim's part
And Joel tells of judgment near;
The wicked nations quake aud fear.

and

resting-place ? ”
“ Two miles moYc.”
“Aud is tho water in that well good ?"
the old

Then Daniel,from the lion's den,
-By power Divine,is raised again.

not.”
far is the next well

is

“Then how

asketh many questions,”said

man.

But the purpose of the questioning
had been gained; the seeming pilgrim
had been moving in single file; it had
given them time to come up and form a
group.
Some of them had put down their poles
and baskets, as if to rest themselves.
But now the baskets were slimed vii.
the staves taken in hand ana u nisi
made on the old man and
m

Even Burglars Are Rushed.
“Why,” ho replied to a cop, “I never
saw so much push and rush in Detroit
since the war, and I presume it is so all
over- the country. The boom even extends to my profession, which you are
aware is that of burglary. I haven’t

Psda-Ellot

been so rushed in ten years. I have advertisedin a dozen papers for a ‘pal,’
but can’t get one at any price. Thirdclass men, only fit to put up ladders,
hold lighted candles, pound with a
sledge, and swear an alibi, are getting
their own prices this year. The two I
had struck for $7 a day apiece, and I
had to pay it or let ray business go to
ruin. You have no idea of the number
of chances we have had for ‘jobs’ this
year, and the season is promising all
that any burglar could ask for. I am so
pushed that I hardly know which way to

A SAFE AND SURE

REMEDY FOR

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

Cramps,
Cholera,
Diarrhoea,

turn first.”

“Anything very big on hand?”
“ Oh ! a dozen of ’em. I ought to go
up Woodward avenue to-night and rob a
house where two back windows have
been left 114) for a whole week, but I
may net get around to it because one of
my pals is dead drunk in his room upstairs. Then there’s a splendid show
down Fort street. Two of the back
doors won’t lock, some of the chamber

Dysentery.

Sprains

AND
Bruises,

windows are unfastened, and there’s half
a cord of silverware piled up in one
room. Duty tells me that I ought to
take it in right away, but something
may prevent. Dear me, but I wish I
could Lire at least three first-class burglars for the next six weeks. I’ve got 0
special lay for them.”

Burns

AND
Scalds,

Toothacha

AND

“Anythingstartling?”

Headache.
“ Well, no. There’s a bank in Toledo
ing got what he wanted, creeps gently
we could get at very handy, a jeweler
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
away. One of the extemporized jackals
gives a bark here, the other a short howl over in Chicago who aches to be robbed,
there ; and the two thieves meet and and I know of a farmer out here a few
miles who has $1,000 in gold in the.
decamp together.
When out for the night, the thieves house. If I had two good men I could
strip themselves of all their clothing gather in at least $30,000 within the next
except a short, tight loin-cloth, and ten days; but this boom lias taken me
smear themselves m ith oil, so as to be all aback. I need two full sets of burglar tools right off, but my blacksmith is
able to slip out of the grasp of auy one
rushed with other work, and must delay
seizing them. They seldom carry arms,
me. I went yesterday to see about wigs
in the ordinarysense, but strap a couple
of light spear-heads to each forearm, and whiskers,and found a doz^n orders
Is a preparation of Protoxideof Iron, Pernrlaa
with the points projecting beyond the ahead of me.”
Bark and the Phosphates,aasociated with the
“It!s unfortunate.”
elbows, with a backward stroke of which
Vegetable Aromatics. Endorsed by tho Medical
Profession,and recommended by themfor Dya" Well, I should say so ! It just makes
they can give a severe if not deadly
pepela, (JeneralDebility, Female Dismy
heart
ache
to
know
that
scores of eases, Wapt of Vitality, Nervous Pros*
wound to any one trying to seize them.
back doors are unlocked, hundreds of tratlon, Convalescencefrom Fevers
Generally, however, they carry a small,
aad Chronic Chills and Fever. Itserrea
windows left open, heaps of silver and every purpose where a Tonic U necessary.
sharp knife.
The houses ©f many of even the well- jewelry left kicking around, and here I Manafictnredbj The Dr. Harter MedicineCo., St Lonii
to-do natives have mud walls only, am so fixed that I can’t half push busiThe following Is one of the very msny testimowe areV receiving
W
SSIfS
dally:
J
through which tho thieves dig a hole to ness. I’m nervous and uneasy, but I nials
Ofnikm'n.-—Some three months ago I began tbs
can’t
mend
matters
as
I
see.
If
you
effect an entry. This retjuireslong, quiet,
use of Dk. Haktkh's In

IRON

TONIC
*

'•

and patient work. A great number of happen to come across a first-class hallthief and a pair .of professional cracksThen Anica,from the berdmen sent,
the Indian stories about robbers turn on
Calls hardened sinners to repent
this mode of proceeding ; how one men, I wish you’d send 'em to me. I’ll
In Obadiah, Edom's fall
woman alone in the house with her chil- guarantee the very highest wages and
Contains a warning word to all
dren waited quietly until the thief put steady employment for the season.”
Detroit Free Prcsx.
servants, who were soon overjM
Jonah, though prophet of the Lord,
his head through the hole, and killed
Yet fled to Tarshish from Hls word.
and tho robbers in possi-ssini: «-f lh him with a blow of an ax ; how another
T.e Bfslie A>si<ajiient'.
house, while some kept gimrd
waited with a rope in her hand, and, the
Then Mlcah slugi In sweetestlays
When
the final proceeding iu the matThey carried no arras, so as to -ivmi.1 thief this time {mtting his heels in first,
The glory of milleanialdays.
' i
• •
suspicion after the robbery as well as she tied his ankles quickly togetherand ter of the Frank Leslie assignment was
And Nahum tells the fear and gloom
before it. But a heavy “ male ” bamboo took him prisoner ; but when the neigh- taken, an order was entered acquitting
Of Ntnevahand of her doom.
club is a formidableweapon. Torture bors appeared they found only a head- Mr. Isaac W. England, the assignee,
Habakkuk- though the flg tree fall,
from all further obligation to the trust,
was soon applied to the old man to make less trunk.
JJUa faith aud trust iu God prevail
and dischargingand releasing the bondshim revdal where hia treasure was
English people in India are seldom men who bad become his sureties in the
Then Zephaoiah tellsof utace,
buried.
robbed, though for half the year the
And love that comes in Judgment's place.
sum of $100,000,and canceliug their
Two little pyandqliildreji,a bqy and a
doors of the bungalows in which they
bond.
girl, were seized, and the heavy clubs
And Haggal in the latter days
live are left wide open, for the sake of
The case has been a remarkable one,
Repeats:“ConMder well your ways.”
held over their heads with a threat of
coolness, all night long. The chief
and probably stands unparallelediu the
dashing
their brains out if the old man
El lacharieh'swondrous Wok
reason is that the articles in the house
judicial history of New York. It is pedid not confess speedily. He did -so.
•We t»d eight vision*, if tfo Tdok.
are so different from taose in use among
culiar in that it probably is the cdy inThe rupees were dug up and distributed
the natives themselves that the attempt
Then Malachi, the last of all,
among the band, whereupon the robbers to dispose of them would at once attract stance on record where an assigned es•Speaks sadly still of Israel’s foil,
—K. /. Carr, m The Christian,
moved off and kept togetheruntil they suspicion. A thief in India trying to sell tate, instead of being sold in accordance
with the provisions of the assignment,
got clear of the village, when they sepaa sjKxm or fork would l>e like im Enhas been carried on by the assignee in
rated, going across country singly or by
glish thief trying to dispose of an altartwos and threes, and by the time the cloth or rare gem. Another reason is, the interest of the creditors for a period
Indian Robbers.
of nearly four years. The experiment
police arrived from the nearest station
‘C • » 1 ‘
that every householderkeeps a chokidar
was a hazardous one, but iu this case it
Kobbery on the largest scale ever they had a good two hours’ start.
or private watchman, though it is notj
The second kind of Dacoiteeis robbery the personal prowess or vigilance o seems to have been attended with the
known was carried on once in India unbest resnlts.
der the system known as Thuggee. Tliis on the highway. Here the gang of rob- tliis often very aged
that
The estate,at the time it came into the
bers
attack
a
party
oi
travelers,
rob
w*« the most extraordinarysystem of
potects you — he himself being a
crime the world has ever Been.* ; Its op- carts conveyinggoods, and sometimes thief by caste or profession,and his possession of the assignee, was inventoried at $75,000, and was incumbered by
erations extended over thousands of stop and plundei? the mail curt. '
salary forming the blackmail you pay
A trader was going from one town to the confraternity.Dogs are also a debts amounting to about $400,000. In
miles of country. Its victims would
have populated many a small kingdom. another with a good deal of money^nnd source of protection. The native thief less than four years the assignee*comjn'omis^d with, and obtained releases
It earned on crime under religious sane* some valuable goods. He had with him
with his bare legs is especially afraid of
Hom : miDel
cl
Ml
nth' rejigipps oeremomes, two carts and two servants. As he was them. A good many robberies,how- from, all the creditors, and turned over
made theft’
leffM
holy ann mnrder sacred. It moving along a frequented highway, he ever, take place when people are march- to the executrix of Mr. Frank Leslie,
who had meantime died, an estate worth
killed in n cold-blooded, ruthless, whole- deemed himself safe from all danger.
ing about the country during the cold
But one evening,in a somewhat infro- weather. It is so easy to enter a tent, certainly not less than half a million dolsale way. It hold human life as of no
account. It had no respect for weak- a uen ted spot, a gang of robbers, looking either by creeping under the canvas or ors.
Though several millions of dollars
ness, age or innocence.When a c6m- like travelers, suddenly set on him and
by making a slit in it; and this reminds
pany of travelers — against whom its .Op- his servants, overpowered them, gagged me of a case in which one of those thieves passed through Mr. England’s hands
during his assign eeship, his accounts
erations were chiefly directed — had come and bound them, and then, taking them
showed a great knowledge of psychology. were passed without the chall .rage oi a
within its coil, it allowed none to es- off the road, left them in a piece of scrub,
A lady and her husband were asleep
cape. It slew all— the father and where it was not likely they would be their tent ; the lady was disturbed by a dollar.
Li these days, when so much lias to be
Tnotber, the grandaire and the babe in discovereduntil next morning.’
noise, and saw by the light of the lamp,
. arms * man, woman and child. It dsed
One of the robbefe then difessed him- which hung from the tent-polo, that a published about delinquenttrustees and
estates absorbed in the process of adno baleful drugs, no deadly weapon. It self in tin* trader’sclothes— almost every
thief was gliding about making up a ministration, it is gratifyingto find so
dealt out destruction by tie simplest of occupationin India has a special dress
bundle of things that he thought would
aU means— a handkerchief. Though the and assumed his part. The two others suit him. This bundle he had placed conspicuous an illustration of a trust
faithfullyand wiw ly administered.
confederation numbered thousands of acted as his servants. They got into
on a table which stood not far from the
members, it carried on its work of rob- another and more-frequentedroad, along
bed. As ho glided up to the table to
A Novel or a Play— Ready Made.
bery and slaughter undetected,if not which police stations were established
add another articleto the mass, his eyes
unsuspected,for years, even under at short intervals. Going up to the
The fast son of a Hungarian merchant,
and those of the lady met. She had
first, the sham trader represented that
British rule. —
- ..... — •
having found himself in a hospital durGang-robberywith violence was also lie was most anxious to push on that half opened her mouth, in order to ing the Italian war in 1859, just as the
"very prevalent in Ipdiawhen it was first night ; that he had a good deal of valua- scream and awaken her husband, when enemy was coming np, put on the clothes
conquered, and also for some time after. ble property with him ; that he thought the man made one long step to the side of a Spanish count, who had died in the
Mhts is known in India as Dacoitee,and some robbers had got wind of this, and of the bed and simply made' a pass with next bed, aud thereby put himself in
in many parts of the country all robbers asked that he might have a policeman to his hand over the lady’s face. She was possession of the dead man’s cash, papers
and thieves were once called Dacoits. escort jiim from one station to another. at once paralyzed for several minutes ; aud name. He set np as a man of fashAnd so the police actually escorted the man kept his eyes fixed on here ion, iu St. Petersburg, and after several
Dacoitee
the robbers with their booty to a large while he gathered up his bundle of years, married the daughter of a Russian
:the attack
town at some distance off, reaching things; then, just as the long-delayed Admiral. Some months afterwards he
Fate dwelling:
bwrglary; for whereas the burglar enters which they soon disposed of the carts scream burst from her lips, he dived un- took her on a visit to “his castles in
der tho curtain of the tent and disap- Spain,” but necessarily went no further
secretly, and only resorts to force in the and all their contents.
Cut tli <-l if ting is a farm of robbery
peared.
last extremity, the Dacoitee is an open
than Hamburg, whence he wrote to his
attack by an armed body of men. The very prevalent in some parts of India,
father-in-law tliat he was a humbug and
Taste.
place is carried by open assault If a more especially in the neighborhood of
was out of funds. The admiral at once
•closed door bars the way it is simply woods and forests,into which the
An expensivelyfurnished room if not set out for Hamburg, but on his arrival,
•burst open. The robbers are well armed, stolen cattle can be driven. * It prevails always attractive. A lady of refined found his son-in-lawdead from smallcarrying swords and iron-shod clubs, in the country lying between the instinct and training, by means of a few pox. He, however, discoverered hia
and sometimes even matchlocks; and re- Ganges and the Jumna, as the forest cheap but of their kind good pictures, identity just in time to learn, from an
sistance tends to wounds and deaths. tract at the foot of the Himalaya af- book engravings, cartoons, and such advertisement,that his deceased son-inThis flagrant and open breach of the fords the needful hiding-ground. A like, a bundle of strips and straws, some law must appear and claim a large inlaw has been suppressed-in great msAA*. pair of stolen bullocks will be driven pretty Japanese or Clrinese decorations, heritance left him by his uncle, otherto this forest from the village where the judicious appliance and arrangement wise it would be distributed among other
we, though not altogether.
The attack is generally made on the they were lifted, twenty-fiveor thirty of such pretty things as artistictaste relatives. The Russian Admiral, at first
or the shop of a milee ip the course of the Bight.
house of a rich banker or
will suggest— will do more toward mak- disposedto denounce and renounce his
The timiffitfry forms bf robbery, simjeweler in some small town where the
ing a little parlor charming, homelike son-in-law as in impoater, ia now trying
police, force is not very strong, or on the
and artistie than thousands of dollars to get possession of the estate for hie
housewf a rich zemindar (landowner)of
spent on vulgar and inartistio arrange- daughter and her son, who was born
* village. One case of the latter kind, takes the place
about the time of the death of tho “Spanment.
which occurred in a village at the time the most common. Here everythingdeish count.”
pends on quietness of movement and
The good times and public improvewhen I was encamped not far from i
sleight-of-hand, in both of which the ments have caused much activity in real
People speak carelessly of “bloated
warmanigfd thiifl. The pemkidar i
reported to have a large sum olt*)nfcy Indian thief has attained great perfec- estate in Newcastle, Henry county, aud aristocracy,” as if an aristocratis always
buried in the house— a common way of tion. Then he is acoustomed to go several additions to the town have been obese. That is wrong. Some of the
keeping it in India, the house being barefoot His tread is habitually light made, and lots sold to those who will aristocracy of to-day ia mighty thin.—
New Orleans Picayune.
built in the usual Eastern fashion- His limbs are naturally supple, and are build houses.

—

his

J

PERRY DAVIS’

-
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•

t. Haktkh's Iron Tonic, upon the advice of many
my friendswho knew Its virtues. 1 was
suffering from general debility to such an extent
that my labor was exceedingly burdensometo me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much relief, but on the contrary, was followed by Increased prostrationand sinking chills. At this
time I began the use of your iron Tonic, from
which 1 realizedalmost Immediateand wonderful
results. The old energy retnrned and I found thal
my natural force was not permanently abated. I
b*ve used three bottles of the Tonic. Since uslns
It I have done twice the labor Uiat 1 ever did In tbi
same time during my Illness, and with double ths
aase. With the tranquilnerve and vigor of body,
has come also a clearnessof thought never before
•njoyed. If the Tonic has not don« the work, I
know not whst. I give It the credit.
Most fratefhllyyours.
J. P. WATSOk,
Troy, O , Jan. 2, 1878. Pastor ChristianChurch.
!

For Sale

by Druggistsand GeneralDealersEverywhere
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The Traveler

aviso winely

Provide*

against the contingencyof Ulneaaby taking with hi®
Hoatntter'i Stomach Bitters, has occaalon to oongrato
late himselfon his foresight when he tees others,who
have neglectedto do ao, suffering from some one of ths
maladies for which It is a remedy and preventive.
Among these are fever and ague, blllouaneta, constipation and rheumatism,diseasesoften atteudant upon a
ebapge of climate or unwonted dint
IW~ For sale by all Druggistsand Dealers generally.
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Bay leven ban DOBBUf S’
ELECTRIC SOAP of yonr Grolit.
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YOU

FREE

•OTon beautiful cmrdi,1n ifx colon and gold, repreientlngBhokipeare’i “ Seven Agei of

1.

1.

(MIN

Han.”

& GO,

116 South Fourth St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR

SALEi^^m^?

BUwk *ad Africnltarml Implement*,togvthar wit h Store,
Building and Two Lot*: beet cornerIn town for bu4nn>. A aplendtdopening for Kay one wonting to en>
gage In thu line of bcuineea|oBthere to o good tradji
eetoblUbed. R«&»on for Belling: foilinghiwdth. Foi
particular*

oddroM

B. G. SWEET,
Wolnat, Crawford County,Kodom.

THE FAMILY DOCTOR,

** Itougii on Rata.*'
Ask Drugrists for it. It clear* out rata, mice,
roaches,bed-bugs,flies,venuiu.insects. 15c.

rooms— as each room has
a separate shaft — streams of shot are
piece constantly flowing. At the bottom of
kettles in both

The Avhitc of an egg into which a
alum about the size of a walnut haa
been stewed until it forma a jelly is a
fine remedy for apraina, It should
liould be
laid over the aprabi on a
lece of lint
and changed aa often aa it becomea
dry.
l

of

1

A medical journal gives the following
simple remedy for relievinghiccough
“Inflate the Iuuks aa fully as possible
and thus press firmly on Mie agitated
diaphragm. In a few seconds the spasmodic action of the muscles will cease.”
:

A standing antidotefor

poison by
dew, poison oak, ivy, etc., Is to take a
handful of quicklime,dissolve in water,
let it stand half an hour, then paint the
poisoned parts with it. Three or four
applications will never fail to cure the
most aggravated cases.

each kettle the molten stuff pours into
square pans perforated at one side.
These perforationsare large or small,
according to the size of shot desired,
and separate the mass into distinct,delicate, gleaming streams, which in turn,
as they come in contact with the atmosphere, separateinto perfect globules, or
shot, which ore cooled in their 200-feet
journey and the water into which they
fall below!

_

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powders are

AXLE GREASE.
Best Is tks World. Got the sonolao. Bv-

HENRY’S CARBOLIC SALVE
the BEST BALVK for Cute, Bniiiee, Sore*, Ulcere,
Suit Rheum, Tetter, Chapped lUndi, Chilblain*, Come,
and all kind* of Skin Eruption*,Freckle* and Pimple*.
Get HENRY’S CARBOLIC SALVE, aa all other*are
It

counterfeit*.
Price, Si cent*.

DK. GREEN’S

OXYGENATED BITTERS

Make

X:

'aTLadolpkn, CUOMO. DU.

the best remedy for Dytpepala,BtUoaineas,Malnrla,
Indirection, and DI»ea»e#of the Blood,Kidney*,liver,
I*

Skln.eto.

DURNO'8 CATARRH SNUFF cure#
to

FRAZER

_____

Guenther, under Wild’s Hotel, has used that
remarkable remedy, 8l. Jacobs Oil, lor a
severe case of rheumatism and it cured him
as if by magic. He also used it with great
success among his homes, in cases of
sprains,sores, etc., and it cured every time.

How

nS.inilLPIHIIH,OFLNI,IUL

Rosenthal Bhos., Chicago, make the diamond
boots and shoes, the best made. Try them.

entirely

and then the cure is quinine
and arsenic. Debility may cause them.
In that case tonics and good, nutritious

•Bees. Addieee VaLnrrinaBaos .JaneeTtlle.Wl*

rec-

itock-ownera who have used
them as the liest Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be had. If the animal is Scraggy, Spiritless,
or
has no apoetits, these Powders are an excellent remedy, and every owner of atook will do
well to try’ them. They are prepared by the
Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,Li; a very
reliableArm, and aold by all good druggists.

Edgar T. Page. Esq., druggist, writes
us from Chicopee Falls, that Mr. Albert

rise to it,

las

ommended by

[From the Springfield (Mua.) Republican.]

The cure for night sweats depends
on the cause. Malaria gives

YOUHfl

a Tramp.

Next to spending money that you
food should be used. Consumption meant to save there is nothing in the
world so easy to do as to make a tramp.
causes it, and the cure is sulphuric acid,
Select any personal acquaintance who
ten to twenty drops in water, an hour

centeIal

DR.

MOTTS LIVER PILLS

are the beet

do

withoutit. Price

Oathartlo

article.Price
unity l* here
offered Agt'iilN to mike money.
Send forour/ffi'rirataf(Hreulan
end our nnuntmUy iloernl term*.
DOMESTIC hOALE 00., 1U4
Wee: FlKh St.. Cincinnati, 0.

HOLMAN’S PAD
cures

Q

i

of

I

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
IssPoilUv^ure

HIM

th*** Palatal CamalaUte and Weak*
Meommoa to car beat tamale popnlatloa.
It wiU cure entirely th# worst form of tamaloO*^
plaints,all ovariantroubles, Inflammation and Uloasm
Uon. Fallingand Dtaplaeement*.
and the conaiijna*
Spinal Weak new, and U particularly
adapted to tkw

far all

Chance of Life.

DR.

HALL’S

lomBALSAM
la, Ii
Cares Coneumotlon, Colds. Pnenmonla,
Influenza,
luenza Bronchial Dlfficultl™,Bronichltl
ood Jr
Hoamenn
nrBR, Asthma, Croup,
Conch, and all Dlsennr" of the lire atnlr
ibroi
Organo, It soothre and heals the Membran
of the Lange, Inflamed and poisoned hr th
disease, and prevents the night sweats an 1
tightness across the chest which accompany
It. ConsnmptlonIs not an Incurable malady.
HALL’M BALSAM will enre yea, oven
though professionalaid fallo.

the

be thrown out.

your friends act like you, as most of Stomach and Liver, as well a* MalaCorn silk is said to bo an efficient and them may be depended upon to do, the rial Blood-Poisoning,** to amply
powerful remedy for dropsy, bladder chances are that the poor fellow, if he justify the eminent Profettor Loomie' high entroubles and diseases of the kidneys. does not soon find employment in the comium: “It IS NEARER A UNIVERSAL PANACEA
THAN ANYTHING IN MEDICINE I”
The Louisville Medical News gives an city, will send his wife home to her
The *ucce«i of Holman’s Pads ha* inspiredimaccount of the medical properties of corn mother, make some excuse to get out of

and expel tumor* from the nttewafla
development. The tendencytosa^
cerouahumor* there la checked very ipeedlly by tte worn
It remove* falntne**, flatulency, deetroyaell
uavtac
for •tlmulant*.
and relieve# weaknee* of the stoanMfc.
It cure* Bloating,Headache*, Nerrou* Proatrattew,
General Debility, Bleeplewnew, Deprewion aad la«It will dissolve

an early stage

WMI

M&fj

Chronic Disease

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’ft

raro,<>p|iort

CONSUMPTION
CAN ok
BE CURED
uuisoumr ivi* vnn
u

Simply

wittat

fjc. Alto

ful. rai>id-*«)nx

3<lc. A

loses his situation — and there are many
after meals. Oxide of zinc and hydrosuch— and when he comes to you to tell
cyanite extract pills, and, above all, atrophia sulphate, one-iwo hundredths of you of his troubles, supposing you to be
a friend, devote your time entirely to
one groin to begin with. This must be
explaining to him the various steps by
taken with great care. Dr. Nairn, of
which lie reached his present condition.
London, says he sponges the body with
Tell him you are sorry, if you like, but
tincture of belladonna,but the drug is
fy
show him distinctlythat you want to get
too powerful to be used by any one but
away
from him as soou as possible.
a physician.
When next he calls upon you, if in his
Absorption
Milk, says Dr. J. H. Hanaford, con- desperation he forgets his last experience MEDICINE I
TAADIUAUL
tains all of the elements needed to susso far as to call, be careful to be very
tain life in the young, and is one of the busy aud unable to talk with him. Cut
The Only True Malarial Antidote.
simplest in use — wholesome, if it is him severely if he wants to borrow
pure. Its purity depends on the health money and discouragehim if he unfolds Dr. Holman’s Pad I* no gueii-workremedy—
of the producer,and that largely on the any new business plan. If men in your no feeble levtatlve experiment— n* purloined
quality of the food eaten. If at first own business circle chance to mention hedge podge "f eome other Inventor**idea ; it it
pure, it may become otherwiseby care- him in your presencespeak condescend- the original and only genuine car*
alive Pad, the only remedy that hae an honlessness. To keep it in tins, made of ingly about him. Advise your wife not
estly-acquiredrighttou*e the title-word“Pad”
lead and arsenic, if it become sour, es- to call at his house, for fear she mav lose
in connection with a treatment for chronic disease*
pecially; is to endanger the life of the caste by visiting a bankrupt, and if your
of the Stomach, Liver and Spleen.
family. If uncovered or in any way ex- children have been in the habit of visitBy s recently perfected improvementDr. Holposed to fresh paint, or to filth or poison ing his family devise a method of dissuadman hae greatly Increased the scope of the Pad’e
in any form, it soon 1 incomes affected by ing them. If you see him coming along
sefulress, tnd appreciably augmented ite active
absorption, since water and all liquids the sidewalk as if he would meet you,
curative power.
containing it are grand purifiers of the look the other way. Do uot invite him
This great Improvement give* Holman’s Pa»
air, these impuritiesbein^ retained in to any little party such as he has often
(with its Adjuvant*) such complete and unfailing
the liquids. Never keep milk in a newly- attended at your house. If the foregoing
control over the molt persistentand unyielding
painted pantry — only water, and that to directionsare faithfully followed and

7

our ItninrnllcCI.OTIIKH
Nnrlnktrr.* new, norel.nse-

Peculator*.

form* of

‘HnF PAN.
0,'K

Houwlwepw* cannot affordto

aU affection* of

mucou* membrane, of the he»d and throat.

the

Wh

_

of

geatlon.
That feeling of

bearingdown, cauainf pain, weigh©
and backache,1* alwaya permanently cured by Ite asm
It will at all time* and under all clrcumitancea
art
harmony with th* laws that govern the female syrtsM.
, For the cure of Kidney Complaint* of either SHttfla
Compound is unaurpaaeed.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’fl VEGETABLE OEMPOl'NDl* prepared at 03 and SU Waotorn Avewwa,
Lynn, Mam. Price f 1. Blxbottleefor
|6. Sent by art©
form of pllla,also 1 n the form of loaaag** •*
box for either.Mrs. Plnkhnna
freely answersall lettersof Inquiry. Send for pemgtalet. Addree* aa above. Mention thie Paper.

In th#

receipt of price, |1 per

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO

Vo family ahould be withoutLYDIA E. PiHkHAlS'A
LIVER PILIA They cure conrti patton,bUlonawam^
aad torpidity of the liver.M cent* per box.
Mr Sold by all Drngglati.

Battle Creek, Michigan,
MANUFACTURERS 0T THE ONLY
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town iu search of a mythical business Kalors who offer Pad* •imilar in form and
PAD.
chance, and then slowly but surely de- odor to the genuine
take two
generateinto a tramp: for what else can Beware of these Bogus and Imitation Pads, gotten up to sell on
silk and boil in two gallons of water un- he do? — New York Herald.
the reputation of the
til but one gallon remains. Add sugar
Toodlca Alway* Kept a Coffin
PAD.
to make a sirup. Dnnk a tumbler of
In his house. Had he lived now he would have
Each
Genuine
Holman Pad bean
this thrice daily, and it will relieve kept Warner’s Safe Hidney and Liver Cure.
the private Revenue Stamp of the
dropsy by increasing the flow of the
HOLMAN PAD COMPANY with the aUve
urine most enormously. Other diseases
Traveling in Russia.
Trade Mark printedin green.
of the bladder and kidneys are benefited
Dr. Thomas, n dentist of Vienna, was
by the remedy, which is prompt, effi- summoned to Kirwin, in Russian Po- FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
cient and grateful to the stomach. The land, to perform a dental operation upon Or scot by mail, post paid on receiptof gs.eo.
treatmentcan.becontinued for mouths the Countess Waleska. At the border
without danger or inconvenience.
station of Radjwilow he was stopped, re[P. 0. Box 2112.] 7 I t Ciroadw&y,N. Y.
quired to show his passport and have
[From the DesMoines (Iowa) State Reglrter.]
his baggage searched. His name at T\H. III NTFR. 103 St-ite»t .niicajro, treat* «uc
I / cea* fullyThroat anil Lung Di-oasosby Inhalation.
We notice the following in an exchange
once awakened suspicion from its reMr. G. 11. Haverer, foreman N. Y^c N. 11. semblance h> that of Thomassen, the
,n your own tnwn. Term* and #fi outfll
8. 11. Co., suffered for eight days with terinfernal-machineman of Bremerhaven; $00 free. Addreta H. Hallett A Co., Portland. M*.
rible pain in the back, almost to distraction,
and, when the officials found a mysteri- {f’TQAWEKK. |13ad*yat hnmeaa-ilymads. Ooatly
until he heard of and used St. Jacobs Oil, ous apparatus in his baggage this suspi- $ / £ outfit free. Addres* True A Co., Auguita, Ma.
one bottle of which cured him completely. cion became fixed and positive, and the
A GENTS WANTED for the Beat and Faatertunfortunate dentist narrowly escapee' ix Selling Pictorial Book* and Bible*. Price*reduced
83 per ct. National Pobubhino Co.. Chicago,111.
Railway Dangerous.
faring roughly. He tried to explain the
Blindnessto danger produced by living working of the apparatus, but without FINE CHINA, JAPAN & ASSAM TEAS.
among it with impunity seems almost much avail ; and when he was finallyal- Will send aample of any kind wanted on recept of 8c.
Cheap for cash. EitablUhrd 840.
universal. We believe that (he best lowed to go on his way a detective ac- poetagestamp.
CASSIDY A CO., 3.3 Front St. New York.
authorities recommend that night watch- companied him until lie met the sermen in big buildings should be frequently vants and carriage of the Countese.
changod, because when a man has made | Tlie machine, however, had been nrelory of England. riEng. Literature.I i’co |f|l ttriu
•> I'go Htno voh. I I ijtuo vol. handsomelyIf lalalnfu
wlalj
ight for
for years,
a certain round every night
years or , viously confiscated. Such is traveling
silk,

and the cures that have been

ed by its

effect-

HOLMAN

use. The way

to use it is to
double-handfulsof fresh corn

GENUINE

HOLMAN

HOLMAN PAD

CO.,

For

Two
Generations

A mulHtuds of tpecial f rat urn and improvemsnti
1831. togetherwith tvptrior quqliHe* in construe,
don and material* not dreamed of bv other maker#.
Four alzcs of He para tor*, from 6 to 12 kora#
capacity, /or Iteam or hone tmieer.
Two sty Ice of ** Mounted" Horse-Powers.
tor

:

7,500,000 r/" SLs.:!E#.ft3!S
constantly on hand, from which la built tha Incomparable wood-work of our macuin

TANG LINIMENT,

has

done

more

to assuage pain, relieve
suffering, and save the lives of

men and

beasts than all other
liniments put together. Why!

Because the Mustang penetrates through skin and flesh
to the very bone, driving out
all pain and soreness and
morbid secretions, and restoring the afflicted part to sound

TRACTION
ENGINES
durable.and

Stmngetf, most

The good and staunch old'
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

efficient ever

made. 8, 10. 13 llorse Power.

and supple health.

1

1

c

cloth:

onl)

bound.

lor

only iOru.

•

Aim.

»

even months, and has never found a tiro in Russia.
MANUATI AN UOOKCO 10 W.lUliSL. N.T. I1.© loz 4M0.
or a thief, he becomes quite blind to
Headache, bilious attacks, dizzineBB, ami
QUICK to soil the
AGENTS
either of these should he chance loHb of appetite, are cured by Kidney-Wort.
to meet them later on. See how this
Infidel IngersollImpaled.
blindness would tell in the case of a
Now fvadj/ for Agents. Jfont dtnirablt fditton.Low
priced. Million*bit waning for It. Grand harrat
driver of an express train. He has, perHis dexterity in the manipulationsof
for Agents. Particular*free. Outfit &Oc. Ad
quick.
Addrca* HUBBARD BROS., Chicago, 11L
haps, to make a journey of one hundred “ roso-wator imbecilities ” and “ phanmiles, and stop, perhaps, three times, tasmal moonshine ” and “spectral inAGENTS WANTED FOR
but has to pass thirty, forty, or more iminities” does not prohibit our being
signals. If the trafficis well regulated enabled, with sesquipedalian sagacity
he may travel this road for months to- and alliterative loquacity and pellucid,
gether Without ever finding one of these polysyllabic perspicacity, to apprehend I Tb* best and ch«apo*t uinstnud aditionofth*R*signals of “danger;” but were ho to get aud appreciate the arrogant audacity and
CTobLTfiwwia'a
©diUona. Soe that th* cqpyyoqbuy contain*
in a condition of danger-blindnessand reprehensible rapacity and egregious tofarlor
160 fin* eufrarlngion *ti»*land wood. AxsnU ars
not look out for these signals the result edacity and volcanic voracity and stu- colnlnc raoy*/ aalllnwthla edition.Send for olronlar*.
Addree* NATIONAL PUBLISHING00.
would probably bo that there would be pendously ferocious capacity with which
Chlcafo,IU.
a terribleaccident Ho must go on as- in mood irascible,choleric, sulphurous,
suming that every signal is at danger, this plausible prophet and priest of a
TO
though never in his experience has it past paganism preys upon veracity ; and
been found to bo so. He must also the pestiferous and preposterous pertiIf yon want to bay JAmAm, CTetw
Hullrre,Horu-Puietn or Enfiots
exercise patient and untiring vigilance nacity and tedious tenacity and pungent
(either Portable or Traction, to nas
for threehinz, aawlnf or for xnnaral
in inspecting and testing his enemies; pugnacity, varied by vicious vivacity,
puri'oaeal,buy the ‘r8Urrea Roostrust no one, but see that all is right for with which, in contemptuous contumacter" *ooda. "Th* Be*t or* th*
Ch*aj>r*t."For Prlcs-Iiat and II
himself. At sea fire drill, and “man ity, he meanders in monstrously medloatrated Pamphlet*(sent frss)
write to Thp. Aultman A TaYLOB
overboard” drill arc carried out, and in dlesome and malignant mendacity.—
Company. Miaafield, 0.
the military service false alarms of fire Rev. S. Henry Bell's Lecture.
or attack are given to exercise the men
Eilert’sExtract or Tab and Wild Chkrrt
in vigilanceand promptness of action;
,

WANTED
REVISED NEW TESTAMENT

,

Farmers and Threshermen are invitedto
iratethin matchlr** ThrewuiiK Machinery.
Circularsrent free. Address

O.N.U.

Vo.
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in veati

NICHOLS,

SHEPARD & CO.

Battle Creek, Michigan*

YTITIIKN WRITING TO ADVF.UTINERfl.

v v plenae any you aaw the advertlaemwal
1b thla paper.
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DIBLE REVISION

FARMERS AND
THRESHERMEN.

but on a line of railway this

is

impossible.

bss been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it is too late.
Trv this excellent remedy, and we are sure you
will be convinced of its merits. Chronic

4,wy

Punctualityin the running of the trains
is of the lirst importance,so that when
something goes wrong the staff must
OlxlllM and
Coughs, and even Consumptives,are cured by
deal with it, as it were, by instinct, and
AND ALL DIIKASIt
following the directions.Every bottle is warhow well they do it is obvious from the ranted to give satisfaction. Prepared by th* Caueed by Malarial Polsoalag of tha Blood.
A WARRANTED CURE.
comparativelyfew accidents that happen. Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Sold by
Price*
£1.00. Tor Mle by sU Dngftit*.
all
good
druggists.
How danger is often warded off by
courage and intelligencethe general
Have you Kidney troubles? The case is very
public seldom learn.— Saturday Review. far gone that does not yield unto a permanent

For

D"MEmURS

Dr. UTETTAOl’S HEADACHE PILLS cure moat wonderfully In a very
abort (lino both SICK and NERVOUS HEADACHE; and while acting on
tbo nervous system, cleanse the stomach of excess of bllo, producinga
regular hcultliy action of the bowels.

©6 HEADACHE

A fall size box of these valuable PILLS, with fall directionsfor • complete cure, mailed to any address on receipt of nine three-cent postage
stamps. For sale by all druggists at 26c. Solo Proprietors,
BROWN CHEMICAL COMPANY, Baltimore, Md.

66
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PILLS

MUTATOR! MUTATOR! ACHAT!*!

euro, and in a rapid manner, under the use of

Dr. Holman’s Renal or Kidney Pad and Anhorptive Plasters. Have you Rash, Itch, or
A shot-tower is certainly a curious any species of skiu diseases V Why uot remove
place to the uninitiated visitor,and the the cause— /Mood Poison— bs absorption through
the use of the only common-sense remedy, Dn.
process of manufacturingthe leaden Holman’s Liver and Stomach Pad?
missiles is most interesting. Of course
Indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration
it is necessarythat the shot should fall
from a considerable elevation, aud the and all forms of general debility relievedby
taking Menbman's Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
height of many of the towers is over 200 only preparation of beef containingits entire
feet. As pure lead will not make per- nutritiousproperties.It containsblood-makfect globules, it is necessarily tem- ing, force-generating
and life-sustainingproppered.” This “temper”, is prepared by erties;is invaluable in all enfeebledconditions,
the addition of ingredients,of which whether the result of exhaustion, nervous prostration.overwork or acute disease, particularly
arsenic is the main property. It is run if resulting from pulmonary camplaints. Casinto bars convenient for use, and with well, Hazard A Co., proprietors. New York.
pig-lead hoisted to the top of the tower.
What is beautiful? Why, Carboline, a deoHere are two small rooms, one about
dorized extract of petroleum, as now unproved
twelve feet below the other, and each and perfected. Clear as spring water, delightcontaining two huge kettles, in which fully perfumed and wiH not soil the finestlinen
the pig-lead and the “temper’ are melt- ; fabric— a perfect toilet preparationand absoed. From one or the other of the two 1 lately makes the hair grow on bald heads.

How

Shot Are Made.

NO FEE

UNTIL
CURED

who
troubledwith Deafneu, Catarrh.A*thAA LL Nerrotuneu,
Contnmption, Hay Ferer,BronchlU*.Consha,
Low
Headache,

ars
roa,
Cold*,
of Sleep. Nenralcit,
Disease* of the Liver and Kidney*,Dy*p*p«U and AflacWon* of the Lung* *nd Air Pasweea, of no matter how
king standing, shouldtry Dr.
S
AH disease* treated.
Send tor pamphlet with home reference#, and qneatlona to answer. No chare e for conaulUtionby mall
a dlatanoe.
in Igtson.^paBent^treajod wjuahy weU
ion, Maas.

muted Air.

JUDGE

Oxy-IIydro-

Ua

—

CELLULOID
EYE-GLASSES.
Representing the choicest-selected
TortoiseShell and Amber. The lightest,handsomest,
and strongest known.-1 Bold by Opticiansand
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
ITFG CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York.

THE MOST PERFECT THRESHER AND SAVER MADE.
J. I.

MaAa Men aad

CASE

THRESHING MACHINE CO., RACINE, WIS.

Bell MoxtThreahlafHaohlseathaa

any firm In tba World, tal

far

Cataiigw-U certs IstUq*

Don’t you Forgot it

T-iLZECIE

TIEZS

AN AMUSEMENT SYNDICATE!

THAT IN

Hardware, Hails, Glass,
J. R. K.

man

the

is just

(Charteredand Incorporatedunder

for you.

Laws of W

tlie

isconsin.)

TINWARE,
J. R. K. Pans out big for you.

SASH AND DOORS,
R. K. wants every one of you.

J.

Faints and

Burr RoMns & Golvin

Oils,

J. R. K. wants a brush with you.

G-rectt A-ixierican etnei

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,
R. K. has struck hard

J.

GERMAN ALLIED RAILWAY SHOWS!

for you.

STOVES,
J. R. K.

is

watching

for you.

THE GREAT
B UR LING TO X ROUTE.

Close Cash Buyers,
R. K.

J.

is

man

the

for yon.

Wo want to remind you of it to day, do not wait,
prices are u« low ns the lowest and can not be appreciated till you see the goods.

KLEYN,

J. R.

EIGHTH STREET.

NO. GO

Holland,

Michigan.
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reduced 33 per ct. Nitiouel PubUil>« Co.. Ch.cuo.III.
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r^il. TUOMfoON't

CO
LADIES

dfKIitrilWilliKlciiliao mouj
of co'e. Irnf. Herrii’ llleitrittd
pinphtet lent free on ipplieauoa.
fully

HARRIS REMEDY CO.,
asf i CbeaUU, 8th h JUrktl 3U,
St

I.oale, Mo.

tre troublfd with Lfucorrtir»

(Fluor
Albut or Whllee) eheeldtend lor
r.
llarrlB’Pamphlet (Hluftreled
hr Plilei) jlrln dcKHplIoa of bu Hrmrdy, tod ihowior iu 1 pplinuoo. The peaipblet il tklueble to any Udy Id delicite beallh, bemr a thnroerhlepractical trratia--on 0 iadiacaa*.
Scat
HARRIS REMEDY CO.. ST. LOUIS,NO.

PnC

j

Fr**.

Initroctl-.ni for acl

f-

c^s

Direct connections for all points in Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado, Wvi inine. Montana, Nevada. New Mexico. Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and

o

California.
The Shortest. Speediestand Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott. Denison,
Dallas. Houston, Austin. San Antonio,Galveston and all points in Texas.
The unetjunledindtiooinenta efTored by this
Line to Travelersami Tourists, are as follows:
The celebrated rulltnan (IG-wiieol) I’nlnco
Sleeping Cars, run only on I hi* line. C., R. i
Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton's
Reclining ’hairs.No extra charge for Seats
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. R. & Q.
Palace Dinimr Cars, r.onre -us Smoking Cars
fitted with Elegant High-BaekedRattan Revnlving Chairs for the exclu.-ivc use of lirstcla«s pa«’engers.
Steel Track and Sui'f-ior Fouipment. combined with their Grc.d Through Car Arrangement. make* thi*. above nil others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
i

B|S rlTPn lywel ewf.wh.r. I. »ll T.e, CvCft. r.'k^-,
VfAt J I kU Pe^n, ti.nOaf Kurwti.ML. »>J .,mp«.tofusilir*.

PruAlfwi. u..eir>M. PtUI'IAS TEA tO

f*7“No other line run* Three Through Pn»Benger Trains Dally between Chiniifo, Des
Moines, Council IllufK Omaha, l.ineoln. St.
Joseph, Atehismi, T"P''ku ami Kansas City.

la the Care of Dkeme.
Medical utei of Electricity.
But loaaa op
ELECTRIC BEITS A BATTERIES.
treatmentby Electricity for Rheuaitum.

West.

Try it. and you will find travelingu luxury
Instead of a discomfort.
Through Ticket* via this Celebrated Line
m the Cm ted States and

for sale at all uHiccs

Canada.
All information about Rates of Faro. Sleeping Car Accommodations,Time Tables, Lc.,
will be cheerfullygiven, ant! will send Free to
any address an elegant Countu AJnp of United
States, in colors, b\ up flying »“•

JAMES

R.

WOOD,

General Pus-a nger Agent. Chicago.

T

J.

POTTER.

General Manager, Chicago.

Neuralgia, Epilepiy, Paralyna, byipeptia. aod all Nenroui
and Chronic affectloci. An illurtrated book of orer eiity lar|0
patei tent free od receipt of 3 cent etamp.Ad drew

ro

ELECTRO-FARADIC BELT CO.,
81d A nil ChMtnnt St.. KT. LOUIS, 10.

DB!

Buns’

DR.

IjUtUusl1817 at 12 H.

8th

M.

Stmt, BT. LOUD,

mHE

Phjildani in charm of Ihia old and well known inatlI tutioo are regularindualea in medicineand luryery. Team
•r Eiperlrnre in Ibe treatnieut of Cbronle DUemea hare made
their ikill andabilitr
iotnuch lopenor tu that of the ordinary
practitioner,
that tney bar# acquired a nalitualreputation
thr«u*h thrir eeitment of complicalrdcaM«.

DISCRETION

IN

or

EXPOSURE

Irlnary Truobletaud Hyphllltle
nr Jlerrurlal
affectioni of the
thru*!,tkln or bones Ireaiedwith lucent, on (cienndcprim
withoutunnr Mertnry or other I’oUonouiMedicinea.
and tbnae of middle act whotroiufforme from the effoett of Spermatorrhea or beml.talWnanew,tho remit of ulf-abuie in youth
or eiceirId matured rears art nernunenlly cured. Thfa dlanr produce!tome of the foilowinjeffect!— cmuiioni, MntcliH,
diiliDeea,nerrouinen, dunneei of iifhl, cough, indigeition,
eonit^alinn.detpondercy,confusionof idt>i. aremoo to 10.
cictr,defectire
memory,irxual eihacition.impoiency or Ion
cf manly ricor, which onilli Ihe rictimf-r buiine-»or marnago.
Clplei.

Fix this important date in your mind. One Day Only.
JUST THAT DAY. MONDAY, JUNE 27.

113111

mi^iT^O^Iillfo^iunorrllea^jleel,
Btrlrtnre,OrrbiU«,a.I

MFM

VnilNP.

Ten Monster Shows combined, the

Amusement Organizations:

Yellowing

e

patients tbeateq

How on aaIa an l d-irin * tli- soa*on.
-(•Ia.k* k.tct'RU'jn Th-k*:T*. from
(Itlcago aril lo. il ooinu..to

DEN.

VER, COLOPADO RPRTVUS. am’

PUEBLO. AND

‘j,1';;1

Ihillman Pala.-e Car* nn- mn I’
thN Company 'nun CHV’AOO
COU^CIL Bl TIFFS. Tui En'A in

KANSAS CITY, form
but on.- .-ntuik'e

and

Wife, Temptrimtnli, compatiblo
•nd inoumpaublt,Sterility in Wi men. cnuie and treatment,
AJiice to Bfidegroom.AJeire to lluilardt,Adnce lo Wire!,
) roititution, Hi cauie*,Celibacy »nd Matrimonyeninppred.
Ceejucal
Ie». aud C.unil ip tDij.dim.niU.
HalMji, M.nc» of lUprwiucikm. Scgk Life ceo.U.rrd, U» ef UanWge aai
li > Tte. Lrt»I rlekca«f Dum.d »vmrB,etc . Inrfud oj Durawe jeeul ar
I Wmwd. 'heir auwitod tmlm».L A bo.k f-r prrai. tad (MiM«aU
frallnf.of all jwert.olib fullllate Engrarmgi,
by man. .ra^.-Oeenia.

Sf
Sir?

1

1

and ik. i
e-i.t .aiu. la
at

Map

7.
8.

COLOR®®

9.

In

payxat

fiBnttim)

for

baakt.

***Wi,h*;

'*

IMI, circa

cnrunicdiieuea
di.enta and eompl
complicatedcaicl,aod dutaMi reiutting
cluunic
from tapere irinalaainciationt, eclf-abni. «r Mini eiretiri.
) .nentitented by mail and enpreea.Where poetible, pereonal cnmnltitinnIi priferrfd. which ii free and iiiTiled. Queit.«ni to be iniwered by pit>ent< dciirmc treatmentmailed Irtm
to any addreii nn «prlic»ti''n.
For b««ki or treatmentaddrein
DR. HUTTS, !• North gt!i St, Bt. LouU. Mo.

|&| An onUnly New and penitietly cffcctirn
llU Remedy for the tpredy and perminret

utwiwv

r

—

—

—

-- -praaonamdex—. TVra
~

-

Jieed ibo ml in aery wrrtemmi. ami in new a
te ne neetmm ake«i Um prtpwaAa*. FramaaiabownummaMm ei

1

Wonderful troupe of His-

ionic Canines mid Dog Circus.

Wahkenita’s Famous Band of Indian*.
Mods. Lucian’sSensationalCollection

Fursman’s Vast Marine Aquarium.

Goin’s Original Troupe of

Jubilee

Singers.

15-13W

FIRST

WARD

HOLLAND, MONDAY, JUNE
You

u

Grocery House

have

see the following distinctivefeatures of which we

The

largest living GiratTe this side of

the seas, broke and trained to harness.

The largest hippopotamus iu captivity.

27, 1881.

the exclusive monopoly.

JAMES RYDER,

Prop'r.

Ravine purchasedthe interest formerly owned
by Mr. M. Sfery, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devoie my entire attention to the GroceryHusines*.and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new biifiners.
The store Is ou the

I

Eighth and Fish

St.

endeavorto keep on hand a complete «upand fill all orders promptlyto the best of my

will

p’y.

U,

Ceal

Dp

Mlmoori,Sept. IS, IfTf.-Iroceiredan mock bene (It Son th*
o-r el yrrr remediotthat I want to try them ta aaothercat*.

Give us a trial before

ooa.1 yoo all

From

th^wdmlriaj^^^^^

a Phnnirtmn and Buroton.

Wluouri. Jo re M.Uflt.— FleaM forwardmt at oi.ee anolhtt
hoc of Ilf FaMiltei.The patieat oa whom I bare awd nmtt of
ono-bof. la addi'ioa to a tamp'e hoi, it faat rocorenag,aud I
ghiAh aaefharwillie^i^alWirhu^^^^^

From

* itnigglut.

Maryland, Sept. 2, IKS.-Lait Jiauary wo got from pool
hoi of 'oar remedy, for eae of oar cutiamon, and it hit n afo
A naffer* cure of him. Wo baro anothercauomornow aufltfo
(a, ia tho aamo way, and with by fe'.rnmail aaa If a S bom

000

equestrienne in either hemisphere,will ap-

cage of performing Hyenas.

A

family of Sea Lions.

PROF. DOW

Holland, April

13,

RYDER.

1881.

A

10-if

Atvi.CHEMICALMFC.CS

miS

Ties

Hurricane

hisstudd of

the modern Sampson,

dead weight.

herd of great Elephants.

MISS ELLA COOK, the mosibeaulhul
Antelope ever captured. and accomplished Equestrienne.

Cow

A herd of Camels.

HOWARD DORR AND SON.

Giant Horse, 22 hands high, Clowns, and

Moloch, the

More

a

Five

half hundred of the most

notable artists in the profession.

rare animals

in street than are

shown

in

open dens

containedin half of the

CHARLES W. FISH,
of

Bareback

ZHOLLAJSriD,

the acwho

ter n.y

challenges the world to duplicate his acts,

Animals turned
Open

loose in the

distinct

Bands

of

Music.

Streets. Mounted Knights and Ladies.

Wild Beasts. The Mardi Gras Carnival. Herd of Elephants and Camels. All
moving panorama worth going hundreds of miles to see. We never change our date, but s ow

dens of performing

just the date

advertised.

ADMISSION 50.

Ranger
cureH
^0

will see the Grandest Display ot

Three separate and
presenting a

FORFEIT!!

You

Pageant ever witnessed in America.

More than a mile of Art EmblazonedAsiatic aud African Caravan, Headed by the
great Military Cavalcade, representingthe meeting of the Crowned Heads of Europe,
a gorgeous picture of, “The pomp and circumstanceof glorious war.”

ALL INSECTS

Immix ('sneerCure Depot, Costlcook. P. Q. Canada.

Monday, June 27,

riders,

will ride at three aud nine p. m.

WHOLES INSECT EXTERMINATOR,/.
PUT UP ONLY BT

'M’poc

I),

lifts 1,300 pounds

knowledged King

JAS.

‘.hulling sensation, entitled the

HERR NEYGAARD, and

A

MR.

Mich., laa.M, II78.-I have nacd ap year packnfeof modierne ; ter] me Mother u anna a* poeubie. Tan pactire
•t-ppad all eppireattreuble. hot tharoMa welknem yot, and
1 with yrm woelJrerMr^kmletJeMkjjiiMOfthat

Wnt Virgin ii. Aeg.n,IVTt.— I receivedyear mediriao,tad
I bt'.wreh hit cared me. for which I am eery thaakRil. laclmad pl*aactad M, for which pleau Mod mt aamherboi
(No. t) V a friond. Too hart doae a gnat Ihtag (or m*. I

Imper-

so-called meungeriesof the day.

you judge us.

Thu w afloag etandinjndj^kl^JSLi?^ ,WO**'

Iowa, Oct. Wth. trs.-l am almoet lerpriaedit TOtrr Fan.
tillea.1 key hate worked like a chirm oa am. I an jaat
twice aantek ef a mu ai I wat beforetakieg.I wsim tha
aerge of Ihe gmc, I ihoeght.and there wat an cal* far an,
hat as* I am ia

the

trained Thoroughbred stallions.

weight 2,800.

ability.

Chicago.An,.
am thoron,hlycured and
lap. Th: yean, maalnriMWMtajJ^rt^Wt^

from

Circus of Vienna, the most graceful

Whirl.

liibilion.

A den of Man-eatingTigers.;

Cor.

Indiana,April llth, WTR-Theremedy m wnrking perfectly.
Bed epilepiyfiomwirnkneteJor^meM^^

MADAME MARTHA,
ial

pear at each and every performance, in her

The only Polaquaineever placed on ex-

The only

'

#

i

9PENSARY

SI,

ing.

19.

--

“'cukoNIC^'dioraiimi—
Pi'^e^mmpitakrn

wiU

Stone’s College of Physical Train-

of Trained Wild Animals.

I

j-

Dan

0. Prof. While’s

United
Staten tree, address,
0EN. PASS R ACT.. C B &Q R.R
Chicago, 111.

DOLLAR

rno

DL.-iVE

For rates,further information,

•HillulAItIm,’Ueftn ca Uiciotlt WcaiBkcol, 10a.
ON F
wt w"i 111 ,hrM ol ,h, *
iT D.'l jMI IS I
^Tr dricribedbooki. nicefjtouii^^on^iomiiieTMiiWiuioc
636 pa^ei. and orer 100
llluitrat.oni.
The combined eolume ii pctilirelythe most
popular Medical Book publiahed. Tit au.hor 11 an eipen«i.d
--------------- ----- - — " ---- -

r

School of Trained

ini- « li!i- wl'i

.-a - n.

PUEBLO.

and elegant

IxtU,

|S*nHu'i

Madame Manila’s

German Circus,

European dorses.
.')

1

aelectinn of

ST»r«W**u5«rtrif , iTijneal
».f«or5«fiii DvftflivfIfiMF-ry.Ix#» »f B-sua' iVvrv.H^ »ai*f »»»•
f ix wnrrnMr
•a*-j tilosi**#
rt^
fi»f Hit eui« cf aii |*n«sia«l*ea*i. |W. vrtr 40 pUut,40 ctatf,

•lib

31

Pminir Cars an- attochot toal. tlin.ir. b ti.iin-. .n whlc.
meal.* ran la.-.ibtalncd at ill- i.-ii.'on
able price of ntv. nty -fiv.- 1 nils

new and complete Guide to Wedfotk.co.iia nmg, with miny othera,the fol
lowing cbanteri: A tompetent Womanhood,
large,

«n BpermatorrbCBA, Bcxual Debility,
ind Impotency, fTom brlf-Jltuteand £icet»fi. ctvainf

uf

E. I). C 'Ivin’s World’s Menagerie.

3. Herr Ncyganrd’s Grand

(til

mrnt mailedfree to any addrrn on Application.
d I re«0M tofferlof fruo! Rapine* tboald tend tbelraddm*,V
\i. .d Imrn lomethlaa to their aihantage. It U nut a tru-«.F
CunmanicilionsitricilycoaRdti tlil.and ihnuld be addrrutd
DR. HITTS, Ut .North 8th PL, 8L LouU. Mo.

C'.!c,

2

yi

rUHN,

RE
hv SIX
IltrFRIirNT RrifTfS.at wonder,
fully low rate-.. Tin--.- tlrk.-t-. will Im
Roo<1 ifomp west witliln flffern ilX
days from dat*- of Mil.-, and to rc-lur
unUI October 31st follownijr.

pfrTJnlWoMulUlinin^nlerred,
which ii FREE and melted. Lut of queiiiooi to be amwered by pitienia Je.iriug treal-

f.Ar/\ A
[
W ^Sv/\

1 Burr Robins Groat American Circus.

first

and 7

p.

m.

'

25c. Doors open at
The performance will commence an hour later.
Children under

9

years

I

without the use of the Knife.

The only permanent Cure In the world, For p«rticut&i*enclose two 3 cent stamps lo
A. C,. SMITH, Costlcook, P. Q., Canada.

l!V-4w

i

R3F" Cores Swift

end

A NIOWTH!

Certain.

(Any paper can poblinh ttna for %b ptr year, with
1-ly
thu note aud paper sent regularly.)

$350

7 S

Rrtl

picfmn.

Grand Rapids, Thursday, June 23- Grand Haven. Fr'day, June 24 Muskegon, Saturday,
June 25. Holland. Monday, June 27., Allegan, Tuesday, June 28.

A0XST3 VTAHTSDI

b»WnrM ! n tnmAiLJAV BRONSON.
Arltafo* In

I

EXCURSION TRAINS ON ALL ROADS AT REDUCED RATES,

